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ABSTRACT

Traffic safety has become the first concern in the transportation area. Crashes have cause
extensive human and economic losses. With the objective of reducing crash occurrence and
alleviating crash injury severity, major efforts have been dedicated to reveal the hazardous
factors that affect crash occurrence at both the aggregate (targeting crash frequency per segment,
intersection, etc.,) and disaggregate levels (analyzing each crash event). The aggregate traffic
safety studies, mainly developing safety performance functions (SPFs), are being conducted for
the purpose of unveiling crash contributing factors for the interest locations. Results of the
aggregate traffic safety studies can be used to identify crash hot spots, calculate crash
modification factors (CMF), and improve geometric characteristics. Aggregate analyses mainly
focus on discovering the hazardous factors that are related to the frequency of total crashes, of
specific crash type, or of each crash severity level. While disaggregate studies benefit from the
reliable surveillance systems which provide detailed real-time traffic and weather data. This
information could help in capturing microlevel influences of the hazardous factors which might
lead to a crash. The disaggregate traffic safety models, also called real-time crash risk evaluation
models, can be used in monitoring crash hazardousness with the real-time field data fed in. One
potential use of real-time crash risk evaluation models is to develop Variable Speed Limits (VSL)
as a part of a freeway management system. Models have been developed to predict crash
occurrence to proactively improve traffic safety and prevent crash occurrence.
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In this study, first, aggregate safety performance functions were estimated to unveil the different
risk factors affecting crash occurrence for a mountainous freeway section. Then disaggregate
real-time crash risk evaluation models have been developed for the total crashes with both the
machine learning and hierarchical Bayesian models. Considering the need for analyzing both
aggregate and disaggregate aspects of traffic safety, systematic multi-level traffic safety studies
have been conducted for single- and multi-vehicle crashes, and weekday and weekend crashes.
Finally, the feasibility of utilizing a VSL system to improve traffic safety on freeways has been
investigated.

This research was conducted based on data obtained from a 15-mile mountainous freeway
section on I-70 in Colorado. The data contain historical crash data, roadway geometric
characteristics, real-time weather data, and real-time traffic data. Real-time weather data were
recorded by 6 weather stations installed along the freeway section, while the real-time traffic
data were obtained from the Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS) radars and Automatic
Vechicle Identification (AVI) systems. Different datasets have been formulated from various
data sources, and prepared for the multi-level traffic safety studies.

In the aggregate traffic safety investigation, safety performance functions were developed to
identify crash occurrence hazardous factors. For the first time real-time weather and traffic data
were used in SPFs. Ordinary Poisson model and random effects Poisson models with Bayesian
inference approach were employed to reveal the effects of weather and traffic related variables
on crash occurrence. Two scenarios were considered: one seasonal based case and one crash type
iv

based case. Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) was utilized as the comparison criterion; and
the correlated random effects Poisson models outperform the others. Results indicate that
weather condition variables, especially precipitation, play a key role in the safety performance
functions. Moreover, in order to compare with the correlated random effects Poisson model,
Multivariate Poisson model and Multivariate Poisson-lognormal model have been estimated.
Conclusions indicate that, instead of assuming identical random effects for the homogenous
segments, considering the correlation effects between two count variables would result in better
model fit. Results from the aggregate analyses shed light on the policy implication to reduce
crash frequencies. For the studied roadway segment, crash occurrence in the snow season have
clear trends associated with adverse weather situations (bad visibility and large amount of
precipitation); weather warning systems can be employed to improve road safety during the
snow season. Furthermore, different traffic management strategies should be developed
according to the distinct seasonal influence factors. In particular, sites with steep slopes need
more attention from the traffic management center and operators especially during snow seasons
to control the excess crash occurrence. Moreover, distinct strategy of freeway management
should be designed to address the differences between single- and multi-vehicle crash
characteristics.

In addition to developing safety performance functions with various modeling techniques, this
study also investigates four different approaches of developing informative priors for the
independent variables. Bayesian inference framework provides a complete and coherent way to
balance the empirical data and prior expectations; merits of these informative priors have been
tested along with two types of Bayesian hierarchical models (Poisson-gamma and Poissonv

lognormal models). Deviance Information Criterion, R-square values, and coefficients of
variance for the estimations were utilized as evaluation measures to select the best model(s).
Comparisons across the models indicate that the Poisson-gamma model is superior with a better
model fit and it is much more robust with the informative priors. Moreover, the two-stage
Bayesian updating informative priors provided the best goodness-of-fit and coefficient
estimation accuracies.

In addition to the aggregate analyses, real-time crash risk evaluation models have been
developed to identify crash contributing factors at the disaggregate level. Support Vector
Machine (SVM), a recently proposed statistical learning model and Hierarchical Bayesian
logistic regression models were introduced to evaluate real-time crash risk. Classification and
regression tree (CART) model has been developed to select the most important explanatory
variables. Based on the variable selection results, Bayesian logistic regression models and SVM
models with different kernel functions have been developed. Model comparisons based on
receiver operating curves (ROC) demonstrate that the SVM model with Radial basis kernel
function outperforms the others. Results from the models demonstrated that crashes are likely to
happen during congestion periods (especially when the queuing area has propagated from the
downstream segment); high variation of occupancy and/or volume would increase the probability
of crash occurrence.

Moreover, effects of microscopic traffic, weather, and roadway geometric factors on the
occurrence of specific crash types have been investigated. Crashes have been categorized as rearvi

end, sideswipe, and single-vehicle crashes. AVI segment average speed, real-time weather data,
and roadway geometric characteristics data were utilized as explanatory variables. Conclusions
from this study imply that different active traffic management (ATM) strategies should be
designed for three- and two-lane roadway sections and also considering the seasonal effects.
Based on the abovementioned results, real-time crash risk evaluation models have been
developed separately for multi-vehicle and single-vehicle crashes, and weekday and weekend
crashes. Hierarchical Bayesian logistic regression models (random effects and random parameter
logistic regression models) have been introduced to address the seasonal variations, crash unit
level’s diversities, and unobserved heterogeneity caused by geometric characteristics. For the
multi-vehicle crashes: congested conditions at downstream would contribute to an increase in the
likelihood of multi-vehicle crashes; multi-vehicle crashes are more likely to occur during poor
visibility conditions and if there is a turbulent area that exists downstream. Drivers who are
unable to reduce their speeds timely are prone to causing rear-end crashes. While for the singlevehicle crashes: slow moving traffic platoons at the downstream detector of the crash occurrence
locations would increase the probability of single-vehicle crashes; large variations of occupancy
downstream would also increase the likelihood of single-vehicle crash occurrence.

Substantial efforts have been dedicated to revealing the hazardous factors that affect crash
occurrence from both the aggregate and disaggregate level in this study, however, findings and
conclusions from these research work need to be transferred into applications for roadway design
and freeway management. This study further investigates the feasibility of utilizing Variable
Speed Limits (VSL) system, one key part of ATM, to improve traffic safety on freeways. A
proactive traffic safety improvement VSL control algorithm has been proposed. First, an
vii

extension of the traffic flow model METANET was employed to predict traffic flow while
considering VSL’s impacts on the flow-density diagram; a real-time crash risk evaluation model
was then estimated for the purpose of quantifying crash risk; finally, the optimal VSL control
strategies were achieved by employing an optimization technique of minimizing the total
predicted crash risks along the VSL implementation area. Constraints were set up to limit the
increase of the average travel time and differences between posted speed limits temporarily and
spatially. The proposed VSL control strategy was tested for a mountainous freeway bottleneck
area in the microscopic simulation software VISSIM. Safety impacts of the VSL system were
quantified as crash risk improvements and speed homogeneity improvements. Moreover, three
different driver compliance levels were modeled in VISSIM to monitor the sensitivity of VSL’s
safety impacts on driver compliance levels. Conclusions demonstrate that the proposed VSL
system could effectively improve traffic safety by decreasing crash risk, enhancing speed
homogeneity, and reducing travel time under both high and moderate driver compliance levels;
while the VSL system does not have significant effects on traffic safety enhancement under the
low compliance scenario. Future implementations of VSL control strategies and related research
topics were also discussed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
Traffic safety has become the first concern in the transportation area. According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, in 2010, 32,885 people were killed in traffic crashes in
the United States (NHTSA, 2012). Although it is the lowest number of fatalities since 1949, it is
still a big number which causes lots of economic and emotional losses in people’s lives.
Tremendous efforts have been dedicated to reveal the hazardous factors that affect crash
occurrence from the research works, however, findings and conclusions from these research
studies need to be transferred into applications for roadway design and management.

Analyzing crash occurrence mechanisms and revealing potential countermeasures have been
extensively researched to develop aggregate safety performance functions with extensive
methodologies (Lord and Mannering, 2010). Additionally, in order to identify crash prone traffic
statuses, disaggregate real-time crash risk evaluation models have also been estimated.
Aggregate analyses mainly focus on discovering the hazardous factors that are related to the
frequency of total crashes, specific crash types, or crash injury severity levels. Disaggregate
studies benefit from reliable surveillance systems which provide detailed traffic and weather data.
This information could help in capturing the micro–level influences of the hazardous factors
which might lead to crash occurrences. Moreover, different data resources have been utilized in
1

traffic safety studies, including traffic flow information (speed, volume, and lane occupancy),
roadway geometric characteristics, weather factors (visibility and precipitation), and etc.

Among the different facility types of traffic safety studies, freeways systems are especially
important. The freeway systems feature of relatively good geometric characteristics and
pavement surface conditions which may lead to a lower crash rates. However, due to the high
vehicle travelling speeds, more severe crashes are likely to occur in the freeway systems.
Moreover, the delays result from the crashes would cause huge economic loses. In order to
improve traffic safety on high speed facilities, Intelligent Transportation System related traffic
management strategies incorporated with traffic safety are emerging in the U.S. and Europe.

Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) is an Intelligent Transportation System that
employs state-of-the-art sensing, communications, and data-processing technologies to monitor
traffic, optimize signal timings on major arterials, and control the flow of traffic. ATMS usually
relies on variable message signs (VMS) or other information dissemination technologies to
provide relevant traffic information and travel recommendations to the travelers. ATMS also
allows transportation officials to manage the transportation system remotely and to track all
information about the transportation system in one place.

Active Traffic Management (ATM) is a component of ATMS, which is a scheme for improving
traffic flow and reducing congestion on freeways. ATM makes use of automatic systems and
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human interventions to manage traffic flow and ensure the safety of roadway users. This
approach seeks to solve the congestion problems, which has been included as an application of
lane management strategies to reduce the congestions for freeway corridors in the U.S. (Mirshahi
et al., 2007). ATM also is a tool that can maximize safety and throughput, which may be used as
an interim strategy to maximize the efficiency of corridors that may ultimately receive major
capital investments.

Among the ATM control strategies, Variable Speed Limits (VSL) is a strategy employed in
Europe and the U.S. to improve traffic flow. VSL systems adopt signs posted on the gantries
over the freeways to constantly regulate freeway speeds based on real-time traffic flow
information (e.g., speed, lane occupancy, and volume). Speed limits can be reduced when
freeway conditions are unsuitable for high speed operation, such as adverse weather conditions.
Besides, speed limits can also be lowered when there is an incident or congestion on specific
segments in order to reduce the chances of secondary accidents and facilitate a smoother flow of
traffic.

1.2 Research Objectives
The work of this study focuses on unveiling hazardous factors related to crash occurrence,
estimating real-time crash risk evaluation models with advanced statistical methodologies, and
proposing a traffic safety incorporated Variable Speed Limits system. The detailed objectives
were achieved by the following main procedures;
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1. Identifying hazardous factors related to crash occurrence by crash frequency studies.
Real-time weather information and traffic data will be utilized along with the Bayesian
inference technique.
2. Investigating crash type propensity by comparing hazardous factors that related to each
crash types.
3. Estimating a real-time crash risk evaluation model with the advanced statistical learning
model for the total crashes.
4. Developing real-time crash risk evaluation methods for each specific crash types (singlevehicle crashes and multi-vehicle crashes) by considering their own features.
5. Analyzing crash injury severity for the mountainous freeway by employing different
modeling techniques to account for non-linearity and heterogeneity.
6. Designing VSL control algorithms and conducting simulation based studies to examine
the effectiveness of traffic safety improvement.

To accomplish the above listed goals, the following objectives were achieved:
a) Modeling crash frequencies on a 15-mile freeway section on I-70 in Colorado along with
real-time traffic and weather hazardous factors. Different random effects Bayesian
hierarchical modeling techniques will be compared. Real-time traffic data and weather
information will be supplied by the Remote Traffic Microwave Sensors (RTMS) and
weather stations, respectively along the freeway section.
b) Comparing different approaches of developing prior information for the explanatory
variables. Different Bayesian hierarchical models with prior information from different
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resources would be compared. Effects of the prior information would be investigated
from both the development approach and Bayesian hierarchical model side.
c) Investigating the feasibility of incorporating reliability analysis method in traffic safety
studies. Reliability analysis approach will be adopted to rank the hazardous segments for
a mountainous freeway.
d) Identifying hazardous factors related to each crash type. The major crash types for the
studied freeway are rear-end, sideswipe, and single-vehicle (run-off roads) crashes.
Hierarchical logistic regression models will be employed to unveil each crash type’s
occurrence features (geometric, traffic, and weather).
e) Identifying the contributing factors for the occurrence of severe traffic crashes. The
possible non-linearity relationships and individual heterogeneity would be considered
through adopting different modeling techniques.
f) Estimating a real-time crash risk evaluation model for the total crashes. Advanced
statistical learning model, Support Vector Machine (SVM) was introduced to evaluate
crash risks for the total crashes. The SVM model was compared to the Bayesian logistic
regression models.
g) Developing real-time crash risk evaluation models for the single-vehicle and multivehicle crashes, separately. Both the real-time traffic data (RTMS data) and weather
information will be considered. Multi-level Bayesian logistic regression models were
estimated with the random parameters accounting for seasonal variations, crash unit
level’s diversities and segment level random effects capturing unobserved heterogeneity
caused by the geometric characteristics.
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h) Proposing a systematic approach (with both aggregate and disaggregate analysis) to
investigate the different characteristics of weekday and weekend crashes. Weekend
crashes were defined as crashes occurring between Friday 9:00 pm and Sunday 9:00 pm,
while the other crashes were labeled as weekday crashes. Weekend and weekday crashes
would be analyzed by a crash frequency model, a crash time propensity model, and realtime crash risk evaluation models.
i) Designing VSL control strategies based on real-time crash risk evaluation models.
Conducting simulation studies to identify the effectiveness of the proposed VSL
algorithms.

1.3 Dissertation Organization
The dissertation is organized as follows: following this overview chapter, a thorough literature
review of literature is provided. The review covers the methodologies and findings used in the
previous aggregate traffic safety studies (such as random effects models and Hierarchical
Bayesian models), real-time crash risk evaluation models; which followed by a summarized
review for the implemented and research studies for the VSL systems. Chapter 3 presents the
data, methodology, and findings of a crash frequency study using Bayesian hierarchical models.
Chapter 4 investigates four approaches of developing prior information for the explanatory
variables and compares their effects in the safety performance functions. Followed by chapter 5,
where reliability analysis method was adopted to rank freeway hazardous segments. Chapter 6
discusses the crash propensity at the microscopic level for the three main crash types (rear-end,
sideswipe, and single-vehicle crashes). A crash injury severity analysis with different modeling
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technique is illustrated in chapter 7. Chapter 8 deals with developing real-time crash risk
evaluation models for the total crashes; while chapter 9 estimates multilevel models for the
single-vehicle and multi-vehicle crashes. Therefore, a systematic traffic safety analysis
framework has been established and used to analyze weekday and weekend crashes in chapter 10.
Chapter 11 presents Variable Speed Limits control strategy and their simulation works. Finally,
chapter 12 concludes the research efforts, findings, and future recommendations of this work.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 General
The review of literature is divided into three main sections. Firstly, review of past aggregate
traffic safety studies (crash frequency models) has been summarized. For the crash frequency
models, the statistical modeling techniques, factors contributing to crash occurrence, and prior
information used in the Bayesian models have been discussed. Secondly, past real-time crash
risk evaluation models have been discussed in detail. Moreover, a summary review for the crash
injury severity analysis methods has been discussed. Finally, for the Variable Speed Limits
system, a review of the implemented VSL systems and the research based studies has been
presented.

2.2 Crash Frequency Studies
2.2.1 Statistical Modeling Techniques
Motor-vehicle crash studies have been a continuously researched hot topic in recent decades.
Researchers have developed various methods, incorporated different types of data, and
concluded varieties of countermeasures to improve traffic safety conditions. Lord and Mannering
(2010) summarized the variety methodological alternatives that used in crash frequency studies;
strengths and weaknesses of these modeling techniques have been assessed. In this section,
mainly modeling techniques utilized in aggregated traffic safety studies have been discussed:
random effects Poisson models, hierarchical Bayesian models, multivariate Poisson models, and
tobit models.
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Random effects Poisson models have been widely used in crash frequency studies (Shankar et al.,
1998; Miaou and Lord, 2003; Guo et al., 2010; Yaacob et al., 2010). Researchers have benefited
from its advantage of handling temporal and spatial correlations (Lord and Mannering, 2010).

Shankar et al. (1998) investigated the factors that affect median crossover accidents in
Washington State. Random effects negative binomial model (RENB) and cross-sectional
negative binomial (NB) model have been compared in this study. The authors concluded that the
RENB model is only superior to the NB model when spatial and temporal effects are not
considered; if the spatial and temporal effects are included the NB model, it is strong enough to
provide promising results.

Chin and Quddus (2003) incorporated RENB model to deal with the spatial and temporal effects
in a traffic crash study. The authors examined the relationships between crash occurrence and
different characteristics of signalized intersections in Singapore. Geometric, traffic, and other
control factors were considered in the model. Random effects were added to the NB model by
assuming that the over-dispersion parameter is randomly distributed across groups. This
formulation was proved to be capable of accounting for the unobserved heterogeneity across
locations and times.

The Bayesian inference technique is a frequently adopted approach to analyze crash occurrence
in recent studies. Shively et al. (2010) employed a Bayesian nonparametric estimation procedure
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to estimate the relationships between crash counts and roadway characteristics. The curvature,
traffic levels, speed limits, and surface widths were considered as the main contributing factors
of crash occurrence. Results concluded that the key factors that affect crash counts are traffic
density, presence and degree of horizontal curve, and roadway classifications.

Huang and Abdel-Aty (2010) argued that traffic safety studies frequently contain multilevel data
structures, e.g. [Geographic region level-Traffic site level – Traffic crash level – Driver and
vehicel unit level – Ocupant level] × Spatio-temporal level. Due to the complicated data structure,
models like generalized linear regression models are incapable to handel it. Therefore, the
authors proposed a Bayesian hierarchical approach which explicitly specifies multilevel
structures. Several case studies have been conducted using the proposed methodology and it was
concluded that the model fits have been improved with the Bayesian hierarchical models
handling the multilevel data structure.

Guo et al. (2010) looked into signalized intersection safety problems with the corridor-level
spatial correlations. The mixed effects model, where the corridor-level correlation is
incorporated through a corridor specified random effect. The conditional autoregressive models
were compared with ordinal NB and Poisson models. A full Bayesian framework was used in
this study. The DIC was used to compare the performance of the alternative models and it was
demonstrated that the Poisson spatial model provides the best model fit.
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Geedipally et al. (2012) employed a NB generalized linear model with Lindley mixed effects to
analyze traffic crash data. The purpose of introducing this method to analyze traffic crash is to
address the data sets which contain large number of zeros and a long tail. The NB generalized
linear model was proved to provide a superior model fit compared to the NB model.

Ahmed et al. (2011a) developed Bayesian hierarchical models to account for seasonal and spatial
correlations for a mountainous freeway in Colorado. Firstly, homogenous segmentation methods
have been applied to the studied freeway segment. Through the preliminary analysis the authors
found out that a significant seasonal effect exists for the studied freeway. In order to consider the
over-dispersion along with the spatial correlations between the homogenous segments, Poisson
model, random effects Poisson model, and Gaussian Conditionally Autoregressive prior model
have been performed with Bayesian inference techniques. Through the model comparisons, it
was concluded that the random effects Poisson model outperformed the others.

Miaou et al. (2003) introduced hierarchical Bayesian models, which are widely used in disease
mapping, to build model-based risk maps for traffic crashes. County-level crashes and roadway
geometric characteristics data in Texas were utilized in the study.

Among the luxuriant literatures on aggregate traffic safety studies, crash frequency per segment
has been mostly recognized as the dependent variable. However, crash reporting systems prefer
crash rates to crash frequencies as the traffic safety measurement. For example, fatality and
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injury rates per 100-million vehicle miles traveled (VMT) were employed in National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) annual crash reports (NHTSA, 2012). Utilization of
crash rates was claimed to provide a more standardized measurement of roadway segment safety
than those with crash frequency (Anastasopoulos et al., 2008).

Anastasopoulos et al. (2008) firstly introduced the tobit model to analyze crash rates instead of
focusing on crash counts of roadway segments. Crash rates were treated as a continuous variable
with left-censored at zero. Through investigating five years crash data from interstate highways
in Indiana, the authors concluded that tobit regression models have substantial potentials in
analyzing the crash rates data. Later on, instead of looking at total crash rates, Anastasopoulos et
al. (2012b) employed a multivariate tobit model to analyze crash rates by injury severity levels.
The multivariate tobit model was estimated and compared to a multivariate negative binomial
model; modeling results concluded that multivariate tobit model provided more precise
parameter estimations with additional statistically significant variables. However, these
traditional modeling techniques failed to allow parameter estimates to vary across observations,
which result in biased and possibly erroneous inferences (Lord and Mannering, 2010). In order to
account for the heterogeneity, Anastasopoulos et al. (2012a) utilized a random parameter tobit
model to analyze crash data from urban interstate roads in Indiana. Normal distributions for the
random parameters were found to provide the best model fit. And it was concluded that the
random parameter tobit model outperformed fixed parameter tobit model with a better model fit
and additional significant variables.
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However, there exists a question of whether it is necessary to develop multiple distinct SPFs (for
each crash type) instead of a unique one for total crashes (Mensah and Hauer, 1998). A variety of
studies (Ivan et al., 2000; Qin et al., 2004; Ye et al., 2009; Geedipally and Lord, 2010) have
proved from different aspects that it is recommended to analyze SV and MV crashes separately
while considering their correlation effects.

Ma and Kockelman (2006) utilized a multivariate Poisson model to simultaneously analyze crash
counts with different injury severity levels through the Bayesian paradigm, which provided a
systematic approach of estimating correlated count data.

Ye et al. (2009) also used multivariate Poisson regression model to analyze different crash types
simultaneously. Common unobserved heterogeneity have been accounted through the error
covariance.

Park and Lord (2007) utilized multivariate Poisson-lognormal model to analyze crash frequency
by severity. The MVPLN model was argued to be capable of accounting for over-dispersion, and
the general correlation structure is superior to the multivariate Poisson model (Ma et al., 2008).

El-Basyouny and Sayed (2009) also employed the MVPLN model to jointly investigate crash
frequency by severity levels. MVPLN model was compared to the univariate models regarding
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the goodness-of-fit and hazardous location identification. Results demonstrated that MVPLN
model is better than the univariate models.

2.2.2 Factors Contributing to Crash Occurrence
Weather conditions are relevant to crash occurrence; researchers have developed several ways to
consider weather influences in the crash frequency models. Caliendo et al. (2007) used Negative
Multinomial regression model in a traffic crash analysis of a four-lane median-divided Italian
motorway. The Poisson, Negative Binomial, and Negative Multinomial regression models have
been compared based on cumulative residuals methods. Crashes happened on tangents and
curves were modeled separately. The effects of rain precipitation have been considered in the
study; the authors used hourly rainfall data and transformed them into binary indicators of daily
status of the pavement surface (“dry” or “wet”).

Malyshkina et al. (2009) utilized Bayesian inference method and MCMC simulations in model
estimations. Weather variables like precipitation, snowfall amounts are daily amounts in inches
averaged over the week; the temperature variable is the mean daily air temperature averaged over
the weeks. The results showed that less safe state is positively correlated with extreme
temperatures (low during winter and high during summer), rain precipitations, snowfalls, and
low visibility conditions.
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Yaacob et al. (2010) employed RENB model and NB model to unveil the factors that affect
crash occurrence in Malaysia. In the study, weather information has been incorporated as the
amounts of rainfalls, the number of rainy days, time trends, and the monthly effects of
seasonality. Finally, the authors concluded that the amounts of rainfalls and the number of rainy
days have been detected to have positive effects on crash occurrence. Furthermore, regarding the
modeling technique, the authors indicated that RENB model is superior to analyze the crash
counts when temporal and cross sectional variations are incorporated.

Jung et al. (2010) introduced real-time rainfall information to predict crash injury severity
outcomes. The authors included 5-min intervals of average vehicle volume, speed, and
occupancy variables in the study. Water film depths, stopping sight distances, and deficiency of
car-following distances were estimated from hourly rainfall precipitation, traffic, and road
geometry data.

Usman et al. (2010) used Negative Binomial model, generalized NB model and the zero inflated
NB model to investigate the relationships between crash frequency during a snow storm event
with the roadway surface conditions. Visibility, total precipitation, and Road Surface Index (Lee
et al.) were considered in the models. Visibility was found to be significant with a negative sign
in the models while air temperature and precipitation became insignificant. The author claimed
that this may be due to both variables are partially correlated with RSI.
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Miaou et al. (2013) also used a surrogate variable to indicate wet pavement conditions. The
amount of rainfall and the number of rainy days have been identified to have positive effects on
crash occurrence. Results from the models showed that higher precipitation (in terms of rainy
days and amount) have greater tendency to be classified with relatively higher crash rates.

Traffic variables also play a vital role in crash occurrence. Kononov et al. (2011) related traffic
flow parameters (speed and density) with different functional forms of SPF. Five years of crash
data in Colorado and California were utilized to develop SPFs for multilane urban freeways.
Neural network (NN) and generalized linear regression (Negative Binomial) models have been
used to analyze crash counts per mile per year. The only reference variable is Annual Average
Daily Traffic (AADT). Cumulative Residuals method was adopted in the study to evaluate the
model performances. After comparing different models based on various roadways in two states,
the authors claimed that NN Sigmoid had a superior model fit compared to the GLM generated
SPFs with the power functional form. In addition, it was concluded that (1) on un-congested
freeway segments, the numbers of crashes increase only moderately with an increase in traffic;
(2) once some critical traffic density was reached, the numbers of crashes would increase at a
much faster rate as the increase of traffic.

Besides, in a spatially disaggregate road casualty analysis, Noland and Quddus (2004) used
proximate variables to represent the different traffic flow scenarios. Results indicated that traffic
flow has a high influence on increasing casualties. Furthermore, an AAA foundation for Traffic
Safety study (1999) focused on congestion and crashes have concluded that a U-shaped model
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can explain the relationship between the two; crash rates are high at low levels of congestion and
would rapidly decrease as the volume to capacity (v/c) ratios increase, and they would increase
again as the peak levels of congestion turn up.

Chang and Chen (2005) employed tree-based models to analyze freeway crash frequency.
Geometric variables, traffic characteristics, and environmental factors have been included in the
Classification and Regression Tree (CART) model. Traffic and environmental factors are
aggregated variables like ADT, annual precipitation, and number of days with precipitation. The
results indicated that higher precipitation (in terms of days and amount) have greater tendency to
be classified with relatively higher accident frequencies.

2.2.3 Crash Type Analysis
In order to identify the relationships between various hazardous factors and the occurrence of
each specific crash type, substantial effort has been made from different aspects. Qin et al. (2006)
utilized a hierarchical Bayesian framework to predict crash occurrence in relation to the hourly
exposure by crash type. Four crash types were analyzed: (i) single-vehicle, (ii) multi-vehicle
same direction, (iii) multi-vehicle opposite directions, and (iv) multi-vehicle intersecting
directions. A set of binary regression models were estimated for different crash types and time
periods. Through comparing the marginal posterior distributions, it was concluded that the
occurrence of crashes during the morning and afternoon periods vary significantly by crash types;
and the single- and multi-vehicle crashes have distinct crash occurrence mechanisms. Moreover,
several other previous studies (Jonsson et al., 2007;Jonsson et al., 2009) have also addressed the
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crash types’ propensity through developing safety performance functions for highway
intersections. Results demonstrated that the relationship between traffic flow and crash frequency
vary by different crash types; better model fit could be achieved by modeling different crash
types separately. In general, freeway crash type analyses have mainly focused on single-vehicle
and multi-vehicle crashes (Ivan et al., 1999; Lee and Mannering, 2002).

Geedipally and Lord (2010) investigated the effects of modeling single-vehicle and multi-vehicle
crashes, separately and jointly. Five years of undivided four-lane highway crash data were
utilized. The crash frequency per year per mile was set as the target variable and only AADT was
introduced into the models as the covariate. Univariate negative binomial and bivariate negative
binomial models have been employed to estimate the SPFs. Mean absolute deviance, mean
squared predictive error, and confidence intervals were used to evaluate the models’ performance.
The authors concluded that single-vehicle and multi-vehicle crashes should be analyzed
separately, and a joint NB model should be utilized.

Researchers have also investigated the effects of drivers’ distractions on different crash types.
Neyens and Boyle (2007) looked at the effect of different distraction sources on crash types of
teenage drivers. A multinomial logit model was developed to predict the likelihood of a teenage
driver be involved in each crash type. Three crash types (angle, rear-end, collision with fixed
objects) and four distraction types (cell phone, cognitive, passenger, in-vehicle) were considered.
Results concluded that different driver distractions have varying effects on teenage drivers’ crash
involvement. Similarly, Ghazizadeh and Boyle (2009) introduced a multinomial logit model to
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determine the relationship between distraction types and crash types in Missouri. Conclusions
from the model results showed that cell phone and passenger-related distractions would mostly
result in an angle crash while electronic device-related distractions are more likely to occur
before a single-vehicle crash. From these studies, it can be seen that distractions also have
varying influences on different crash types.

2.2.4 Prior Information used in Bayesian Inference
The Bayesian inference method has been commonly utilized in traffic safety analyses, however,
only few past studies discussed how to formulate informative priors and their superiority.
Washington and Oh (2006) incorporated experts’ judgment on different countermeasures and
used the Bayesian methodology to assess the prior information’s effects on accident modification
factors (AMF). The authors surveyed 11 transportation professionals independently to rate the
effectiveness of chosen countermeasures. Then the results of this survey were transformed into
prior distributions for the AMFs with Beta distributions. Within the Bayesian framework, these
prior distributions were combined with results from the literature regarding these
countermeasures. It was concluded that after the utilization of prior information, the ranking of
the countermeasures did not change too much while the most significant impact is the increased
certainty in the estimations.

Lord and Miranda-Moreno (2008) conducted a study to verify the effects of small sample sizes
and low sample means on the estimation of dispersion parameters. Informative and noninformative priors for the inverse dispersion parameter have been tested under different datasets
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with a variety of sample means and sample sizes. Results of the study demonstrated that small
sample sizes and low sample means would seriously affect the estimation of posterior means for
the inverse dispersion parameter. Finally, an informative prior was suggested to be adopted to
reduce the likelihood of mis-estimation. Schlüter et al. (1997) utilized a HB model to rank
hazardous traffic accident locations. Based on the practitioners’ prior knowledge about the mean
accident rates and their bounds for a group of sites, informative priors have been developed. The
authors indicated that hierarchical models provide a natural mechanism whereby prior
information can be elicited and incorporated in the analysis. Jang et al. (2010) analyzed count
data containing a large amount of zero observations by zero-inflated Poisson and zero-inflated
negative binomial regression models. A power prior was introduced and calculated by the
likelihood function with the historical data, raised to power 𝛼0 . Results indicated that the zero-

inflated models with the power prior performed better than the conventional inference approach.
Haleem et al. (2010) introduced a reliability process to reduce the prediction uncertainty on crash
occurrence. Two-stage updated prior information was used with log-gamma and negative

binomial likelihood functions. After comparing the results of models with informative and noninformative priors, the authors concluded that the full Bayesian updating framework using loggamma likelihood function has the most promising results.

Outside the traffic safety area, informative priors have been widely adopted in political studies,
reliability estimations, economic research, and psychological experimental analyses. Jaynes
(1985) discussed the role of prior information in statistical inference and analyzed a seasonal
adjustment economic issue. Results showed that prior information for the seasonal parameters
has a large effect on the estimations; prior information made a noticeable improvement in
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seasonal adjustment. The author concluded that with the help of prior knowledge, estimations of
some irregular functions can be much more accurate when compared with estimations from the
sampling theory results. Western and Jackman (1994) documented a Bayesian approach to
analyze the political comparative research. The data for the comparative research suffered from
repeated and collinearly data, which were not suitable for use in the conventional inference
technique. A Bayesian regression approach had been used to analyze the data and priors were
assumed by the researchers. Bayesian regression solved the multicollinearity problem by using
extra prior information other than the ordinary least squares, and it generated smaller standard
errors for the regression coefficients. Guikema (2007) stated that priors played an important role
in employing Bayesian methods in risk analyses. Informative priors formulated from existing
information can lead to more accurate posterior inferences. Five different methods to formulate
the informative priors were introduced: method of moments; maximum likelihood estimation;
maximum entropy estimation; starting from a non-informative ‘pre-prior’; and fitting a prior
based on confidence/credible interval matching. Vanpaemel (2011) introduced a hierarchical
way to construct informative priors and the method had been tested by an example dataset.
Results of the models indicated that psychological intuition about the relative plausibility of the
models can be formally captured by an informative prior distribution. The informative priors
kept a fair balance between avoiding the random fluctuations in the data caused by sampling
variability and provide theoretically based expectations without losing flexibility.

Conclusions from different study areas as mentioned above indicate that incorporating the
informative priors into the Bayesian analysis would result in a balanced posterior distribution
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from both the information of the experts and the data itself (Bedrick et al., 1996). Also the
informative priors could solve the problems caused by data limitations.

2.3 Real-time Crash Risk Evaluation Analysis
Oh et al. (2001) firstly proposed the novel approach to classify traffic conditions leading to an
crash from real-time traffic data. This study utilized loop detector traffic data and historic crash
data on a 9.2-mile freeway section on I-880 in Hayward, California. The authors proposed two
distinct traffic conditions, which defined as normal traffic conditions and disruptive traffic
conditions. The traffic data were aggregated into 5-minute intervals; and it was proved by t-test
that the most significant variable for categorize the two traffic conditions is the standard
deviation of speed. By utilizing the non-parametric density functions with kernel smoothing
techniques, distributions for the standard deviation of speed have been achieved. Finally, a realtime application had been tested based on the Bayesian classification results. The proposed
system showed potential effects in reducing crash occurrence likelihood and increasing safety.

Abdel-Aty et al. (2004) employed the matched case-control logistic regression modeling
technique to predict freeway crashes based upon loop detector data. The study was focused on a
39-mile freeway section on I-4 in Orlando, Florida. 30-second loop detector data were
aggregated into 5-minute interval to be utilized in the modeling procedure. The matched casecontrol logistic regression model was introduced to predict crash potentials. It was found that the
coefficient of variation of speed at the downstream station and the average occupancy of
upstream station are significant in the final models. The classification accuracies are more than
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69% of crashes for the 1:5 matched dataset. Therefore, stations and significant variables with
high hazard ratios have been selected. And it was decided to employ the logcvs at least 10-15
minutes prior to the crash as input in the classification models. 66% of the original data was used
as the training dataset and the other used as evaluation dataset. Bayesian classifier methodology
and probabilistic neural network (PNN) were adopted to classify the crash and non-crash cases.
Different combinations of loop detector stations and numbers of loop detectors were tested; the
results showed that with data from the crash station and two more upstream stations, the model
can identified at least 70% crashes on the evaluation dataset.

Oh et al. (2006) proposed a surrogate method to evaluate rear-end crash risks. A rear-end crash
potential index was created by assuming that, under the car-following situation, the stopping
distances for the leading vehicle

should be larger than the following vehicles’. With the

advanced surveillance loop detectors, information about vehicle length, degree of symmetry,
maximum magnitude, and vehicle types can be extracted. Moreover, RCRI (rear-end crash
collision risk index) was calculated with the 5-minute level data and the fuzzy c-means algorithm
was employed to cluster and stratified the index. With the real-time traffic data feed in, the
authors claimed that the proposed system can be implemented in-field to monitor the traffic
status to alert the potential rear-end crashes.

Pande and Abdel-Aty (2006b) developed a disaggregate traffic safety analysis model for the
rear-end crashes on I-4 (Orlando area). The model was based on loop-detectors data at 5-minute
aggregated level. Firstly, the authors utilized Kohonen vector quantization technique to cluster
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the crash data into two segments based on the average speed. After the clustering, classification
trees were employed to formulate the rules to group the data into two segments. Moreover,
variable selection technique has been performed to select most significant variables (traffic flow
parameters and geometric design parameters) for both the two segments. Finally, multi-layer
perceptron and normalized radial basis function neural networks have been chosen as the
classification models. The results indicate that models can indentify 75% rear-end crashes with a
33% false alarm rate.

Lee et al. (2006a) investigated the potential real-time indicators for sideswipe crashes on I-4 in
Orlando area. The authors firstly calculated average flow ratio (AFR) for each specific lane and
then they proposed a modified expression for the overall average flow ratio (OAFR) by
considering: 1) the target lane of lane change is more important and 2) a geometric mean of lane
flow ratios to represent the total number of lane changes in all lanes. Data used to calculate the
AFRs were extracted for the time period of 5-10 minutes prior to the crash time. Then the
authors employed logistic regression to classify the sideswipe crashes from the rear-end crashes,
and the final best model included the OAFR, variation in flow, and a dummy variable indicating
the peak periods. Moreover, the authors recommended that the proposed models can be used to
help designing the ATMS crash prediction system.

Pande and Abdel-Aty (2006a) focused on lane-change related crashes on I-4 at Orlando
metropolitan area. By examining the crash reports, all sideswipe collisions and angle crashes
occurred on the inner lanes were classified as lane-change related crashes. A data mining based
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approach has been employed in the study: using classification tree technique to select important
significant variables and utilizing neural networks to analysis and classify the crash and noncrash cases. As selected by the classification trees, variables like average speeds upstream and
downstream of the crash site, average differences between adjacent lane occupancies upstream of
the crash site, along with the standard deviation of volume, and speed downstream have been
chosen as inputs in the neural network models. One thing need to be mentioned is that flow ratio
variables is not significant in this study unlike in (Lee et al., 2006a). Finally, a hybrid model has
been evaluated with online traffic data and it was found that the false alarm rates are relatively
high, which could cause too many crash warnings to the drivers.

Abdel-Aty and Pemmanaboina (2006) incorporated weather information along with real-time
traffic data to predict crashes on I-4 in Orlando, Florida. Loop detectors data were used to
achieve real-time traffic data while five weather stations located at three airports nearby the
study area were employed to achieve hourly rainfall information. Firstly, the authors used
rainfall information from the five stations as independent variables and the actual crash report
weather information as target variable to develop a logistic regression model for the rain index.
Then, crash prediction models were performed with and without the rain index. Comparisons of
the model fits indicated that the crash prediction model including the rain index outperformed the
other one. Finally, the authors stated that the model can be used to calculate the probability of
observing a crash versus not with online traffic and rainfall data.
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Abdel-Aty et al. (2007) presented their works of improving traffic safety on freeways with realtime intervention strategies and crash risk assessment models. Firstly, the authors developed two
separate models by splitting the whole crash data into two datasets regarding to the five-minute
average speed observed just before the crash times. With the logistic regression modeling
technique, models to predict crash potentials with traffic data prior to the crash times have been
built. Then the authors employed a two-level nested logit model to analyze crash risks for the onramps and off-ramps. Based on the modeling results, the authors conducted a simulation based
study using PARAMICS. Variable speed limits and Ramp Metering were utilized to reduce the
crash risks for the high-speed situations and low-speed situations, respectively. For the
experiments for the VSL system, variables like the pattern of speed limit change, the amount of
change, the location of the change, the length of the speed limit change and the gap distance
between the speed limit changes were tested. In the meanwhile, for the Ramp Metering
simulations, the cycle length, green time per cycle, and the number of ramps that were to be
metered have been determined. Results indicated that the proposed ITS strategies can effectively
improve traffic safety situations on the freeway mainlines.

Pande et al. (2011) investigated the transferability issue for the real-time crash prediction models
for the freeways in the Central Florida area. The authors utilized I-4 eastbound dataset to build
the crash prediction models and then tested these models with data from westbound of I-4, I-95
northbound, and I-95 southbound. All the studied freeway sections were equipped with traffic
detectors (either loop detectors or radar detectors) collecting 30-seconds traffic flow conditions.
In order to build the crash prediction models, the authors aggregated the raw data into 5-minute
interval to avoid the noisy data, and then employed Random Forest technique to select the final
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input variables for the models. Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLPNN) models were
trained with the training dataset with different numbers of hidden neurons. Based on the
prediction accuracy, MLPNN models with data from 4-station and 4 hidden neurons
outperformed the other models; it was used to evaluate the transferability issues later on. Results
indicated that the proposed model was able to perform on both the directions on I-4, however, it
could not provide reasonable results for I-95 both directions. After investigating the basic traffic
flow variables from the four studied areas, the authors concluded that the two corridors differ
from driver population and travel patterns which resulted in an un-transferable crash prediction
model.

Ahmed and Abdel-Aty (2012b) investigated the viability of using automatic vehicle
identification (AVI) data for real-time crash prediction for three expressways in Orlando area.
The AVI data, frequently only used to estimate travel time between toll plazas, were employed to
develop real-time crash prediction models. AVI data prior to the crash report time were
aggregated into 5-minute level and totally 105 variables were invented to be analyzed. Random
forest was adopted to select the most important variables that attribute to the crash occurrence.
Later on, the authors developed matched case control logistic regression models to classify the
crash and non-crash cases. Models have been estimated for the whole system and also for each
specific expressway individually. Results of the models demonstrated a promising use of AVI
data in predicting crashes on the expressways, if the AVI segments lengths are around 1.5 miles
on average.
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Moreover, Ahmed et al. (2012a) utilized AVI data along with real-time weather information and
roadway geometric characteristics to formulate a real-time crash occurrence model. Logistic
regression was performed with Bayesian inference technique. The finalized model showed that
geometric factors are significant in both dry and snow seasons, while the 6-minute average
speeds captured by the AVI system during the 6-12 minutes interval prior to the crash time and
the 1-hour visibility before the crash time were also found to be significant in both seasons.
Furthermore, specifically for the snow season, the 10-minute precipitation prior to the crash time
was also significant. Results indicated that different active traffic management strategies should
be adopted for the two distinct seasons.

2.4 Crash Injury Severity Analysis
Traffic crash injury severity analyses such as severe vs. non-severe crashes or fatal vs. non-fatal
crashes have natural discrete outcomes. Binary logit models (fixed parameter) have been widely
employed to analyze crash injury severity (Farmer et al., 1997; Bédard et al., 2002; Lee and
Abdel-Aty, 2008). However, although modeling procedures and result interpretations of fixed
parameter logit models are straightforward, it is not sufficient to describe relationships between
explanatory variables and the crash injury severity outcomes. Extensions of the binary logit
models (e.g. hierarchical logit model (Huang et al., 2008)) and other nonparametric models (e.g.
neural network models) were introduced to account for unobserved heterogeneity and nonlinearity.
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2.4.1 Random Parameter Logit Model
More recently, random parameter logit models (also called mixed logit model) have been widely
used in injury severity analyses. Compared to the fixed parameter models, random parameter
models allow parameters to vary across the population to account for the unobserved
heterogeneity (Hensher and Greene, 2003). Milton et al. (2008) utilized a random parameter
model to investigate the crash severities along with the frequency model. The model allows some
variables to vary across different roadway segments and in this way the methodology could
account for the unobserved effects (roadway characteristics, environmental factors and driver
behavior). Gkritza and Mannering (2008) employed a mixed logit model (model with both fixed
and random parameters) to achieve better understandings of the effects of safety belts usages in
single- and multi-occupant vehicles. The mixed logit models were used to account for vehiclespecific variations of the independent variables’ effects on safety-belt use probabilities. The
authors claimed that this approach has its flexibility to capture individual-specific heterogeneity.
Anastasopoulos and Mannering (2011) compared fixed and random parameter logit models to
analyze crash injury severity. A random parameter multinomial logit model was estimated with
simulated maximum likelihood approach and the random parameters were applied at the
individual observation level. Results indicated that the random parameter models provided a
better model fit relative to the traditional fixed parameter models. Kim et al. (2013) also utilized
a random parameter model to analyze single-vehicle crash injury severity data in California. The
purpose of using random parameter model was to account for the heterogeneous effects of age
and gender.
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However, abovementioned studies utilized random parameter logit models in a relatively
restricted approach: distributions of the random parameters were assumed to be mutually
independent. Recently, Xiong and Mannering (2013) utilized a more general approach to develop
the random parameter model. The random parameter vector was set to follow a multivariate
normal distribution with an unrestricted variance-covariance matrix. Correlation effects of the
guardian indicator on other explanatory variables were able to be captured. In this study, similar
unrestricted random parameter logit model would be used.

2.4.2 Support Vector Machine
Support vector machine (SVM), a newly introduced pattern classifier based on statistical
learning theory (Vladimir and Vapnik, 1995), has already been employed in various aspects of
transportation research studies. Yuan and Cheu (2003) introduced SVM in incident detection and
they compared results from SVM models with the multi-layer feed forward neural network
(MLFNN) and probabilistic neural network models. It was concluded that SVM models provided
a lower misclassification rate, higher correct detection rate, and lower false alarm rate. Later on,
Chen et al. (2009) similarly constructed SVM models to detect traffic incidents. Instead of
building one SVM model, different SVM models have been estimated and combined using
various ensemble methods (bagging, boosting, and cross-validated). The authors utilized
ensemble methods to overcome the variability of a single SVM and improve the model’s
accuracy. Beside the incident detection, SVM has been utilized in crash frequency studies. Li et
al. (2008) estimated safety performance functions for motor vehicle crashes with support vector
machine models. SVM models have been estimated and compared to the traditional negative
binomial models, and the results demonstrated that SVM models provide better goodness-of-fit
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than the negative binomial models. As for the crash injury severity analysis, Li et al. (2011)
investigated the feasibility of SVM models to analyze crash injury severity. SVM models were
compared with the frequently used ordered probit model; it was concluded that SVM models
outperformed the ordered probit models in model fit and more reasonable relationships between
severity outcomes and the explanatory variables were provided. In this study, SVM models with
radial-basis kernel functions (RBF) would be utilized to analyze crash injury severity. Moreover,
sensitivity analyses would be conducted to investigate the effects of the explanatory variables on
injury severity.

2.5 Implemented Variable Speed Limits System
An implemented VSL system requires the synergy of specific system objective(s), effective
control algorithm, consistent evaluation and improvement. VSL systems are operating in
England, the Netherland, Germany, Finland and Sweden, as well as in the U.S., e.g. Washington
State, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wyoming. In this section, three vital parts of the existing VSL
systems are being discussed in detail and a summary of the key issues are provided.

2.5.1 Objectives of the VSL System
The VSL systems implemented in Europe and the US vary in objectives. The question rises here
as why VSL should be adopted on a specific freeway segment or when should freeway managers
consider the employment of VSL system on the freeway. Generally speaking, VSL systems have
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been used to (1) reduce recurrent congestion, (2) improve traffic under adverse weather
conditions, and (3) and improve traffic safety, among other reasons.

Recurrent congestion causes traffic delays and it is likely to increase the likelihood of crash
occurrence. Several Variable Speed Limit (VSL) systems have been designed to eliminate or
reduce the effects of recurrent congestion (or shockwaves). An operating Variable Advisory
Speed Limit (VASL) system in the Twin Cities, Minnesota is being used to prevent the rapid
propagation of shockwaves (Kwon et al., 2011a;Kwon et al., 2011b). England operates their
pilot ‘Controlled Motorway’ on M25 to reduce recurrent congestion. The objective of the pilot
project was to reduce accident occurrence through controlling the traffic speed at peak hours
(Robinson, 2000). The system attempts to predict when flow breakdown is about to happen, and
introduces lower speed limits before that critical point is reached with the purpose of delaying its
occurrence (Harbord, 1998). Another VSL system aimed at solving the congestion problem was
implemented on I-270, operated by the Missouri Department of Transportation (Bham et al.,
2010).

VSL systems have been introduced to address the traffic safety problems caused by adverse
weather conditions. A rural VSL system was implemented and operated on I-80 corridor in
Southeastern Wyoming (Layton and Young, 2011). The system was chosen to be implemented at
this roadway because of the adverse weather conditions during the winter season, which have
caused problems for travelers and half or more of the vehicles traveling on this road are trucks.
Washington DOT employed VSL on I-90, which suffers rain and fog in summer and snow and
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ice in winter (Goodwin and Pisano, 2003). The road has a four times higher winter crash rate
compared to the annual average; this is due to roadway geometry, truck percentage, and tourists
that are unfamiliar with local conditions. In Europe, the Netherland initialized speed
harmonization (by utilizing VSL) on A16 only during adverse weather conditions.

Traffic safety has always been the first concern of freeway management; some VSL systems
have been implemented in the US and Europe with the only purpose of improving traffic safety.
A study of a pilot project of the VSL system in Maryland has been documented in Pan et al.
(2010). The chosen operated roadway segment was claimed to be suitable for VSL since: (1)
Variety of geometric features, (2) High accident rate, (3) High and dynamic traffic demand
(Chang et al., 2011). Germany has used speed harmonization since the 1970s, the system aimed
at stabilizing traffic flow under heavy flow conditions, reducing crash probability, improving
drivers’ comfort and reducing environmental impact. Variable Speed Limits system has been set
up at A8 between Salzburg and Munich, A3 between Sieburg and Cologne, and A5 near
Karlsruhe (Mirshahi et al., 2007). Finland uses speed harmonization to influence driving
behavior and improve road safety (Mirshahi et al., 2007).

In addition to the abovementioned three main motivations for implementing VSL systems, there
are other objectives to adopt the system. Stoelhorst et al. (2011) documented a comprehensive
program of field trials of VSL on motorways in the Netherlands between 2009 and 2010. The
trials have been conducted at four locations, and the purpose varies as (1) shortening travel time
(A2); (2) improving air quality (A12); (3) improving traffic safety and (4) increasing throughput.
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2.5.2 VSL Control Algorithms
VSL control algorithms play key role in the system and the implemented VSL systems mainly
adopt the rule-based control strategy which contains a set of thresholds and pre-set speed limits.
Once the thresholds were reached and the corresponding speed limits would be displayed. The
thresholds used vary from simple local discrete detectors to network hierarchically organized
systems (detector stations, outstations that connect the two nearby gantries and the central
computing system). Since the VSL systems have distinct purposes, different parameters have
been selected to be the thresholds. In the following part, according to the diversity of parameters,
the existing VSL algorithms have been split into three groups.

Traffic flow variables (speed, volume, and density) are the most frequently utilized parameters in
the control algorithms. In the Maryland’s control algorithm (Chang et al., 2011), there are two
modules: the first module computes the initial speed of each VSL location and the second
module updates the displayed speed based on the difference between the detected traffic speed
and target control speed. Average speed and average travel time were calculated among all the
detectors to decide the posted speed limits on the VSL signs (Pan et al., 2010).

The advisory VSL system in Sweden (Nissan and N.Koutsopoulosb, 2011) uses two speed
thresholds �𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ � to decide when to trigger the VSL system. Average speed were

captured from the overhead gantry detectors and aggregated into 5-minute intervals.
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The UK motorways utilize dynamic and simple matrices control algorithm. When volumes reach
1,650 vehicles per hour per lane (vphpl), the speed limit is reduced from the default value of 70
mph to 60 mph. When volumes reach 2050 vphpl, the speed limit is again reduced to 50 mph.
The control algorithm also includes speed information from the outstation, to detect queuing
traffic. Once queues and slow moving traffic are detected, a speed limit of 40 mph is displayed
immediately prior to the end of the queue (Harbord, 1998).

On A2 in the Netherlands, The posted speed is determined by a system control algorithm based
on 1-minute averages of speed and volume across all lanes. If an incident is detected, a speed of
50 km/h (31 mph) is displayed (Waller et al., 2009). The VSL system located on the New Jersey
Turnpike also post speed limits based on the average travel speeds (McLawhorn, 2003).

Changes of Speed limits in Missouri are determined by the occupancy of lanes or the time
difference between how long vehicles used to pass a section of highway and how much time it
would utilize under free flow condition. The speed limits could range from 60 mph during light
traffic, to as low as 40 mph during extreme congestion (Bham et al., 2010).

The VASL system (Kwon et al., 2011a; Kwon et al., 2011b) in Minnesota is designed to
gradually reduce the speed levels of upstream incoming traffic when a bottleneck exists
downstream. The control algorithm first decides where the controlling zone should start, and
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then it identifies the speed limits according to the pre-set deceleration rate threshold and the
VASL control zone’s length.

The VSL system (Layton and Young, 2011) in Wyoming adjust speed limits according to the
recommended speed limit decided by Highway Patrol based on the existing weather and roadway
conditions.

For A16 in the Netherlands, the displayed speed limits are based on the visibility conditions
captured by 20 visibility sensors along the road. If the visibility drops below 140 m (456 ft), then
the speed limit will drop to 80 km/h (49 mph). If visibility drops below 70 m (228 ft), the speed
limit will be dropped to 60 km/h (37 mph). Besides, if an incident is detected, 50 km/h (31 mph)
on the first sign upstream and 70 km/h (43 mph) on second sign upstream will be displayed.

Finland’s VSL algorithm is a discrete simple one; it only depends on the road conditions.
Displayed speed limits can be 120 km/h (74 mph) for good road conditions, 100 km/h (62 mph)
for moderate road conditions or 80 km/h (49 mph) for poor road conditions. The road conditions
are decided by local weather (wind velocity and direction, air temperature, relative humidity, rain
intensity and cumulative precipitation) and road surface conditions (dry, wet, salted and snowy).

To build a comprehensive VSL algorithm, mostly, traffic data and weather conditions are being
considered together. For example, the control algorithm used in the I-90 VSL system reduces the
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speed limit in 10mph increments from 65 mph to 35 mph based upon prevailing road, weather
and traffic conditions (Goodwin and Pisano, 2003).

For German freeways, speed limits of 100, 80 or 60 km/h (62, 49 or 37 mph) would be displayed
(Mirshahi et al., 2007). The algorithm employs loop traffic data (volume and speed), and
environmental data measured by fog, ice, wind, and other detectors to determine the displayed
speed. Historic data are used to predict conditions over the next 30 minutes, and the volume of
passenger cars and trucks speeds are also considered.

In the state of New Mexico, the speed limits are being changed according to the lighting and
precipitation conditions. Displayed speed limits are calculated by the smoothed average speed
plus an environmental constant defined by lighting and precipitating conditions, which varies
from 30 to 55 mph (Robinson, 2000).

2.5.3 VSL Devices
Devices are the main part of the Intelligent Transportation System. For VSL systems, data
collecting devices and VSL displaying signs are the most important devices. With the help of
advanced data collection devices, more accurate traffic data along with real-time weather
conditions can be considered into the algorithms and this would enhance the system
effectiveness. As to the VSL displaying signs, with the technology moving forward, more
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messages can be delivered to the drivers from the control center though variable message signs
(VMS) and changeable speed limit signs.

The VSL system on I-35W (Minnesota) utilizes the loop detectors to collect traffic data every 30
seconds (Kwon et al., 2011a; Kwon et al., 2011b), microwave detectors were implemented on
the gantries to measure traffic volumes and speeds in Sweden (Nissan and Koutsopoulos, 2011).
For Finland, since the environmental variables are the only parameters in the algorithm, only two
weather stations are employed.

However, in general more than one type of data collecting devices are utilized in the VSL
systems: Road-side microwave traffic detectors and License Plate Recognition stations have
been installed to capture the traffic flow parameters and travel time in Maryland (Pan et al.,
2010); Washington DOT implemented Environmental Sensor Stations (ESS), radar vehicle
detectors, as well as digital radio and microwave communication systems in the speed
management system (Goodwin and Pisano, 2003).

There are mainly two types of VSL displaying devices, overhead gantry signs and road-side
signs. Road-side signs have been implemented in Maryland and Florida’s freeways (Atkins,
2011); Overhead signs are much more popular, it has been employed in the Minnesota,
Wyoming, Washington and most European countries’ VSL systems.
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Two different display technologies have been used in the Wyoming VSL system (Layton and
Young, 2011), one is scrolling film technology and the other is LED display technology. The
VSL signs were placed in pairs with one on the shoulder and the other on the median.

Driver behavior research has been conducted to evaluate the users’ acceptance and compliance
on different road facilities (Stoelhorst et al., 2011). The results indicate that VSL is best observed
and understood when displayed on the matrix signs over each lane, instead of implementing
them on the roadside as panels and signs.

In most cases, VSL signs are combined with VMS to provide more information to the drivers. In
Maryland, VSM are employed to inform drivers of the downstream traffic conditions and
estimated travel times (Pan et al. 2010). Virginia DOT (2011) installed a VMS prior to entering
into the VSL corridor to convey messages to the drivers and a static sign with “End Variable
Speed Limit” had been placed before the exit point of the VSL corridor. For the New Jersey
Turnpike, messages like “Reduce Speed Ahead” and the reason for speed reductions is displayed
on the VMS (Goodwin and Pisano, 2003).

While in England, the next generation of VMS was introduced to convey the information of lane
opening and closing, and speed control, to the drivers. Bertini et al. (2006) evaluated the
combined effects of VSL and traveler information systems provided by VMS on driver behavior
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on German freeways. The conclusions indicated that it is most useful when drivers are warned of
the approaching congested conditions, as well as the speed limit reduction.

2.5.4 Evaluation Methods and Results
The VSL system has become more and more popular because it can provide more smooth traffic
flow, much safer traffic condition and increased throughput during peak hours. Different
measures have been employed in evaluation studies. Basically, traffic speed, travel time and
volume are the most commonly used evaluation criteria. However, besides the normal traffic
flow parameters, some innovative ways of measuring the VSL system performance have been
created.

Simple traffic parameters such as average speed, traffic volume and travel time have been widely
used to evaluate the VSL systems:
•

The average maximum deceleration rate, travel time and peak hour lane volume were
adopted to evaluate the VASL system in Minnesota (Kwon et al., 2011a; Kwon et al.,
2011b). Less deceleration rate, reduced travel time and higher peak hour lane volume
have been achieved by the system in the 3 months’ study period.

•

Average speed and total volume through the roadway have been chosen as the evaluation
parameters in the Pan et al. (2010) study. Results indicate that the VSL control system in
Maryland provided a higher average speed and total volume during the 5 weeks’ study
period.
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•

Travel time (Goodwin and Pisano, 2003) and traffic speed were employed to evaluate the
effects of VSL system under different scenarios (No control, Displayed estimated travel
time, VSL control and VSL combined with travel time displayed). Results indicate that
the highway segments are benefit the most under VSL&TT (Travel Time) display control,
including travel time reduction and travel speed increment (Chang et al., 2011).

•

Average speed and the speed variance have been used in a University of Washington’s
study which concluded that although speed variance increased slightly, average speed
have been reduced up to 13 percent due to the speed management system (Goodwin and
Pisano, 2003).

•

Researchers in Finland (Rämä, 1999) focused on the effects of weather-controlled speed
limits on the mean speed, average headway and traffic safety. The study concludes that
due to drivers’ lack of education, they may think that the displayed speed is a
recommended speed rather than the maximum one. No significant benefits of VSL have
been detected.

•

Heydecker and Addison (2011) developed the relationship between speed and density to
analyze the traffic flow under the operation of VSL. Good observations have been found
from M25’s traffic assessment: the number of drivers exceeding the speed limit
diminished by 50% and less lane changing was observed, besides flow in the slow lane
increased by 15%. Benefits include an 18 percent reduction in incidents, and money
saved in millions each year on incidents and congestion.

In addition to employing the traffic parameters as evaluation measures, a statistical way to
measure the motorway capacity has been proposed by Nissan and Koutsopoulos (2011). First,
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two distinct models based on traffic density have been established by using average 5-minute
traffic flow and speed data, and then a generalized F-test was introduced to check the equalities
of coefficients for the restricted and unrestricted models. Nevertheless, no significant differences
of the flow-density have been detected before and after the VSL.

Geistefeldtl (2011) analyzed the effects of VSL on freeway capacities in Germany. A capacity
function was introduced; traffic speed and density data were utilized in the model. Instead of 1hour capacity function, 5-minute interval function was employed since it will provide more
information about the traffic flow. Then the coefficient of variation of the estimated capacity
distribution was used to compare 2- and 3-lane freeways with different speed control strategies.
Results show that freeways with VSL have significantly lower coefficient of variation compared
with uncontrolled sections. Moreover, the traffic flow quality was evaluated by using Level of
Service under variety of control conditions (Nissan and Koutsopoulos, 2011). The authors
concluded that the lower threshold of LOS E should be adjusted with different control conditions
and this method will be implemented in the forthcoming edition of the German Highway
Capacity Manual.

Duret et al. (2012) investigated the effects of VSL on the lane flow distributions on a three-lane
freeway in France. Percentages of total flow for each lane were employed to represent the
distributions. Results indicate that VSL impact the lane flow distributions and increase utilization
of the shoulder lane by reducing the speed difference between the shoulder and passing lanes.
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2.5.5 Compliance Issues
The compliance issue is a vital factor for the freeway management strategies and it directly
influences the effectiveness of the system. Two evaluation methods of speed compliance on the
corridor were proposed in the Layton and Young (2011). One strict standard determines the
percentage of vehicles that are traveling at or below the posted speed limit, and the lenient one
identifies the percentage of vehicles driving at not more than 5 mph above the speed limit. The
authors concluded that trucks had a higher compliance rate than cars since the total vehicles had
the compliance range from 13% to 27% while trucks have a 57% compliance rate.

Turner et al. (2011) built a model to calculate the compliance rate with the Variable Mandatory
Speed Limits (VMSL) of the English Managed Motorways. The model assumes vehicle speeds
follow a normal distribution with the mean being the average speed and the variance is related to
the traffic demand at that time. Then the non-compliant vehicles are estimated using binomial
experiments. By adopting the above mentioned model the authors calculated the number of noncompliant vehicles in a dynamic way. The model was established using M42’s data and modified
and tested by motorways’ data under various traffic control strategies (Hard Shoulder running,
Permanent Speed Limit and Variable Speed limits). Validations under various scenarios showed
that the models maintain a less than 2% average error to predict the number of non-compliant
vehicles. Moreover, from the data it can be detected that non-compliant rate is relatively high
(19.5%) under lower speed limits (40 mph) and as the speed limits rose, the non-compliant rates
dropped (less than 10%).
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2.5.6 Overview
Key issues such as VSL systems’ objectives and control algorithms have been described above,
however, two summary tables (Table 2-1 and 2-2) are provided here to summarize these findings.
Table 2-1 mainly sums up the VSL systems’ location, objectives and algorithm parameters. One
point need to be mentioned is the system’s regulation issue, some states and countries used VSL
as advisory speed to drivers while others employed it as mandatory maximum speed limit, where
VSL would have distinct effects. Table 2-2 mostly concludes the VSL devices, evaluation
methods and results.
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Table 2-1: Summarization of systems’ regulation, objectives and algorithm parameters
VSL system location
MD 100, Maryland
I-35W, Minnesota
E4, Sweden
E18, Finland
I-270, Missouri
I-80 in Wyoming
I-5,I-90, Washington
I-40, New Mexico
M25, UK
A3,A5 and A8, Germany
A2, Netherland
A16, Netherland

Regulation
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Regulatory
Regulatory
Regulatory
Regulatory
Regulatory
Changeable*
Changeable

Objectives
Reduce recurrent congestion
Prevent the propagation of the shock waves
Improve throughput
Harmonization speed
Solve congestion problem
Adverse weather conditions
Adverse weather conditions
Winter weather and road conditions
Reduce recurrent congestion
Stabilize traffic flow
Homogenization of traffic speeds and decrease travel time
Adverse weather conditions

Parameters used in the algorithms
Average speed and travel time(1-min)
Deceleration rate (30 seconds)
Average speed (5-min)
Roadway conditions
Occupancy
Weather and road conditions (5-min)
Weather, road and traffic conditions
Lighting and precipitation conditions
Traffic volume
Traffic data and environmental data
Average speed and volume (1-min)
Visibility

*Systems in the Netherland adopt a red circle to indicate whether the speed limits are mandatory (Waller et al., 2009)
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Table 2-2: Summarization of systems’ devices, evaluation methods and results
VSL system location

Data collecting devices

MD 100, Maryland

I-35W, Minnesota

Microwave detector and
License Plate
Recognition stations
Loop detector

E4, Sweden

Microwave detector

Overhead signs

E18, Finland
I-80 in Wyoming

Weather station
Microwave detector

Roadside signs
Overhead signs

I-5,I-90, Washington

Environmental Sensor
Stations and radar
vehicle detectors
Loop detector
Loop detector

Overhead signs

Loop detectors and
cameras
Loop detector

Overhead signs

Loop detector

Overhead signs

Capacity function with speed and
density
Vehicle hours of delay per day

Traffic Sampling
Stations

Roadside signs

Traffic flow and traffic safety

I-40, New Mexico
I-270, Missouri
M25, UK
A3,A5 and A8,
Germany
A2 and A16,
Netherland
I-4, Florida

Displaying
devices
Roadside signs

Evaluation methods

Evaluation results

Average speed and total volume

Higher average speed and total volume

Overhead signs

Average deceleration rate, travel
time and peak hour volume
Flow-density relationship

Less deceleration rate, reduced travel
time and higher volume
No significant impact on traffic
conditions
No significant improvement
No constant results have been achieved

Roadside signs
Roadside signs

Overhead signs

Average speed and headways
85th percentile speeds and
standard deviation of speed(15min)
Average speed and speed
variance
Average speeds
Volume and occupancy, average
speed
Speed and density
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Reduced average speed

Higher average speed
Higher average speed, increased
occupancy
Reduction in incidents and increased
flow, less lane change
Lower coefficient of variance of speed
Better throughput
No significant impacts have been
detected

2.6 Research Variable Speed Limits Studies
In addition to the implemented systems, many research studies have been conducted to
investigate advanced VSL control algorithms. These VSL research studies mainly oriented from
two aspects, traffic safety improvement and freeway operation enhancement.

2.6.1 Freeway Safety Improvement via VSL
This section discusses VSL studies from the traffic safety aspect. VSL systems focused on traffic
safety usually included a function to quantify crash risk; here we call it crash prediction model.
These crash prediction models were developed to quantify crash occurrence hazardousness and
are used to decide when to trigger VSL control and evaluate VSL performance on traffic safety.

Real-time crash prediction models were estimated with the purpose of unveiling and identifying
the crash precursors. With the advanced traffic surveillance system (loop detectors, speed radars,
automatic vehicle identification systems), traffic statuses prior to crash occurrence (usual 5-10
minutes prior to the crash time) would be identified and matched with crashes; moreover, same
data preparation procedures would be applied to randomly select non-crash cases. A
dichotomous variable (1indicates crash cases while 0 indicates non-crash cases) was created to
use as dependent variable and then advanced models (logistic regression models (Abdel-Aty et
al., 2006a) and neural network models (Abdel-Aty et al., 2008)) were employed to classify the
crash and non-crash conditions. For example, for the logistic regression models, suppose the
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crash occurrence has the outcomes y=1 or y=0 with respective probability p and1-p. Then the
real-time crash prediction model can represent as:
𝑝

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝑝) = log �1−𝑝� = 𝛽0 + 𝑿𝜷

(2.1)

where 𝛽0 is the intercept, 𝑿 is the vector of the explanatory variables, 𝜷 is the vector of

coefficients for the explanatory variables. For the explanatory variables, statistical significant
traffic flow characteristics (speed, volume and occupancy) were selected as input. Furthermore,
based on the above equation, probabilities of crash occurrence can be calculated with the realtime traffic data.

VSL systems were set to be triggered when preset thresholds of the crash risks were reached: Lee
et al. (2006b) suggested four levels of threshold values of crash potential for the
merging/diverging roadway sections and straight roadway sections separately. As the threshold
values increased, the intervention of VSL system is less frequently undertaken; Abdel-Aty et al.
(2009) used speed difference between the upstream average speed and average speed of VSL
station of interest as the measure of whether VSL need to be implement or not. A 7 mph was
used as a significant speed difference indicator as concluded in CUNNINGHAM (2007) that if
the speed difference is larger than 7 mph, then the average rear-end crash risk would increase
substantially.
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After the VSL system takes control the traffic flow, crash risks were monitored in real-time. If
the high crash occurrence risks have been reduced with the lower speed limits, speed limits
would gradually increase and go back to the base condition.

The evaluations of the VSL systems’ effectives have concluded both the benefits from the traffic
safety and freeway operation sides. Lee et al. (2006b) quantified their VSL system with the
overall crash potential; the control strategies were proved to be able to reduce the overall crash
potential by 5-17%. Similarly, Abdel-Aty et al. (2006b) and Abdel-Aty et al. (2008) visually
showed the effects of VSL on traffic safety by plotting crash risk likelihood vs. simulation time
and detector locations. Allaby et al. (2007) concluded that the modified VSL system was able to
achieve safety improvements and less increased travel times.

2.6.2 Detailed VSL Control Strategies
Other than the commonly adopted control procedures shown in Figure 1, detailed control
strategies were described in the following sections. Abdel-Aty et al. (2006b) conducted a
simulation based study on the variable speed limits effect on freeway safety improvement. A 36mile freeway segment on I-4 that crosses Orlando downtown area was chosen for the study. The
purpose of VSL was to improve its safety performance. Two crash prediction models were
developed in a previous study (Abdel-Aty and Pande, 2005) for two distinct traffic regimes
(moderate-to-high-speed and low-speed traffic regimes). The simulation study was run in
PARAMICS (Quadstone Limited, 2002), and this study focused on four key components of the
VSL control strategies:(1) Speed change pattern (Abrupt or Gradual); (2) Upstream lowering and
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downstream raising distances; (3) Rate of change of speed limits (time step for change and speed
step for change); and (4) Gap distance. After numerous test scenarios, the best control strategy
was identified. The study concluded that VSL is effective for the high-speed regime while it
seems to not have substantial crash risk reduction effect for the low-speed conditions. Moreover,
comparisons of travel times between base case and VSL control cases showed a significant
traffic time reduction with VSL.

In a latter study, Abdel-Aty et al. (2008) investigated using VSL to reduce rear-end and
sideswipe crash risks on I-4 in Orlando. Unlike the previous work, a dynamic distance for the
VSL implementation area has been considered and introduced in this study. The concept of
homogeneous speed zones was created by comparing the speed differences between two
contiguous segments and VSL would be effective based on the homogenous speed zone areas.
Several important factors in the VSL implementation strategies have been addressed in the
simulation study: (1) The speed limits decrease amount for the upstream speed limits (5 mph or
10 mph); (2) The need of simultaneous increase downstream speed limits; (3) The thresholds for
homogenous speed zones (5 mph or 2.5 mph); (4) VSL control area (speed zone or half of the
speed zone); and (5) the time periods for VSL implementations (5 or 10 min). Effectiveness for
the proposed VSL control strategies were evaluated by comparing average crash risks to the
basic control case. Results of the study concluded that VSL could successfully reduce the rearend and sideswipe crash risks at low-volume traffic conditions while the system would have no
benefits for the congested traffic conditions. Moreover, plotting the crash risks vs. locations can
detect the potential crash risk migration effects, which was investigated by Abdel-Aty et al.(2006)
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and concluded that lowering of crash risk at one location may be coupled with an increase in the
crash risk at another location.

Lee et al. (2006b) also developed a crash prediction model based on traffic flow characteristics
and road geometric information to decide when to trigger VSL. A log-linear model was adopted
based on crash and traffic data collected from a 10-km segment of the Gardiner Expressway in
Toronto, Canada. Traffic speed and volume were imported from loop detectors into PARAMICS
and the previous established crash prediction model was used to calculate the real-time crash
potentials. Once the estimated crash potential exceeds a pre-specified value, speed limits are
changed. In the simulation study, three major control strategies components have been analyzed:
(1) thresholds of crash potential (conditions to trigger VSL control); (2) types of changing speed
limit (increase or decrease the speed limits and by what amount), (3) durations of VSL
intervention. After testing different scenarios, the authors claimed that 5-minute changing
interval and 70 km/h speed limit is the best case. Base case and cases under variable speed limits
have been compared and results illustrated that the variable speed limit can reduce the overall
crash potential by 5-17% with a minor increase of total travel time.

Allaby et al. (2007) tested Variable Speed Limit sign (VSLS) system in PARAMICS based on
simple tree logic control strategies. A threshold of occupancy was first chosen as the evaluation
measure to trigger VSL and posted speed limits were decided by a tree logic model based on 20s speed, volume and occupancy. Three speed zones (response zone, transition zone and temporal
countdown) were defined to decide the displayed speeds for the upstream speed signs. However,
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after testing the base control algorithm, there were no promising results with both crash potential
and travel time reduction. The authors made further improvement by testing various thresholds
for triggering the VSL control and the tree logic model. After modifying the thresholds the
author concluded that the VSLS system is able to provide safety improvements under heavily
congested (peak period) and moderately congested (near-peak period) with no significant travel
time penalty.

Kononov et al. (2012) proposed a potential VSL control algorithm oriented from traffic safety. A
Flow Crash Potential Indicator (FCPI) was first introduced to reflect the crash probability for
different operational regimes based on hourly volume, operating speed and free-flow speed.
Then a critical FCPI was select to serve as a threshold to trigger the VSL system. The displayed
speed limits can be calculated by the root mean of the critical FCPI divided by the observed flow
density and rounded to the nearest 5 mph. Moreover, further improvements about this control
algorithm have been proposed by achieving the critical FCPI for different traffic regimes
(depending on AM/PM and weather conditions). However, no simulation work has been done to
evaluate the proposed VSL system.

2.6.3 Use VSL to Improve Traffic Operation
Researches for the VSL control strategies that stem from the traffic operation improvement are
mainly designed to resolve the shock waves. Hegyi (2004) proposed to utilize speed limits to
create a low density wave that propagates downstream, when the low-density wave meets the
shock wave, it compensates its high density. VSL were designed to lower upstream speed limits
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of the bottleneck area which result in an increase of occupancy and decrease of average speed for
the upstream area; these would delay the bottleneck activation and thus mitigate congestion.

Based on the theoretical rational, Hegyi et al. (2005) proposed an optimal coordination method
to resolve the shock waves with the merit of Variable Speed Limits. The model predictive
control (MPC) approach was introduced, which predicts the network evolution as a function of
the current state and a given control input. The macroscopic traffic-flow model METANET
(Messner and Papageorgiou, 1990) was modified; the extensions of METANET model
incorporated the speed limits as a parameter in the equations. The authors identified VSL control
strategies by solving an optimization problem: the primary aim of the controller is to minimize
the total travel time and several constraints like when the speed limits changed were selected.
Both the continuous and discrete speed limits increments were tested and it turned out discrete
speed limits can effectively reduce the total travel time by 17.3% with considering more safetyconstraints than the continuous speed limits.

Later on, instead of the abovementioned algorithm which requires global optimization to find the
speed limits, Popov et al. (2008) presented simplified controlling approach to resolve shock
waves with distributed controllers. The studied freeway has been split into 20 segments with 0.5
km each and the central 10 segments were designed to test the VSL effects. Each segment would
be assigned with a control whereas each controller using only the local information. Multiobjective evolutionary algorithms were employed to optimize the total travel time functions for
each specific freeway segment. Different control structures have been tested in METANET–
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from using only local information to utilizing information up to 5 upstream segments and up to 1
downstream segment. Results showed by using only immediate neighbor information the VSL
system can resolve the shock waves and reduce the total travel time by 20% compared to the
basic uncontrolled case. This control strategy is easier for implementation since no high
computational capabilities are needed.

Hegyi and Hoogendoorn (2010) proposed SPECIALIST algorithm to resolve shockwaves on
freeways. The SPECIALIST is a simplified VSL control strategy which consists of four steps:
shock wave detection, control scheme generation, resolvability assessment and control scheme
application. After the shock wave was detected, lower speed limits would be assigned to control
input volumes from upstream. According to the shock wave theory, six points on the flowoccupancy diagram were chosen to represent how the shock waves would be resolved. Moreover,
the algorithm has been tested in the real field with a 14 km freeway section on the Dutch A12.
Evaluations of the VSL control algorithm indicated that 80% of the shock waves that were
theoretically resolvable (shockwave patterns are the same with the theoretical analyzed) were
resolved in practice and totally 35 veh-hours were saved during the testing period. However, the
SPECIALIST algorithm addresses the moving shock waves instead of the bottlenecks and is a
feed forward scheme which may not be useable for other scenarios.

Carlson et al. (2011) investigated a local feedback based VSL control algorithm. Firstly, with
similar approaches as Hegyi (2005) did; traffic demand prediction model was modified with the
METANET model and then by optimizing the sophisticated model to find the best displayed
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speed limits. Considering the cumbersome model need extensive calculation and is not suitable
for real-field implementation, the author proposed a cascade structure local feedback model. The
novel control strategy is simple to implement in the field with one input (VSL rates, which
represents different pre-specified displayed speed limits) and one output (the bottleneck
occupancy). Various local feedback control models with different constraints have been tested
and compared to the optimal control model which served as the upper limit of the achievable
performance for the simpler feedback models. Results indicated around 15% travel time
reduction can be achieved by the feedback control strategies; moreover, the improvements
provided by the local feedback models are close to the optimal control model which showed
promising results for real-field implementation with the simpler feedback models.

Wang and Ioannou (2011) proposed a dynamic VSL model with the consideration of driver
behavior. The VSL model was designed as a car following mode and a speed limit tracking mode.
Mostly the vehicles are running under the car following mode. However, the switch from car
following mode to speed limit tracking mode only happens when the posted VSL is lower than
the current speed and the vehicles can decelerate without violating safety considerations. The
defined VSL model (three predefined VSL values -- 40km/h, 60 km/h and 80 km/h) was tested
using microscopic simulation studies (VISSIM) and compared with a modified METANET
model used in (Carlson et al., 2010a). Both models were examined for a free flow condition and
a 10-minute accident condition, and results demonstrated that the proposed model was more
appropriate and effective than the METANET model.
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Other than the METANET model, Cell Transmission Model (CTM) proposed by Daganzo
(1994); Daganzo (1997) has been modified to develop VSL control models. Lee et al. (2010)
used the density as a main variable of VSL control module and applied the Demand-Supply
method of Cell Transmission Model proposed by Daganzo (1997). VISSIM has been introduced
to check the capacity and density changes under the influence of VSL. Average density, average
travel time and total travel time were considered as the evaluation criteria, and the results showed
that VSL control based on Cell Transmission method is effective in travel time reduction.

Moreover, Hadiuzzaman and Qiu (2012) developed a VSL control model with similar approach
of Hegyi et al. (2005): by modifying the CTM model’s fundamental diagram, a predictive traffic
flow model was developed. Then the VSL control strategies were formulated as an optimization
problem by minimizing the total travel time and total travel distance. The proposed VSL system
is used to maximize bottleneck flow during peak hours since it was found that VSL is mostly
effective during congestion periods. Simulation studies have been conducted in VISSIM with
different scenarios and no-VSL control base case. Benefits from the VSL can be concluded as
significant throughput increase and travel time reduction.

Driver behavior influences on the VSL effects have also been considered and investigated. Nes
et al. (2010) conducted a driving simulator study to assess different sophistication levels of a
dynamic speed limit system, as well the homogeneity of driving speed and acceptance of the
different dynamic speed limit systems were also tested. Forty six subjects completed the study,
each subject had to drive 6 road segments with fixed speed limit at 80 km/h and 6 road segments
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with dynamic speed limit either 70 km/h for dangerous situations or 90 km/h for non-dangerous
situations. Standard deviation of the average speed of a subject on a road section has been
measured as the homogeneity of individual speeds, and standard deviation of the average speed
for all subjects on a road section was used to represent the homogeneity in speed between
subjects. ANOVA was introduced to determine the effect of the speed limit system, and it was
concluded that (1) under the dynamic speed limits control, subjects showed more homogeneity of
driving speeds, (2) the advanced in-car system has the highest homogeneity, (3) subjects were
positive about accepting the dynamic speed limit system and (4) they gave more credit to the
dynamic speed limit system than static speed limits.
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CHAPTER 3: SAFETY PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONS INCORPORATING
REAL-TIME WEATHER AND TRAFFIC DATA
3.1 Introduction
Motor-vehicle crash studies have been a continuously researched topic in the past decades.
Researchers have developed various methods, incorporated different types of data, and
concluded varieties of countermeasures to improve the highway safety conditions. In order to
gain a better understanding of the crash mechanism, crash frequency studies are now focusing on
more specific problems that can be split into the following categories; crash type based studies
(e.g. rear-end, sideswipe, and single run-off-roadway crashes), severity based studies (property
damage only, injury and fatal crashes), weather related crash studies (rainfall related crashes) and
crash-time based studies (peak-hour and non-peak hour crashes). By concentrating on one
particular problem with the help of more advanced data collection systems, researchers hope to
provide better crash predictions and find out those hazardous factors.

This study focuses on a 15-mile mountainous freeway on I-70 in Colorado. Previous study
(Ahmed et al., 2011a) demonstrated a significant seasonal effect on crash frequencies. Snow
seasons (from October through April) have relatively higher crash occurrence and more weatherrelated crashes than the dry seasons (from May to September) do. In this study, the same
homogeneous segmentation method is applied to the same study area (Ahmed et al., 2011a). In
addition to the geometric and aggregated traffic data used in the previous work, real-time
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weather data (visibility, precipitation, and temperature) and real-time traffic data (speed, volume,
and occupancy) are employed in this study. A season based model and a crash type based model
are introduced; and two different types of Bayesian hierarchical random effect methodologies are
utilized for each model. Finally, the best models would be identified with the aim of providing
helpful information to further traffic management strategies for different scenarios.

3.2 Data Preparation
Four data sets were included in this study, (1) one year of crash data (from Aug, 2010 to Aug,
2011) provided by Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), (2) roadway segment
geometric characteristic data captured from the Roadway Characteristics Inventory (RCI), (3)
real-time weather data recorded by 6 weather stations along the study roadway section, and (4)
real-time traffic data detected by 30 Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS) radars. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that real-time weather and traffic data have been
employed in a safety performance function study. By utilizing real-time data, contributing factors
from roadway geometric, weather, and traffic flow characteristics of crashes could be unveiled.

A total of 251 crashes were documented within the study period. The 15-mile section, starting at
Mile Marker (MM) 205 and ends at MM 220, has been split into 120 homogenous segments (60
in each direction). The detailed homogenous segmentation method has been described in a
previous study (Ahmed et al., 2011a).
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Six weather stations were implemented with the purpose of providing real-time weather
information to motorists. Information about temperature, visibility, and precipitation was
recorded. The weather data are not recorded continuously, once the weather condition changes
and reaches a preset threshold, a new record would be added to the archived data. Crashes have
been assigned to the nearest weather stations according to the Mile Markers. Based on the
reported crash times, the closest weather records prior to the crash times have been extracted and
used as the crash time weather conditions.

Fifteen radar detectors were available for each direction to provide speed, volume, and
occupancy information. RTMS data corresponding to each crash case were extracted using the
following process: the raw data were first aggregated into 5-minute intervals, then each crash
was assigned to the nearest downstream radar detector, and the crash’s traffic status was defined
as 5-10 minute prior to the crash time. For example, if a crash happened at 15:25, at the Mile
Marker 211.3; the corresponding traffic status for this crash is the traffic condition of time
interval 15:15 and 15:20 recorded by RTMS radar at Mile Marker 211.8. Similarly, upstream and
downstream traffic statuses were also extracted for each crash case. To avoid confusing pre- and
post-crash conditions, 5-10 minute traffic variables prior to the reported crash time were
extracted. Average, standard deviation, and coefficient of variance of speed, volume, and
occupancy during the 5-minute interval were calculated to represent the pre-crash traffic statuses.
These traffic variables are named in a specific way as Figure 3-1 shows. For example, DAO
stands for the average occupancy captured by radar located at downstream of the crash location.
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XXX
Detector locations (C for crash
segment, U for upstream and D for
downstream)

Variable types (A for average
and S for Standard deviation)

Different variables (S for
speed, V for volume and
O for occupancy

Figure 3-1: Nomenclature method for traffic variables

3.3 Methodology
Bayesian hierarchical models were employed in this study. Hierarchical modeling is a statistical
technique that allows multilevel data structures to be properly specified and estimated (Gelman
and Hill, 2006). This modeling approach has been applied in many previous studies (Shankar et
al., 1998; Chin and Quddus, 2003; Guo et al., 2010) and suggested to be utilized to analyze the
multilevel traffic safety data (Huang and Abdel-Aty, 2010). In this study, for one specific
segment, two distinct seasons’ crashes or two different types of crashes were considered in the
models. Two levels of data (e.g. segment level and seasonal level) are modeled, which means the
data structural used in this study naturally is hierarchical.

Crash occurrence along the freeway can be assumed to follow Poisson process. The Poisson
model has played an important role in crash frequency studies. However, it has been blamed of
lacking the ability to handle over-dispersion problems (Lord and Mannering, 2010).
Multiplicative gamma distributed random effects were introduced into the Poisson model, which
implies a negative binomial marginal sampling distribution (Ntzoufras, 2009). The hierarchical
model can be setup as follows:
𝑌𝑖𝑡 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑖𝑡 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1,2
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(3.1)

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜆𝑖𝑡 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝑿𝒊𝒕 𝜷 + 𝛾1 𝑢𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾2 𝑏𝑖

(3.2)

𝑢𝑖𝑡 ~ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎𝑢2 )

(3.3)

𝑏𝑡 ~ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎𝑏2 )

(3.4)

where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is the crash count at segment i (i=1, . . . , 120 (60 segments on each direction)) during
season t ( t=1 for dry season, 2 for snow season) or for certain number of vehicles involved in the

crash (t=1 for single vehicle crashes, 2 for multi vehicle crashes). 𝑿𝒊𝒕 represent the risk factors

and 𝜷 is a vector of regression parameters. Two random effects are defined in the model, 𝑢𝑖𝑡 is
the segment-season specific random effect and 𝑏𝑡 is the segment only specific random effect.
1

Both random effects are set to follow a normal distribution 𝑏𝑖 ~𝑁 �0, 𝑎� , 𝑤here 𝑎 is the precision

parameter and it was specified a gamma prior as 𝑎~ Gamma (0.001, 0.01).

Full Bayesian inference was employed in this study. The key ‘hierarchical’ part of these models
is that ∅, the random effects (𝑢𝑖𝑡 , 𝑏𝑡 ) is unknown and thus has its own prior distribution, 𝑝(∅).
The joint prior distribution is (Gelman et al., 2004)

𝑝(∅, 𝜃) = 𝑝(∅)𝑝(𝜃|∅),

(3.5)

and the joint posterior distribution can be defined as
𝑝(∅, 𝜃|𝑦) ∝ 𝑝(∅, 𝜃)𝑝(𝑦|∅, 𝜃) = 𝑝(∅, 𝜃)𝑝(𝑦|𝜃).
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(3.6)

Based on the above formulation, three models were considered in this paper: the fixed effects
model with (𝛾1, 𝛾2 ) = (0, 0); the over-dispersed Poisson model with no correlation with (𝛾1, 𝛾2 )
= (1, 0); and the over-dispersed correlated Poisson model (𝛾1, 𝛾2 ) = (0, 1). For each model, three

chains of 20,000 iterations were set up in WinBUGS (Lunn et al., 2000), 5,000 iterations were
used in the burn-in step.

3.4 Modeling Results and Discussions
3.4.1 Seasonal Model
As stated and proved in the previous work (Ahmed et al., 2011a), significant seasonal effect
exists on the chosen freeway section. Totally 240 observations (120 segments x 2 seasons) were
entered in the above defined models. For each observation, it represents the crash frequency for
a specific homogenous segment in one season. For segments with more than one crash
occurrence, mean values of weather variables and traffic status variables from different crashes
were calculated. Zero crash occurrence segments used the seasonal average values of the weather
variables and traffic status variables in the final data set. Descriptive statistics of variables
entered into the final models are summarized in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1: Summary of variables descriptive statistics for the seasonal model
Variables
Crash Frequency
Av_visibility
Av_temp
Av_1hourprecip
S_1hourprecip
CAS
Season
Grade

VMT

Description
Crash Frequency counts for the
segment
Average Visibility during the crashes
Average Temperature during the
crashes
Average value of 1hour
precipitation(rain/snow) before the
crash
Standard deviation of 1hour
precipitation(rain/snow) before the
crash
Average speed for the crash segment
Dry=0, Snow=1
Longitudinal grade, eight categories:
Upgrade: 0-2%=1, 2-4%=2, 4-6%=3,
6-8%=4;
Downgrade: 0-(-2)%=5, (-2)-(-4)%=6,
(-4)-(-6)%=7, (-6)-(-8)%=8
Daily vehicle mile traveled

Mean
1.09

Std dev.
1.95

Min
0

Max
13

3.97
38.92

1.85
16.09

0.1
6.0

7.1
77.0

0.039

0.17

0

2.23

0.16

0.32

0

3.72

53.81
0.5
4.45

10.59
0.5
2.40

7.45
0
1

68.0
1.0
8

6582

4419

2267

23409

Daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) were estimated by multiplying segment lengths and AADTs
to represent crash exposures for the segments. One hour precipitation was adopted rather than the
ten minutes precipitation because rain or snow affect crash occurrence by influencing road
surface conditions; long-period precipitation could better reflect the road surface conditions.

Table 3-2 provides the estimations of the significant parameters for the seasonal model.
Although three candidate models were considered, similar results for the significant parameters
have been achieved. Geometric characteristic parameter (Grade index) has shown a consistent
effect in the model as in the previous study results, which identify Grade -6 to -8% as the most
hazardous slope. Moreover, the trends of Grade indexes indicate that the steeper slopes
experience a higher crash frequency; upgrade segments are safer than those downgrade segments
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with the same slope range. In addition, the LogVMT variable has an identical significant positive
effect on crash frequency, which means the larger VMT increase the likelihood of more frequent
crashes because of the higher exposure.

Several real-time weather variables were included in the final models. Average visibility within
the segment was significant with a negative sign, which indicates that a good visibility condition
will decrease the crash occurrence. Two precipitation variables were included in the models, 1hour precipitation’s mean value and its standard deviation. Average 1-hour precipitation volume
has a positive coefficient means larger precipitation increase the crash hazardousness. While the
standard deviation of 1-hour precipitation volume has a negative coefficient indicates that
segments suffered sudden rain or snow are more dangerous than those segments suffering
continuous precipitation. This means that drivers are driving much carefully through those
consistent high precipitation areas, which might be because of warning signs in these frequent
precipitation segments. Average temperature has a distinct coefficient sign in the third model; it
has a positive coefficient in the dry season’s model and a negative coefficient in the snow
season’s model. However this interesting result shows that less safe state is positively correlated
with extreme temperatures (low during winter and high during summer) as found before in
(Malyshkina et al., 2009). The distinct effect of temperature in two seasons can only be captured
by the random effects correlated model since it only reflects a negative influence on crash
occurrence in the other two models.
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For the real-time traffic variables, only the 5-minute average speed of the crash segment during
5-10 minutes prior to the crash time was found to be significant. The CAS has a negative sign,
which means that the crash occurrence likelihood increases as the average speed decreases 5-10
minutes before the crash occurrence. This result has been proved in several real-time crash
prediction models (Ahmed et al., 2011b; Ahmed and Abdel-Aty, 2012a).
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Table 3-2: Parameters estimates for the seasonal model
Model

LogVMT
Av_visibility
Av_temp
Av_1hourprecip
S_1hourprecip
CAS (Avg. Speed)
Season [snow]
Season [dry]
Grade[1]
Grade[2]
Grade[3]
Grade[4]
Grade[5]
Grade[6]
Grade[7]
Grade[8](reference)

Fixed effect

Random effects
(uncorrelated)

Random effects (correlated)
Dry Season

Snow Season

Mean
0.77

2.5%
0.6

97.5%
0.92

Mean
0.7

2.5%
0.4

97.5%
1.0

Mean
1.0

2.5%
0.7

97.5%
2.0

Mean
0.6

2.5%
0.3

97.5%
0.9

-0.13

-0.21

-0.05

-0.06

0.2

0.05

-

-

-

-0.2

-0.3

-0.02

-0.02

-0.03

-0.008

-0.03

-0.002

-0.05

0.06

0.02

0.1

-0.04

-0.08

-0.002

1.27

-0.25

2.65

4.0

2.0

7.0

-

-

-

5.0

3.0

8.0

-0.76

-1.54

0.11

-2.0

-3.0

-0.9

-

-

-

-2.0

-4.0

-1.0

-0.034

-0.04

-0.02

-0.03

-0.05

-0.02

-0.07

-0.1

-0.03

-0.007

-0.03

0.01

-

-

-

2.0

1.0

3.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-1.52

-2.58

-0.65

-2.0

-3.0

-0.5

-2.0

-3.0

-0.6

-2.0

-3.0

-0.6

-0.37

-0.76

0.008

-0.4

-1.0

0.2

-0.7

-1.0

-0.09

-0.7

-1.0

-0.09

-0.85

-1.25

-0.46

-0.8

-1.0

-0.3

-0.8

-1.0

-0.3

-0.8

-1.0

-0.3

-0.32

-0.78

0.11

-0.3

-1.0

0.4

-0.5

-1.0

0.2

-0.5

-1.0

0.2

-1.04

-1.67

-0.47

-1.0

-2.0

-0.2

-1.0

-2.0

-0.4

-1.0

-2.0

-0.4

-1.23

-1.84

-0.69

-1.0

-2.0

-0.3

-1.0

-2.0

-0.3

-1.0

-2.0

-0.3

-0.45

-0.92

0.00

-0.3

-1.0

0.5

-1.0

-0.4

0.3

-1.0

-0.4

0.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 3-3: Model comparison
Models
Fixed effect
Random effect (uncorrelated)
Random effect (correlated)

�
𝐷
565.2
485.8
469.2

𝑝𝐷
14.8
48.4
47.6
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DIC
579.9
534.3
516.8

The DIC, recognized as Bayesian generalization of AIC (Akaike information criterion), was used
� is the measure of
to compare the performance of the three candidate models (Table 3-3). 𝐷
model fitting, 𝑝𝐷 is the effective number of parameters and DIC is a combination of these two

measures. The two random effects models have relatively lower DIC than the fixed effect model,
which implies that the overdispersion problem does exist and cannot be handled by the Poisson
model. For the two random effects models, the correlated random effects model has a lower DIC

value (516.8 vs. 534.3) with less effective number of parameters (47.6 vs. 48.4). Furthermore,
the correlated random effects model provides two sets of distinct estimated parameters for the
two seasons. This is beneficial for establishing different freeway management strategies to
accommodate for distinct seasonal safety conditions.

3.4.2 Single-vehicle vs. Multi-vehicle crash model
In this study, single-vehicle (SV) and multi-vehicle (MV) crashes are analyzed with the
consideration of differences between the two crash types. The same three modeling approaches
are applied and a summarized descriptive statistics of the variables can be found in Table 3-4.

The coefficient estimates of the beta coefficients of the significant parameters are shown in Table
3-5. Only real-time weather variables and RTMS traffic variables were proved to be significant
in the three candidate models. A binary MV indicator was created and included in the models to
identify whether the different characteristics of SV and MV crashes exist.
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Table 3-4: Summary of variables descriptive statistics for Single-Vehicle and Multi-Vehicle
crash model
Variables
Crash Frequency
Av_1hourprecip
S_1hourprecip
CAS
Multi
DAO
UAO
DCO

Description
Crash Frequency counts for the
segment
Average value of 1hour
precipitation(rain/snow) before the
crash
Standard deviation of 1hour
precipitation(rain/snow) before the
crash
Average speed for the crash segment
Single vehicle=0, Multi vehicle=1
Average occupancy of downstream
detector
Average occupancy of upstream
detector
Coefficient of variance of speed at
downstream detector

Mean
1.09

Std dev.
1.7

Min
0

Max
12

0.061

0.24

0

2.23

0.24

0.35

0

3.72

52.2
0.5
4.48

10.8
0.5
3.54

7.0
0
1.28

68.0
1.0
33.78

4.15

1.93

1.52

19.96

0.10

0.046

0.025

0.41

For the real-time weather variables, only the two precipitation descriptive variables present a
significant influence on crash occurrence. Average 1-hour precipitation and standard deviation of
1-hour precipitation have the consistent beta coefficient signs as the seasonal model. As
explained above, these imply that crashes are more likely to happen at the segments with a
sudden high precipitation (rain or snow).

In the fixed effect and uncorrelated random effects model, average speed at the crash segment
and average occupancy at the upstream segment have been indicated as significant factors.
Lower speed at the crash segment and higher occupancy at the upstream segment 5-10 minutes
before the crash time increase the likelihood of crashes, which could be an indication of queuing.
The binary indicator of SV and MV crashes was significant in both models, which represents that
these two crash types have distinct crash mechanisms.
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Table 3-5: Parameters estimates for the seasonal model
Model

Av_1hourprecip
S_1hourprecip
CAS (Avg. Speed)
UAO (Avg. Occ.
Up)
DCO (Coe. Spd.
Dn)
DAO (Avg. Occ.
Dn)
Multi

Fixed effect

Random effects
(uncorrelated)

Random effects (correlated)
Dry Season

Snow Season

Mean
8.75

2.5%
7.27

97.5%
10.22

Mean
8.0

2.5%
7.0

97.5%
10.0

Mean
10.0

2.5%
9.0

97.5%
20.0

Mean
7.0

2.5%
5.0

97.5%
10.0

-6.27

-7.34

-5.18

-6.0

-7.0

-5.0

-8.0

-10.0

-6.0

-5.0

-7.0

-4.0

-0.022

-0.03

-0.01

-0.03

-0.04

-0.01

-0.03

-0.04

-0.007

-0.03

-0.05

-0.005

0.03

-0.009

0.076

0.06

-0.007

0.1

-

-

-

0.1

0.02

0.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.0

0.8

9.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-0.1

-0.2

-0.01

0.28

0.03

0.53

0.3

-0.01

0.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 3-6: Model comparison
Models
Fixed effect
Random effect (uncorrelated)
Random effect (correlated)

�
𝐷
598.4
520.7
510.7

𝑝𝐷
5.9
43.7
46.1
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DIC
604.4
564.4
556.8

More real-time traffic variables were found significant in the correlated random effects model.
For the SV crashes, except for the two precipitation variables, only the average speed prior to the
crash time was significant. This implies that SV crashes are more influenced by the weather and
are not influenced by the upstream and downstream traffic status which always turned out to be
run-off road crashes. For the MV crashes, except for the average speed at the crash segment,
average occupancy of upstream and downstream and coefficient of variance in speed at
downstream came out to be significant. Coefficient of variance of downstream speed (DCO) has
a positive beta coefficient, while downstream average occupancy with a negative sign and
upstream average occupancy have a positive sign. However, the four traffic variables that are
significant in the multi-vehicle model can be explained as: congestion happening which result in
a queuing area upstream. This causes high occupancy upstream and low speed within the
congested area; vehicles pass through the congested segment and start to speed up at different
rates leading to low occupancy and high variation of speed downstream, which makes the
downstream segment a turbulent area. These conditions together, result in a high probability of
multi-vehicle crashes within the congested area, i.e. between the queue and turbulent areas,
which is illustrated in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2: Multi-vehicle crash model illustration
The same model evaluation methods were employed for the SV and MV models (Table 3-7).
Again the two random effect models have significantly lower DIC compared to the fixed effect
model. Within the two random effects models, the correlated random effects model is superior.
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Although the correlated random effects model have a larger number of effective parameters (46.1
vs. 43.7), it has lower DIC (556.8 vs.564.4) and more important is that the two sets of parameters
are useful to identify the hazardous factors of the SV and MV crashes.

3.5 Conclusions
Crash occurrence on a mountainous freeway is highly influenced by the weather conditions.
Distinct seasonal weather conditions reflect on the crash frequencies and crash contributing
factors. To fully account for the weather influence on crash occurrence, real-time weather data
were used here. In most previous studies, weather data were estimated from aggregated weather
records or crash reports, which end up in the loss of important information. In this study, weather
data were recorded by up to 6 weather stations along the 15-mile freeway segment. These
weather stations provide real-time information about the adverse weather conditions, which were
demonstrated by the models of being highly related to crash occurrence.

In addition to the real-time weather data, real-time traffic variables prior to the crash time have
also been included in the models. Unlike the fixed values of speed limits and AADT,
incorporating real-time traffic variables have the benefits of explaining different characteristics
of crashes under various scenarios. Furthermore, those significant variables are helpful to design
the active traffic management system in future studies.
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For the methodological part, random effects models have been proven to be superior to the fixed
effect models since they can handle the overdispersion problem of the data. Moreover, the
correlated random effects models provide better fits, and different sets of parameters for distinct
scenarios, which can help the researchers understanding more about the diverse crash occurrence
mechanisms.

The results of this study suggest that real-time weather information and traffic statuses are
essential to address the crash frequency models, particularly for mountainous freeways with
adverse weather conditions. Also, different strategies of freeway management should be
implemented during these two distinctive seasons and to address different SV and MV crash
characteristics. SV and MV models share some significant variables such as precipitation and
average speed, which demonstrate the correlated mechanisms of these two crash types. Besides,
the correlated random effects models outperformed the other models also indicate that SV and
MV crashes are correlated within the same segment. However, careful comparisons of the model
results showed that SV crashes are more related to the weather conditions and travelling speeds,
while more traffic flow related variables are found to be statistically significant in the MV model.
These findings indicate that the two crash types should be modeled with the concern of different
characteristics.

In addition, the results also shed some lights on the policy implication to bring down the crash
occurrence. For the studied roadway section, results indicated that crash occurrence in the snow
season have clear trends associated with adverse weather situations (bad visibility and large
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amount of precipitation); weather warning systems can be employed to improve road safety
during the snow season. Furthermore, different traffic management strategies should be
developed according to the distinct seasonal influence factors. In particular, sites with steep
slopes need more attentions from officials and decision makers, especially during snow seasons
to control the excess crash occurrence. Moreover, distinct strategies of freeway management
should be designed to address the differences between SV and MV crash characteristics. For MV
crashes, as they are more associated with roadway traffic conditions, speed management system
like a Variable Speed Limit system can be introduced. For example, if a queue has been detected
and backed up upstream of the roadway section, the multi-vehicle crash occurrence likelihood
would increase significantly. For the sake of reducing multi-vehicle crashes, speed limits
upstream of the queuing area should be lowered; and warning messages like “gradual speed
increase” at downstream should be displayed. These examples are provided here only to show
how policy development can benefit from the crash frequency models with real-time traffic and
weather information, more efforts and research are needed to reach efficient and driver friendly
policies.

While the previous studies have addressed the effects of roadway geometrics on crash
frequencies, this study makes a step forward by analyzing the weather effects and traffic status
effects on crash frequencies under different scenarios.
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CHAPTER 4: INVESTIGATING DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO
DEVELOP INFORMATIVE PRIORS IN HIERARCHICAL BAYESIAN
SAFETY PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONS
4.1 Introduction
Considerable researches have been conducted to develop safety performance functions (SPFs)
using the Bayesian inference technique. In order to gain a better understanding of the hazardous
factors and achieve better model fits, various types of data have been employed in crash
frequency studies. In addition to the basic geometric characteristics and annual average daily
traffic (AADT) data, extended weather and traffic related data have also been utilized in the
analyses. In order to deal with the multi-type data, hierarchical Bayesian (HB) models were
introduced to the traffic safety analyses. The introduction of more data resources would yield a
clearer understanding of crash occurrence mechanisms, however, these kinds of studies
commonly suffered from small sample sizes and low sample means problems due to data
limitations. Previous studies have concluded that this kind of data would affect the accuracy of
model estimation and potential SPF applications (Lord, 2006; Lord and Miranda-Moreno, 2008).

One key advantage of the Bayesian inference method compared to the conventional frequentist
inference approach is that extra knowledge and experience about the data can be used as prior
information in the analyses. The Bayesian framework provides a complete and coherent way to
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balance the empirical data and prior expectations, which would be very promising to be applied
in traffic safety analyses. However, most current crash frequency studies that have utilized
Bayesian inference methods employed non-informative priors (sometimes referred to as vague
priors) to let the data “speak for itself,” which ignored the merit of the Bayesian inference
approach.

Recently, researchers started to incorporate prior information from previous studies and experts’
judgment (Washington and Oh, 2006; Lord and Miranda-Moreno, 2008); nonetheless, none of
them focused on how to develop prior distributions for the independent variables. This study fills
the gap in formulating informative priors for the independent variables in traffic safety studies.
Four different ways to formulate the informative priors have been introduced and their effects on
hierarchical Bayesian models were examined. Inference results of the models with informative
priors were compared to models with non-informative priors. One year of crash data for a 15mile freeway section on I-70 in Colorado was used in this study along with the roadway
geometric characteristics, weather information, and real-time traffic data. The most commonly
used Poisson-gamma and Poisson-lognormal models have been employed to examine the effects
of informative priors. Moreover, in addition to the informative priors for the independent
variables, effects of informative priors for the inverse dispersion parameter have also been
examined. Based on the results, the most effective informative priors and the more robust HB
model were suggested for future applications.
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4.2 Data Preparation
The datasets that were utilized in this study were constructed from four original datasets: (1) one
year of crash data provided by Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), (2) roadway
geometric characteristics data captured from the Roadway Characteristics Inventory (RCI), (3)
real-time weather data recorded by 6 weather stations along the study’s roadway section and (4)
real-time traffic data detected by 30 Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS) radars.

A total of 251 crashes were documented and included in the analysis. Due to lack of historical
information and knowledge about the model results, the original dataset has been split into two
datasets. One training dataset is created to play the role of historical data while the other test
dataset is intended for implementing and evaluating the effects of the different informative priors.
With the consideration of the significant differences between the two seasons’ crash occurrence
mechanisms; a binary seasonal index has been created based on the crash season (Dry season
from May to September and Snow season from October to April). Random selection was
performed for the original crash data. In order to consider the seasonal bias, a stratified
partitioning based on the binary seasonal index was performed. The training and test datasets
ended up with 118 crashes and 122 crashes, respectively. The stratified partitioning approach
resulted in two comparable datasets while keeping the original seasonal biased data’s
characteristics. From Table 4-1, it can be seen that the summary statistics for the two datasets are
very close for all the variables.
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Table 4-1: Summary of variables descriptive statistics for the training data and test data
Variables
Crash Frequency
Length
VMT
Av_temp
Av_visibility
Cov
(precipitation)
AS
Grade

Description

Training Dataset
Mean Std dev.
Crash Frequency counts for the segment
0.54
1.1
Segment length (mile)
0.24
0.16
Daily vehicle miles traveled
6582
4419
15.4
Average Temperature during the crashes (℉) 38.8
Average Visibility during the crashes (mile)
4.0
1.6
Coefficient of variance for the 1 hour 5.3
3.8
precipitation(rain/snow) before the crash
Average speed for the crash segment (mph)
55.8
8.4
Longitudinal grade, eight categories: 4.7
2.4
Upgrade: 0-2%=1, 2-4%=2, 4-6%=3,
68%=4;
Downgrade: 0-(-2)%=5, (-2)-(-4)%=6,
(-4)-(-6)%=7, (-6)-(-8)%=8

Test Dataset
Mean Std dev.
0.55
1.1
0.24
0.16
6582
4419
39.1
14.6
4.1
1.6
5.1
3.4
55.2
4.7

9.5
2.4

The 15-mile freeway section, starting from Mile Marker (MM) 205 and ending at MM 220, has
been divided into 120 homogenous segments (60 segments in each direction): with the major
segmentation criterion of roadway alignment homogeneity. According to the Roadway
Characteristics Inventory (RCI) data, both horizontal and vertical alignments were scrutinized; a
minimum-length of 0.1 mile was used to avoid the low exposure problem and the large statistical
uncertainty of the crash rate per short segment. The two datasets have been aggregated into
segment based crash frequency datasets to be used in the analyses. Summary statistics regarding
the data can be found in Table 4-1. The raw traffic data was first aggregated into 5-minute
intervals, then each crash was assigned to the nearest downstream radar detector, and the crash’s
traffic status is defined as the 5-10 minute time period that precedes the crash time. For example,
if a crash occurred at 15:25, at the Mile Marker 211.3. The corresponding traffic status for this
crash is the traffic condition of time interval 15:15 and 15:20 recorded by RTMS radar at Mile
Marker 211.8. To avoid errors in the reported crash-times, the average speed (AS) within the 510 minute time interval that proceeds the reported crash time was extracted for each crash. For
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the weather variables, crashes were first assigned to the nearest weather station according to the
MM. Then, the closest weather record prior to the crash reported time has been extracted and
used as the crash occurrence weather conditions. Traffic and weather variables were aggregated
based on the segment level: if more than one crash happened at the specific segment, mean
values are calculated and used in the analysis; for zero crash segments, average values from the
original data (one year raw data) for these variables are used. Moreover, the coefficient of
variance for the 1 hour precipitation has also been calculated based on the segment level.

4.3 Methodology
Crash occurrence has been assumed to follow a Poisson process, and the Poisson models have
been frequently utilized in crash frequency studies. However, due to the lack of ability to handle
the over-dispersion problem, Poisson mixture models such as Poisson-gamma and Poissonlognormal models were introduced to compensate for the shortcoming of Poisson regression
models (Lord and Mannering, 2010).

The Poisson-lognormal model was formulated by introducing multiplicative gamma distributed
random effects into the log-linear Poisson model, which implies a negative binomial marginal
sampling distribution. The hierarchical model can be setup as follows:
𝑌𝑖𝑡 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑖𝑡 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1,2

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜆𝑖𝑡 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝑿𝒊𝒕 𝜷 + 𝛾1 𝑏𝑖
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(4.1)

(4.2)

𝑏𝑡 ~ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎𝑏2 )

(4.3)

The Poisson-gamma model is a commonly used model for count data with over-dispersion
problem. The model can be setup as:
𝑌𝑖𝑡 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑖𝑡 𝜇𝑖𝑡 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1,2
𝜇𝑖𝑡 ~𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝑟𝑖𝑡 , 𝑟𝑖𝑡 )
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜆𝑖𝑡 = 𝑿𝒊𝒕 𝜷

𝑟𝑖𝑡 ~ Gamma(φ, φ)

(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

(4.7)

where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is the crash count at segment i (i=1, . . . , 120 (60 segments in each direction)) during

season t ( t=1 for dry season, 2 for snow season). 𝑿𝒊𝒕 represent the risk factors and 𝜷 is the vector
of regression parameters. For the Poisson-lognormal model, 𝑏𝑖 is assumed to follow a normal

distribution with the variance parameter that has been specified a gamma prior as Gamma (0.001,
0.001). For the Poisson-gamma model, 𝜇𝑖𝑡 is a multiplicative random effect which is usually

being assumed to follow a gamma distribution with mean of 1 and variance of 1/𝜑; where 𝜑 is

regarded as the inverse dispersion parameter and usually set up to follow a gamma prior as
Gamma (0.001, 0.001).

According to Ntzoufras (2009), Bayesian models have an inherently hierarchical structure. The
prior distribution 𝑓(𝜷|𝒂) of the model parameters 𝜷 with prior parameters 𝒂 can be considered

as the first level of hierarchy. The likelihood of the Bayesian models has the posterior
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distribution 𝑓(𝜷|𝒚) ∝ 𝑓(𝒚|𝜷)𝑓(𝜷; 𝒂) via the Bayes theorem. Moreover, the Bayesian

hierarchical model is defined when a prior distribution is also assigned on the prior parameters 𝒂

associated with the likelihood parameters 𝜷. The posterior distribution can be written as
𝑓(𝜷|𝒚) ∝ 𝑓(𝒚|𝜷)𝑓(𝜷; 𝒂)𝑓(𝒂; 𝒃)

∝ 𝑓(𝒚|𝜷)𝑓(𝜷|𝒂)𝑓(𝒂|𝒃)

(4.8)

(4.9)

The Bayesian inference method involves prior information with the data sample to formulate
posterior probability statements for the parameters of a model (Western and Jackman, 1994). The
inherent structure of Bayesian inference distinguishes itself from the convention reference from
two aspects. First, Bayesian inference is built on a subjective probability concept. Second, the
permissibility of the introduction of the prior information enhances the sample information in
making the statistical inference. With the rare information of how to formulate the prior
distributions in traffic safety analysis, this paper generally investigates four possible approaches
(two-stage Bayesian updating, maximum likelihood estimation, method of moments and expert
experience) to generate the informative priors for the explanatory variables. Normal distribution
is adopted as informative prior distributions since the normal prior distributions are
straightforward to develop.

4.3.1 Two-stage Bayesian updating
This is a promising way to formulate informative priors based on historical data. First, historical
data are treated separately to perform the Bayesian inference with uniform non-informative
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priors for all the parameters. After the estimation, a set of posterior distributions for the
independent variables can be achieved. The means and variances of the posterior distributions for
the independent variables from the inference would perform as informative priors incorporated in
the later inference procedure. By this approach, new dataset is treated as an extension of the
historical data, since the posterior distributions for the first stage Bayesian inference have been
updated with the pure information from the sample data with non-informative priors. The
Bayesian inference for the new dataset with informative priors would perform the so-called
“two-stage Bayesian updating” and provides more precise results. This approach would make
efficient use of historical data if similar model results are available in previous studies and it
would work even if the data is highly skewed (Guikema, 2007).

4.3.2 Maximum likelihood estimation
For the conventional inference, maximum likelihood estimation is developed with fitting a
probability density function (PDF) to the data. Estimation results from the MLE approach can be
used as informative priors in the latter Bayesian analysis. In order to avoid multicollinearity
influences on coefficient estimations, previously chosen significant variables would be entered
into the model one at a time. Results of the means and variances for the estimated coefficients
will be recorded and used as prior information in the Bayesian analysis. This approach does not
need historical dataset; existing dataset would first be estimated by multi MLE inference with
one independent variable each time and then information about the coefficients would be
recorded and utilized later.
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4.3.3 Method of moments
The method of moments’ way to formulate informative priors is the simplest approach. The basic
idea is to match the moments of the data to the moments of the informative prior distributions in
the Bayesian analysis. Results of the summary statistics would provide the mean and variance
values for each independent variable. The informative priors will be assigned as normal
distributions with information from the summary statistics. This approach is easy to implement
since no extra models and data are needed.

4.3.4 Expert experience
This approach is also referred to as inclusion of general information since it does not come from
any models or studies; it is purely based on expert experience on the relationship between
explanatory variables and crash occurrence. Information is achieved from surveyed expert
opinions about the independent variables; for example: AADT would have positive effects on
crash occurrence. This approach is not data based and sometimes may not have the ability to
provide sufficient information to avoid the implausible inferences due to subjectivity.

4.4 Modeling Results and Discussions
4.4.1 Informative priors for the explanatory variables
To test the effects of informative priors developed from different approaches, Poisson-lognormal
and Poisson-gamma models were developed using WinBUGS. Three chains of 15,000 iterations
were set up in the software and the first 5,000 iterations were discarded and regarded as burn-in.
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Convergence of the models were checked by conducting the BGR (Gelman and Rubin, 1992)
statistics and Geweke diagnostic through the R package boa (Smith, 2007).

Informative priors were formulated based on the four abovementioned methods. For the twostage Bayesian updating approach, the prepared training dataset was used as historical data to
perform the first updating step. Posterior distributions of the independent variables were used as
informative priors for the test dataset. The MLE was performed by using SAS (SAS Institute,
2004) with a negative binomial model performed on the test dataset; each selected variable was
evaluated individually. Means and variances of the independent variables were calculated and
transformed into normally distributed prior distributions. The method of moments approach is
comparatively easy, whereas informative priors were elicited from the summary statistics (Table
4-1). Furthermore, regarding the expert experience method, informative priors for variables such
as visibility, temperature, and precipitation were formulated based on common meteorology
knowledge; while for the average speed variable, prior information was provided by the expert
experience as mean traveling speed would likely be around the speed limits with a large variance.
Detailed information for the informative and non-informative priors used in the Poisson-gamma
model can be found in Table 4-2. Priors from the two-stage Bayesian updating and maximum
likelihood approaches reflect the relationship between the independent variables and the
response variable (for example, temperature has a positive influence on crash occurrence
likelihood in the dry seasons); while the method of moments priors represent only the
information about the independent variables themselves (for example, mean average temperature
during the dry season). Expert experience priors are a combination of those two types of
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information (priors for LogVMT and Cov (precipitation) reflect their relationship with the crash
occurrence while the other variables’ priors are based on general knowledge only).
Table 4-2: Examples of prior distributions for the Poisson-gamma model
Season

Dry

Snow

Variables

LogVMT
Av_temp
AS
LogVMT
Av_visibility
Cov
AS

Noninformative
(0.0,1.0E-4)*

Two-stage
updating
(0.9,10)
(0.06,100)
(0.06,100)
(0.5,20)
(-0.3,12.5)
(-0.3,25)
(-0.01,100)

Prior Distributions
Maximum
Moments
Likelihood
Method
(0.77,2.6)
(8.66,2)
(0.12,50)
(47.77,3.5E-3)
(-0.12,37)
(47.35,5.8E-3)
(0.85,5)
(8.66,2)
(-0.37,10)
(1.84,0.256)
(-0.22,25)
(5.1,0.29)
(-0.068,72)
(47.45,5.8E-3)

Expert
Experience
(0.8,50)
(52.6,0.08)
(55,7.0E-3)
(0.4,50)
(2.2,0.5)
(4.0,0.01)
(60,0.014)

* Prior distributions are normal distribution with (mean, 1/variance).
** Prior distributions for the Grades are not shown in the table.
Modeling results for the Poisson-lognormal and Poisson-gamma models are presented in Tables
4-3 and 4-4, respectively. Generally, all the models provided similar estimated coefficients and
consistent signs for the independent variables. The LogVMT variable shows a positive effect on
crash frequency, which means large VMT would increase crash occurrence likelihood due to the
larger exposure. The geometric characteristic parameter (Grade index) has a consistent result in
the models. Although some of the grade groups are not significant, the trend of the coefficients
indicates that the steeper slopes experienced a higher crash frequency while the upgrade are
relatively safer than the downgrade segments. Besides, traffic speed shows a consistent influence
on crash occurrence for both seasons. The results demonstrate that the crash occurrence
likelihood increases as the average speed 5-10 minutes prior to the crash occurrence decreases;
which demonstrates that crashes are more likely to occur during congestion and this result has
also been found in previous real-time crash risk evaluation models (Ahmed et al., 2012a).
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For the dry season, the temperature variable has a positive coefficient demonstrating that extreme
temperatures may lead to a less safe state as identified in Malyshkina et al. (2009). While for the
snow season, average visibility has negative effect on crash occurrence which means that good
visibility conditions would decrease the crash occurrence likelihood. Moreover, the coefficient of
variance for the one hour precipitation amount is significant with a negative sign. This indicates
that crashes are more likely to happen at segments suffering from sudden rain or snow than those
suffering continuous precipitation. Drivers are driving more carefully through those consistently
high precipitation areas, which may be due to warning signs implemented along these frequent
precipitation segments, or drivers adjust and are better prepared and cautious.

From model selection point of view, Poisson-lognormal and Poisson-gamma models are
compared based on DIC values. DIC, recognized as Bayesian generalization of AIC (Akaike
information criterion), is a widely used evaluation measure for the Bayesian models. According
to Spiegelhalter et al. (2003), differences of more than 10 might definitely rule out the model
with higher DIC. Differences between 5 and 10 are considered substantial. With the identical
non-informative priors, Poisson-gamma model has the DIC of 337.281 which is slightly better
compared to the Poisson-lognormal model with a DIC value of 344.448. Based on the
abovementioned model selection standards, with a 7 difference in DIC between the two models,
it is safe to say that the Poisson-gamma is relatively better to represent the crash occurrence
distribution.
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Furthermore, Poisson-lognormal models’ goodness-of-fits do not seem to be affected by the
informative priors, while the model fits of the Poisson-gamma models are significantly improved
with the different kinds of informative priors. Therefore, more detailed comparisons have been
conducted for the two types of models with different informative priors.

In addition, R-squared values were provided as an additional measurement beside the DICs to
select superior models. Within the Poisson-lognormal models, the model with expert experience
priors has the best R-squared value while the model that incorporated the method of moments’
informative priors has the most promising DIC value. The two evaluation indexes are consistent
through all the models.

The Poisson-gamma models are more robust with the informative priors: the two-stage Bayesian
updating informative prior model reaches a low DIC value of 312.937, which is 25 lower than
the non-informative prior model. All the models with informative priors have substantially lower
DIC values than the base non-informative prior model. Similar results can be found by looking at
R-squared values whereas the two-stage updating model has the highest value.
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Table 4-3: Parameter estimates and model fitness of the Poisson-lognormal models
Season
Dry

Variable
LogVMT
Av_temp
AS
Snow
LogVMT
Av_visibility
Cov
AS
Grade
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Evaluation R-square**
Measures DIC

Non-informative
1.3 (0.31)*
0.092 (0.031)
-0.056 (0.021)
0.36 (0.14)
-0.3 (0.072)
-0.27 (0.051)
-0.22 (0.0092)
-0.76 (0.53)
-0.53 (0.31)
-0.69 (0.26)
-0.14 (0.34)
-0.95 (0.51)
-0.66 (0.4)
-0.2 (0.3)
0.58 (0.053)
344.448

Two-stage updating
1.1 (0.25)
0.055 (0.028)
-0.061 (0.017)
0.24 (0.12)
-0.31 (0.071)
-0.29 (0.05)
-0.02 (0.0093)
-1.3 (0.61)
-0.52 (0.26)
-0.81 (0.24)
-0.36 (0.3)
-1 (0.38)
-0.83 (0.34)
-0.4 (0.28)
0.58 (0.061)
346.329

Maximum Likelihood
1.1 (0.26)
0.046 (0.028)
-0.062 (0.019)
0.46 (0.074)
-0.29 (0.067)
-0.27 (0.049)
-0.022 (0.0085)
-0.88 (0.41)
-0.55 (0.26)
-0.8 (0.23)
-0.33 (0.3)
-0.94 (0.38)
-0.77 (0.34)
-0.41 (0.26)
0.59 (0.052)
344.318

Method of Moments
0.99 (0.21)
0.054 (0.022)
-0.056 (0.016)
0.43 (0.076)
-0.29 (0.071)
-0.28 (0.049)
-0.02 (0.0091)
-0.9 (0.4)
-0.6 (0.3)
-0.8 (0.2)
-0.3 (0.3)
-0.9 (0.4)
-0.8 (0.3)
-0.4 (0.3)
0.59 (0.049)
343.29

Expert Experience
1.1 (0.23)
0.056 (0.026)
-0.06 (0.018)
0.21 (0.11)
-0.32 (0.074)
-0.29 (0.051)
-0.019 (0.0093)
-1.4 (0.61)
-0.52 (0.26)
-0.81 (0.24)
-0.38 (0.3)
-1 (0.39)
-0.84 (0.39)
-0.41 (0.25)
0.6 (0.058)
346.016

* Standard errors for the coefficients are shown in parenthesis
** Generalized R-square=1-(residual deviance/null deviance): the residual deviance is equivalent to the residual sum of squares, and
null deviance is equivalent to the total sum of squares (Zuur et al., 2007).
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Table 4-4: Parameter estimates and model fitness of the Poisson-gamma models
Season
Dry

Variable
LogVMT
Av_temp
AS
Snow
LogVMT
Av_visibility
Cov
AS
Grade
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Evaluation R-square
Measures DIC

Non-informative
0.58 (0.078)
0.024 (0.017)
-0.06 (0.011)
0.57 (0.082)
-0.32 (0.073)
-0.26 (0.045)
-0.02 (0.0078)
-0.94 (0.63)
-0.56 (0.33)
-0.76 (0.32)
-0.0084 (0.35)
-0.85 (0.54)
-0.59 (0.37)
-0.24 (0.057)
0.61 (0.057)
337.281

Two-stage updating
0.88 (0.095)
0.07 (0.014)
-0.05 (0.01)
0.46 (0.057)
-0.31 (0.077)
-0.27 (0.047)
-0.024 (0.0062)
-0.91 (0.47)
-0.53 (0.28)
-0.78 (0.23)
-0.29 (0.32)
-0.87 (0.37)
-0.67 (0.36)
-0.35 (0.28)
0.66 (0.057)
312.937

Maximum Likelihood
0.92 (0.24)
0.068 (0.018)
-0.05 (0.018)
0.4 (0.068)
-0.31 (0.086)
-0.27 (0.047)
-0.023 (0.0066)
-0.82 (0.45)
-0.49 (0.29)
-0.75 (0.26)
-0.31 (0.32)
-0.85 (0.4)
-0.79 (0.38)
-0.34 (0.28)
0.63 (0.055)
323.693
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Method of Moments
0.87 (0.11)
0.063 (0.014)
-0.05 (0.015)
0.48 (0.07)
-0.3 (0.075)
-0.24 (0.052)
-0.025 (0.0093)
-0.95 (0.45)
-0.49 (0.26)
-0.75 (0.24)
-0.28 (0.28)
-0.97 (0.38)
-0.71 (0.347)
-0.31 (0.27)
0.64 (0.065)
322.357

Expert Experience
0.57 (0.067)
0.064 (0.013)
-0.047 (0.011)
0.34 (0.042)
-0.3 (0.085)
-0.25 (0.046)
-0.023 (0.0057)
-0.68 (0.35)
-0.14 (0.2)
-0.46 (0.21)
0.054 (0.27)
-0.83 (0.39)
-0.37 (0.3)
0.052 (0.22)
0.62 (0.066)
324.215

More attention has been paid to the coefficients of variance for the posterior estimations. These
values represent the variability of the estimated coefficients; whereas large values indicate lesser
confidence for the estimated effects (larger credible interval) and smaller numbers demonstrate
greater confidence (smaller credible interval). Figures 4-1 and 4-2 have been provided to
compare the coefficients of variance for those significant variables in the snow and dry seasons,
respectively. From the figures, it can be seen that the two-stage updating prior model provides
the smallest coefficient of variance; which indicate that the two-stage Bayesian updating model
provides the most precise estimations. Moreover, the method of moments’ informative priors
model has slightly larger coefficients of variance than the two-stage Bayesian updating approach
model. Furthermore, the maximum likelihood prior model provided large coefficients of variance
for the independent variables, especially for the snow season’s parameters. Similar investigation
has also been done for the Poisson-lognormal models and consistent results were concluded.
0.07

Coefficients of variance

0.06
0.05
Two-stage updating

0.04

Maximum likelihood

0.03

Method of moments

0.02

Expert experience

0.01
0
LogVMT

Av_temp
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Figure 4-1: Coefficients of variance in the Poisson-gamma model (snow season)
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Two-stage updating

0.015

Maximum likelihood

0.01

Method of mements
Expert experience

0.005
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Figure 4-2: Coefficients of variance in the Poisson-gamma model (dry season)
In addition, one point that needs to be mentioned is that the two-stage updating informative prior
provided by historical data (Table 4-2) for the AS (average speed) variable was not significant in
the training dataset. However, the AS variable was assigned a negative sign after the Bayesian
updating, and it is consistent with all the other inferences’ results. The misestimated prior
information did not lead to implausible inference results and the posterior estimations were more
accurate compared to the informative priors’ (smaller estimation variance was achieved). This
interesting fact would need further investigation in future research.

With informative priors’ superiority for the Poisson-gamma models, the informative priors
resulted in a more accurate and confident inference. It can be concluded that the proposed four
ways of formulating informative priors can certainly improve the model fit and contribute to
more precise estimated coefficients.
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4.4.2 Informative priors for the inverse dispersion parameter
The section above discussed and evaluated the effects of informative priors for the independent
variables. For the Poisson-gamma model, informative priors can also be formulated and utilized
for the inverse dispersion parameter in addition to the independent variables. This section
introduces informative prior for the inverse dispersion parameter and compares the effects of
different priors on model estimations and goodness-of-fit.

As stated in the methodology section, the inverse dispersion parameter φ in the Poisson-gamma
model follows a gamma distribution:
𝜑 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 (𝑎, 𝑏)

where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the shape and scale parameters, respectively (Lord and Miranda-Moreno,
2008). With non-informative priors, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are set equal to 0.001 which provide 𝜑 a mean of 1

and large variance of 1000. Prior information about the inverse dispersion parameter can only be
achieved from the two-stage Bayesian updating approach with the historical data. By fitting the
training dataset with the Poisson-gamma model, the inverse dispersion parameter has a mean and
variance equal to 1.64 and 0.317 respectively. Then the informative prior for the inverse
dispersion parameter was 𝜑 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 (8.48,5.17).

Table 4-5 compares the estimation results and model goodness-of-fits of the Poisson-gamma
models with informative priors for (1) the inverse dispersion parameter, (2) the explanatory
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variables, (3) both the inverse dispersion parameter and explanatory variables, and also (4) the
non-informative model.
Table 4-5: Model comparisons for the Poisson-gamma models with different informative priors
Season

Dry

Variable

LogVMT
Av_temp
AS
Snow
LogVMT
Av_visibility
Cov
AS
Grade
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Evaluation R-square
Measures
DIC

Noninformative

Informative prior for
the inverse dispersion
parameter

Informative prior
for the
independent
variables

0.58 (0.078)
0.024 (0.017)
-0.06 (0.011)
0.57 (0.082)
-0.32 (0.073)
-0.26 (0.045)
-0.02 (0.0078)
-0.94 (0.63)
-0.56 (0.33)
-0.76 (0.32)
-0.0084 (0.35)
-0.85 (0.54)
-0.59 (0.37)
-0.24 (0.057)
0.61 (0.057)
337.281

0.95(0.151)
0.065(0.016)
-0.058(0.011)
0.32 (0.06)
-0.33(0.084)
-0.27(0.063)
-0.019(0.0078)
-0.98(0.6)
-0.55(0.31)
-0.67(0.26)
-0.16(0.36)
-0.96(0.52)
-0.68(0.37)
-0.24(0.30)
0.62(0.051)
329.595

0.88 (0.095)
0.07 (0.014)
-0.05 (0.01)
0.46 (0.057)
-0.31 (0.077)
-0.27 (0.047)
-0.024 (0.0062)
-0.91 (0.47)
-0.53 (0.28)
-0.78 (0.23)
-0.29 (0.32)
-0.87 (0.37)
-0.67 (0.36)
-0.35 (0.28)
0.66 (0.057)
312.937

Informative
prior for both
independent
and dispersion
parameters
1.01(0.19)
0.053(0.022)
-0.06(0.016)
0.43(0.07)
-0.29(0.07)
-0.28(0.05)
-0.02(0.008)
-0.87(0.41)
-0.51(0.26)
-0.78(0.24)
-0.33(0.30)
-0.95(0.38)
-0.77(0.34)
-0.39(0.27)
0.62(0.077)
333.176

From the table, it can be seen that Poisson-gamma model with informative prior for the inverse
dispersion parameter has substantially lower DIC than the non-informative prior model does.
Investigation has also been done for the coefficients of variance for the independent variables;
instead of improving the estimation accuracies, the informative prior for the inverse dispersion
parameter provided larger coefficients of variance for the independent variables as compared to
the non-informative prior model. Moreover, informative priors for the independent variables
showed having more effect on improving model fit and estimation accuracy than the inverse
dispersion parameter prior information. Furthermore, combination usage of informative priors
for both the independent variables and inverse dispersion parameter had also been conducted:
less accuracy posterior estimations were obtained compared to the model with only one type of
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informative priors; model goodness-of-fit is comparable to the model with only prior information
for the inverse dispersion parameter. The use of informative priors may cause the model
structure to lose its flexibility of fitting the data.

4.5 Conclusions
In past studies, Lord and Miranda-Moreno (2008) only investigated the priors for the inverse
dispersion parameter and Jang et al. (2010) simply looked at the prior information for the power
parameter. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to introduce a variety of methods
to formulate prior distributions for the independent variables in traffic safety studies. Informative
priors are inherent and key part of the Bayesian inference theory. With the use of informative
priors, researchers can achieve better model fit and have more confident inference results. More
importantly, the informative prior can help to avoid implausible and inaccurate conclusions by
utilizing extra information beyond the data sample. This is especially important to those studies
with small sample size and low sample mean datasets.

Due to the ability to solve the over-dispersion issue, hierarchal Bayesian models became popular
in recent crash frequency studies. In this study, the Poisson-lognormal model and Poissongamma model provided competitive performance with the non-informative priors. However,
comparisons of the model goodness-of-fit measures demonstrated that the Poisson-gamma is
more robust than the Poisson-lognormal model to incorporate informative priors. The same result
was also being identified in an economic study where the purchase frequency was modeled (Jen
et al., 2003).
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The proposed four approaches of formulating informative priors showed strong evidence of their
ability to enhance model fit and inference accuracies for the specific data used in this study.
From the application easiness perspective, the two-stage updating and MLE methods require
extra calculation and the two-stage updating even needs historical studies to provide informative
priors. In the meanwhile, the method of moments priors need only simple statistical analyses
which are likely to be conducted anyway during the preliminary analyses procedures. For the
expert experience priors, surveys from the experts with experience in the safety analysis field are
needed (Washington and Oh, 2006).

With the consideration of models’ performance results, it can be concluded that the two-stage
updating approach is the best way to develop informative priors. If past data or study results are
available, this method should be the first choice to develop the informative priors. Nevertheless,
if there are limited historical data and results, the method of moments approach can be used since
this method performed comparably to the MLE method and provided smaller credible intervals.
In addition, for new data with a small sample (usually faced in the AMF studies) the expert
experience method can be utilized, but with care. Moreover, it is worthwhile to note that these
conclusions were drawn based on the specific dataset used in this study; further investigation
with other datasets would be needed to confirm the results.

In addition to the informative priors for the independent variables, informative priors for the
inverse dispersion parameter in the Poisson-gamma model have also been examined in this study.
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Investigation regarding different types of informative priors indicated that: (1) both types of
informative priors improved the model goodness-of-fit compared to the non-informative priors;
(2) informative priors for the inverse dispersion parameter resulted in larger credible intervals for
the estimated coefficients; (3) informative priors for the independent variables were more
effective than the informative priors for the inverse dispersion parameter in improving the
goodness-of-fit and estimation accuracies; and (4) overuse of the informative priors would limit
the flexibility of the model since combining usage of the two prior types did not further improve
the model.
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CHAPTER 5: FEASIBILITY OF INCORPORATING RELIABILITY
ANALYSIS IN TRAFFIC SAFETY INVESTIGATION
5.1 Introduction
Motor-vehicle crashes have been a continuous research hot topic in recent years. With the
tremendous efforts, researchers have utilized a variety of statistical methods to unveil the factors
that affect crash occurrence. By identifying hazardous factors related to crashes, policies and
countermeasures can be used to reduce crash occurrence. There are mainly two types of crash
prediction models, (1) models used to predict crash frequency (aggregate studies) and (2) models
meant to evaluate real-time crash risks (disaggregate studies). Aggregate models investigate
crash frequency at the segment level, frequently utilized models like Poisson regression,
Negative binomial, and their extensions (more information can be obtained from a review of
crash frequency studies (Lord and Mannering, 2010)). Disaggregate studies benefit from the
reliable surveillance systems which provide detailed traffic and weather data associated with
crashes. This kind of information could help capturing the micro–level influences from the
hazardous factors which might lead to a crash.

The crash occurrence has always been considered as a stochastic event along the freeway.
Mainly two inference techniques were employed: maximum likelihood estimations and the
Bayesian inference methods. The maximum likelihood estimation utilized the likelihood function
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of a specific distribution while the Bayesian inference uses a simulation method (usually Markov
Chain Monte Carlo method) to develop the posterior probability of the parameters.

In this study, the reliability analysis approach was introduced to explore its possible utilizations
in traffic safety studies. The reliability analysis was mainly used to evaluate a structural system’s
failure probability. Given the distributions of the different parts within the system, a joint
distribution for the whole system could be established. Then, a limit state function was
formalized to calculate the reliability of the components. The reliability is the probability of a
component performing its intended function over the specified period of usage. There are two
major outcomes of the reliability analysis: reliability index and design points. Here we
investigated how to incorporate the reliability index in traffic safety analysis. The reliability
indexes were used to select the hazardous segments with real-time traffic data.

5.2 Methodology
In this section, four key reliability analysis methods used in this study were explained: (1) first,
the Nataf transformation was introduced to formalize joint distribution’s probability density
function from the given random variables; (2) then the method used to identify specific
distributions for the random variables from candidate distributions is presented; (3) moreover,
the procedures of developing limit state functions for crash occurrence have been briefly
described; (4) finally, the reliability analysis method, first-order reliability method (FORM) is
presented.
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5.2.1 Nataf Transformation
First define the standard normal variables 𝒁 = (𝑍1 , … , 𝑍𝑛 ) and let the input random variables’
vector be 𝑿 = (𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 ). The marginal Probability density function (PDF) 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

of each random variable 𝑋𝑖 and the corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF)
𝐹𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 are available. The marginal transformations of the random variables would be
𝑍𝑖 = Φ−1 [𝐹𝑖 (𝑋𝑖 )], 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

(5.1)

where Φ(. )is the standard cumulative normal probability. Nataf’s distribution for 𝑿 is obtained
by assuming that 𝒁 is jointly normal. And the joint PDF of 𝑿 can be expressed as
𝑓𝑥 (𝑿) = 𝑓𝑥1 (𝑥1 )𝑓𝑥2 (𝑥2 ) … 𝑓𝑥𝑛 (𝑥𝑛 )

𝜑𝑛 (𝒛, 𝝆)
𝜑(𝑧1 )𝜑(𝑧2 ) … 𝜑(𝑧𝑛 )

(5.2)

where 𝜑(. )is the PDF of standard normal distribution. 𝝆 represents the correlation matrix of the
random variables whereas the correlation coefficients 𝜌𝑖𝑗 can be achieved through the Jacobian
matrix which transformation from X space to U space as follows,
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(5.3)

Through the above equations, for each pair of marginal distributions with known 𝜌𝑖𝑗 , 𝜌0𝑖𝑗 can be
solved (Liu and Der Kiureghian, 1986).
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5.2.2 Distribution Fitting
SAS SEVERITY procedure provides the specific distributions for each random variable, which
would be used to set up the joint distribution. Normal, Gamma, Exponential, Lognormal, and
Weibull distribution are the candidate distributions. Maximum likelihood method was used to
estimate the parameters of the distributions in the procedure. Moreover, the likelihood-based
statistics were supplied to indicate the data fittings of the estimated distributions. Among the
likelihood based statistics Akaike's information criterion (AIC) was selected to identify the most
appropriate distributions for the variables. The smaller the AIC value is, the better the
distribution fits the data.

5.2.3 Limit State Function
In the reliability analysis, the reliability is defined as the probability of a limit state function
(LSF, or called performance function) 𝑔(𝑿) greater than zero. In other words, reliability is the

probability that the random variables 𝑿 = (𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 ) are in the failure region that is defined as
𝑔(𝑿) < 0. With the joint distribution of 𝑿 is 𝑓𝑥 (𝑿), the probability of failure can be calculated as
𝑝𝑓 = 𝑃{𝑔(𝑿) < 0} = �

𝑓𝑥 (𝑿)𝑑𝒙

𝑔(𝑥)<0

(5.4)

And the reliability is computed as
𝑅 = 1 − 𝑝𝑓 = 𝑃{𝑔(𝑿) > 0} = ∫𝑔(𝑥)>0 𝑓𝑥 (𝑿)𝑑𝒙
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(5.5)

In order to utilize the reliability analysis method in traffic safety studies, the limit state function
should be developed by the random variables with their distributions available. Previous
disaggregate crash occurrence studies frequently adopted logistic regression models to evaluate
the real-time crash risks. Suppose the crash occurrence is a dichotomous variable that has the
outcomes y=1 or y=0 with respective probability 𝑝 and 1 − 𝑝. The logistic regression can be
setup as follows:

𝑝

𝑧 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝑝) = log(1−𝑝) = 𝛽0 + 𝑿𝜷

(5.6)

where 𝛽0 is the intercept, 𝑿 is the vector of the explanatory variables, 𝜷 is the vector of
coefficients for the explanatory variables. Then the probability of having a crash can be represent

as
1
𝑒𝑧
=
𝑝=
𝑧
1 + 𝑒 −𝑧
1+𝑒

(5.7)

Usually a cut-off point would be decided for the logistic regression model to provide the best
1

overall classification rate, here we suppose the cut-off point is 𝑎 . The LSF for the crash

occurrence can be obtained as

𝑔(𝑥) = −𝑧 − log(𝑎 − 1) = −𝛽0 − 𝑿𝜷 − log(𝑎 − 1) = 𝛽 ′ − 𝑿𝜷

(5.8)

If the calculated 𝑔(𝑥) < 0, according to the logistic regression, the case would be predicted with
a high probability of crash occurrence. With the integral of 𝑔(𝑥) > 0 for the joint distribution of
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the explanatory variables in the logistic regression model, the reliability of a freeway can be
achieved.

5.2.4 First Order Reliability Method
The first-order reliability method (FORM) is a semi-probabilistic reliability analysis method
devised to evaluate the reliability of a system. In the FORM, the LSF 𝑔(𝑥) is approximated by
the first order Taylor expansion as shown below (23).

𝑔(𝑼) ≈ 𝐿(𝑼) = 𝑔(𝒖∗ ) + 𝛁𝑔(𝒖∗ )(𝑼 − 𝒖∗ )𝑇

(5.9)

where 𝐿(𝑼)is the linearized LSF, 𝒖∗ is the expansion point and T stands for a transpose. With
maximizing the joint PDF ∅(𝒖) at the limit state of 𝑔(𝑼) = 0, the points that have the highest

probability density on the performance function can be calculated. These points are termed as
Design Points (DP). Moreover, the distance 𝛽 between the origin O in U-space and the design
points is called reliability index. Then the reliability can be calculated as 𝑅 = Φ(𝛽).

Generally, the procedures of the FORM can be summarized as:
1) Transform the random variables (explanatory variables in the logistic regression model)
from X-space to U-space by the Nataf transformation;
2)
3)

Find the design points in U-space and calculate the reliability index 𝛽;

Calculate reliability R and transform the design points back in X-space.
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5.3 Modeling Results and Discussions
The feasibility of utilizing reliability analysis method to rank the hazardous freeway segments
has been investigated. Through the abovementioned methodologies, it can be seen that the
reliability index 𝛽 is one main outcome of the process. Here the reliability index was utilized to
evaluate the freeway segments’ hazardous levels and select the segments with the highest crash

risk. Results from chapter 3 suggest that the readings of occupancy and speed from the RTMS
(Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor) radars are highly associated with the crash occurrence. Then
the limit state function was established incorporating the 5-minute average occupancy and speed
with both crash and non-crash cases using the logistic regression technique.

Two datasets were included in this analysis, (1) one year of crash data (from Oct, 2010 to Oct,
2011) provided by Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and (2) real-time traffic data
detected by 13 Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS). A total of 256 crashes were
documented and matched with the real-time traffic data prior to each crash case. The RTMS data
corresponding to each crash case was extracted using the following process: the raw data were
first aggregated into 5-minute intervals, then each crash was assigned to the nearest downstream
radar detector, and the crash’s traffic status is defined as 5-10 minute prior to the crash time. For
example if a crash happened at 17:25, at the Mile Marker (MM) 213.1. The corresponding traffic
status for this crash is the traffic condition of time interval 17:15 and 17:20 recorded by RTMS
radar at Mile Marker 213.3. Moreover, for each specific crash, four non-crash cases were
matched to represent the normal traffic conditions. The non-crash cases were achieved by
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selecting the traffic status from the same radar detector at the same time, two weeks before and
two weeks after the crash-time while there was no crash happened.

For the purpose of excluding the other crash occurrence contributing factors effects, e.g. roadway
geometry characteristics, matched case-control logistic regression model was estimated. The
matched case-control logistic regression modeling technique was frequently adopted in the
previous real-time crash prediction studies (Abdel-Aty et al., 2004; Hourdos et al., 2006). In this
study, a matched case-control logistic regression model was estimated (Table 5-1), modified and
implemented as the LSF in the reliability analysis. Inference outcomes from the model indicate
that the 5-minute average occupancy at the downstream detector of the crash location is
positively associated with the crash occurrence while the 5-minute downstream RTMS station’s
average speed has a negative influence on the crash occurrence probability. It can be interpreted
as that crashes are more probable to happen when occupancy increases and speed are lowered,
which represents a congested traffic condition. This result may be due to the prevalence of
Property Damage Only (PDO) crashes in the dataset (for the 256 crashes used in this study, there
are 238 PDO crashes and only 18 injury and fatal crashes). With the limited severe (injury and
fatal) crash data, LSF was only developed for the total crashes in this study.
Table 5-1: Parameters Estimates For The Segments Evaluation Model
Parameter
Intercept
Average_Occupancy
Average_Speed

Estimate
2.62
0.01
-0.068

Standard Error
0.42
0.006
0.007
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P-value
<0.001
0.098
<0.001

Although the Average_Occupancy parameter is only significant at the 90 percentile level, in
order to have more than one random variable to achieve the joint distribution and perform the
reliability analysis, the variable was kept in the final model. Cut-off point is a key part in
formalizing the limit state function.

It has been obtained by plotting the sensitivity to 1-

specificity (Figure 5-1) whereas the best cut-off point is 0.28 for the model. By utilizing this
point to predict the crash and non-crash events, the overall classification rates (Table 5-2) show
that the model could classify 72.27% of the crash cases and 69.13% of the non-crash cases.
According to the methodology, the LSF for the freeway incorporating the 5-minute average
occupancy and speed should be
𝐿𝑆𝐹 = 0.0675 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 0.01 ∗ 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 − 3.56

Figure 5-1: Sensitive vs. 1-Specificity And The Cut-off Points
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(5.10)

Table 5-2: Classification Results for the Segments Evaluation Model
Prediction

Observe

Total

Non-Crash
Crash

Total

Non-Crash

Crash

412

184

596

71

185

256

483

369

852

The reliability analysis has been processed by the freeware OpenSees (Mazzoni et al., 2005).
The inputs of the OpenSees are the means, standard deviations and distribution types of the
random variables; the limit state function and the correlation coefficient matrix. Distribution
information for the occupancy and speed parameters was obtained by randomly selecting 100
readings from each RTMS detector and then analyzes them in SAS. The Weibull distribution
was found to fit the RTMS speed best while the lognormal distribution provided the best fittings
for the occupancy variable. The correlation coefficients between the speed and occupancy were
provided by PROC CORR procedure in SAS.
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑦 = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑥 𝑏−1 ∗ 𝑒 −𝑎𝑥
1

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑦 = 𝑥∗𝜎∗√2𝜋 𝑒

𝑏

−(𝑙𝑛𝑥−𝜇)2
2𝜎2

(5.11)

(5.12)

The OpenSees reliability analysis results provide the reliability indexes for each RTMS detector,
which are shown in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3: Reliability Analysis Inputs And Results
RTMS
detector

Mile
Marker

Speed
Mean

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

205.7
208
208.7
209.79
210.8
211.8
213.3
216.7
217.4
217.85
218.1
218.7
219.7

59.98
51.69
53.39
54.08
52.77
49.32
47.23
57.70
57.29
58.2
63.51
63.28
61.51

Occupancy
Std.
Dev.
10.33
7.91
10.50
8.20
10.36
8.20
7.12
11.83
12.43
13.21
9.46
7.64
10.52

Mean
3.06
2.66
3.18
3.63
3.56
3.85
3.39
4.11
3.20
3.96
3.84
3.77
3.96

Std.
Dev.
1.32
0.87
1.16
1.42
2.14
1.68
1.12
2.14
1.65
2.04
1.54
1.57
2.54

Correlation
Coefficients
-0.3035
-0.04
-0.192
-0.09
-0.307
-0.489
0.0199
-0.13
-0.409
0.139
0.25
-0.512
-0.504

Reliability
Index

Absolute
Difference

2.92
2.83
2.42
2.94
2.38
2.51
2.62
2.5
2.38
2.35
3.36
3.76
2.92

0.09
0.41
0.52
0.56
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.03
1.01
0.4
0.84

The reliability indexes have been tested in this study for whether they can be used as evaluation
measures for the freeway traffic safety. However, the reliability indexes were obtained by
analyzing the data provided by the RTMS radars and the data only represent point traffic flow
status of the detectors locations. In other words, the presented reliability analysis approach only
represents the point estimate for traffic safety evaluation for the freeway. In order to perform the
hazardous segments evaluation, it is assumed that if there is a big difference between two
neighboring radars’ reliability indexes, it will be a sign that a hazardous segment exists between
the two RTMS detectors. So the differences of 𝛽𝑠 have been calculated and by ranking the
absolute values the most hazardous segments can be found (bolded in Table 5-3). The merit of

the reliability analysis ranking approach is that it does not need the crash data; with sufficient
surveillance equipment along the roadway it is possible to identify the most hazardous segments.
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5.4 Conclusions
Unlike the traditional traffic safety studies trying to fit the aggregate crash frequency or
disaggregate crash occurrence into a specific Poisson or binomial distribution, this study
provides a novel thinking of formulating the joint distribution of the crash occurrence from the
marginal distributions of the random variables utilizing the reliability analysis approach. The
product of the reliability analysis, reliability index 𝛽, was investigated for the feasibility of use in
traffic safety analysis.

The reliability index, which represents the probability of failure for the studied system, was
incorporated to rank the hazardous segments along the freeways. With sufficient number of
surveillance equipment, point estimations of the traffic safety status at the mile markers of the
detectors could be obtained. However, rather than the point estimations, segment levels of
hazardous locations are more of interest. By assuming that a large difference of the reliability
index may lead to a high crash risk segment, three most dangerous segments have been identified.
This roadway section evaluation approach could be used for freeways which lack of sufficient
crash data.
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CHAPTER 6: UTILIZING MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC AND WEATHER
DATA TO ANALYZE REAL-TIME CRASH PATTERNS IN THE
CONTEXT OF ACTIVE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
6.1 Introduction
The COTrip system, developed by the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), is used
to provide drivers with information about travel time, congestion, adverse weather conditions
and lane closures due to roadway maintenance. This information is provided as a part of an
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), which can be accessed online. An Automatic Vehicle
Identification system was installed to estimate travel times for critical roadway sections and
weather stations were implemented along the freeway section to monitor the adverse weather
conditions. In order to explore traffic safety applications in conjunction with the existing ITS and
ATM systems, this study focuses on analyzing crash patterns with the real-time traffic and
weather data.

For the purpose of reducing crash occurrence and alleviating the severity of crashes, various
types of statistical models have been developed to unveil the mechanisms of crash occurrence. In
general, there are two major types of crash analyses: aggregate and disaggregate traffic safety
studies. Aggregate analyses mainly focus on discovering the hazardous factors that are related to
the frequency of total crashes, specific crash type or for each crash severity level. Disaggregate
studies benefit from the reliable surveillance systems which provide detailed traffic and weather
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data for each crash. This information could help in capturing the microlevel influences of the
hazardous factors which might lead to a crash. Different types of data have been utilized in
traffic safety studies, including traffic flow information (speed, volume, and lane occupancy),
roadway geometric characteristics, and weather factors (visibility, precipitation, etc.).

For both the two traffic safety analyses approaches, it was suggested to investigate crash data by
specific types. (Pande and Abdel-Aty, 2006a) stated that it is important to analyze the crash by
type, particularly when it comes to real-time crash risk assessment. Moreover, recent studies
argued that the hazardous factors influencing crash occurrence vary by crash type (Kim et al.,
2007; Qin et al., 2006; Jonsson et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2013). With the purpose of exploring the
potential utilization of microscopic traffic and weather data in differentiating crashes by type
(and possibly developing different active traffic management strategies), this study develops
disaggregate models to reveal the propensities of different crash types with the aid of real-time
traffic and weather data.

In this study, data from a 15-mile mountainous freeway section on I-70 in Colorado were used.
Chapter 3 demonstrated that single-vehicle (SV) crashes are more influenced by weather
conditions while the multi-vehicle (MV) crashes are more related to the upstream and
downstream traffic statuses. This chapter makes a step forward to analyze the crash type
propensity at the micro-level for the three major crash types on freeways (rear-end, sideswipe,
and single-vehicle crashes). In addition to the geometric characteristics, real-time weather and
traffic data from the existing ITS system are also employed in this paper.
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The obectives of this study are: (1) Identifying various crash occurrence mechanisms for the
three most common crash types on the studied freeway (rear-end, sideswipe, and single-vehicle
crashes); (2) Utilizing random effects logistic regression models in the Bayesian framework to
account for the segment unobserved heterogeneity, and compare their results to the basic logistic
regression models; (3) Proposing a hierarchical logistic regression model to analyze the three
crash types simultaneously for more efficient model estimation. To accomplish these objectives,
crash types’ propensities were analyzed by comparing each crash type to the other crash types. A
set of binary logistic regression models and one hierarchical logistic regression model have been
estimated to investigate the probabilities of having each crash type given crash occurrence.
Moreover, the random effects logistic regression models with Bayesian inference technique are
compared to the basic logistic regression models with both the frequentist and Bayesian
inference approach. Furthermore, the hierarchical logistic regression model would provide an
efficient way to simultaneously analyze the three crash types. Finally, results from this study
would shed some light on the future of traffic management strategies designed for traffic safety
improvement.

6.2 Data Preparation
Four datasets were included in this study, (1) I-70 crash data provided by Colorado Department
of Transportation (CDOT), (based on crash availability, data from Jul, 2007 to Jul, 2009 and Aug,
2010 to Apr, 2011 were used), (2) roadway segments geometry data obtained from the Roadway
Characteristics Inventory (RCI), (3) real-time weather data recorded by 6 weather stations along
the studied roadway section and (4) real-time traffic data detected by 20 Automatic Vehicle
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Identification (AVI) detectors located on the east and west bounds along I-70. By utilizing the
real-time data, crash occurrence contributing factors from roadway geometric, weather, and
traffic flow characteristics for each crash type could be unveiled. Table 6-1 provides the
summary descriptive statistics for the dependent and independent variables used in this study.
Table 6-1: Summary of variables descriptive statistics
Variables
Description
Dependent Variables
Rear-end Crash
Binary rear-end crash index (=1 if rearend crashes, =0 if other crash types)
Sideswipe Crash
Binary sideswipe crash index (=1 if
sideswipe crashes, =0 if other crash
types)
Single-vehicle
Binary single-vehicle crash index(=1 if
Crash
single-vehicle crashes, =0 if multi
vehicle crash)
Crash Type
Nominal variable (=1 if rear-end
crashes, =2 if single-vehicle crashes,
=3 if sideswipe crashes)
Independent Variables
Visibility
Real-time visibility prior to the crash
time (mile)
Speed
Average AVI speed 6-12 minutes prior
to the crash time (mph)
No_lanes[3 lanes] Binary 3-lane segment index (=1 if 3lane segment, =0 if 2-lane segment)
Season[snow]
Binary snow season index (snow
season from Oct. to Apr.)
Grade
Longitudinal grade, two categories:
Grade [Moderate] (reference condition,
grade ranges from 0% to ± 2%); Grade
[Steep] (grade (>2% to 8%) and (<-2%
to -8%))
Grade_Dir
Interaction variable of grades and
grade direction: Grade_Dir [1]
(upgrade, moderate grades); Grade_Dir
[2] (upgrade, steep grades); Grade_Dir
[3] (reference condition, downgrade,
steep grades)

Mean

Std dev.

Min

Max

0.18

0.38

0

1

0.15

0.36

0

1

0.66

0.47

0

1

1.97

0.58

1

3

1.80

1.60

0

7.1

49.46

11.36

4.36

65

0.52

0.5

0

1

0.84

0.36

0

1

0.79

0.40

0

1

2.32

0.78

1

3

A total of 670 crashes were documented within the study period. The 15-mile freeway section,
starting at Mile Marker (MM) 205 and ending at MM 220, have been split into 120 homogenous
segments (60 in each direction); the homogenous segments have a minimum length of 0.1 mile
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and adjacent segments with similar geometric characteristics were combined together (the
detailed homogenous segmentation method has been described in a previous study (Ahmed et al.,
2011a)). This segmentation information will be used to formulate the random effects in the
following models. For the longitudinal grades, two grade levels were defined: Grade [Moderate]
(reference condition, grade ranges from 0% to ± 2%); Grade [Steep] (grade (>2% to 8%) and (<-

2% to -8%)). Moreover, an interaction variable of grades and grade direction has been created:
Grade_Dir [1] (upgrade, moderate grades); Grade_Dir [2] (upgrade, steep grades); Grade_Dir [3]
(reference condition, downgrade, steep grades) (no combinations of downgrade, moderate grades
segment exist).

The AVI segment speed data, frequently used to estimate travel times between freeway segments,
have been proved to be useful in evaluating real-time traffic safety (Ahmed and Abdel-Aty,
2012a). The AVI data corresponded to each crash case were extracted using the following
procedures: the raw data (2-minute space mean speed for each AVI segment) were first
aggregated into 6-minute intervals, then each crash was assigned to the AVI segments based on
MM. Crash’s traffic status is defined as 6-12 minute prior to the crash time. For example, if a
crash happened at 10:26, at the MM 211.3, the corresponding traffic status for this crash is the
traffic condition of time interval 10:14 and 10:20 recorded by AVI segment between MM 211
and MM 213.6 (see in Figure 6-1). The 6-12 minute time interval was chosen in order to avoid
errors of crash reporting times and to consider the future applications for crash prediction.
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Crash Occurrence

AVI Detector
MM 211.8

AVI Detector
MM 213.6

Figure 6-1: AVI Segment and Crash Occurrence
For the weather data, visibility information from six weather stations have been utilized. Crashes
have been assigned to the nearest weather station according to the Mile Marker. The weather
data were matched to each crash based on the reported crash time. The closest weather record
prior to the crash time would be extracted and used as the crash occurrence weather condition.
Moreover, the sample size requirements have been examined before estimating the logistic
regression models; according to Harrell et al. (2006), logistic regression models require at least
10 cases per candidate independent variable. The datasets used in this study meet the desired
sample sizes.

6.3 Methodology
To analyze the crash types’ propensity, binary logistic regression models and hierarchical
logistic regression model were employed in this study. Binary logistic regression models provide
preliminary analyses by comparing pairs of the crash types: single-vehicle and multi-vehicle
crashes; sideswipe and rear-end crashes. Subsequently, a hierarchical logistic regression model
was utilized to identify the characteristics of the three crash types simultaneously. Moreover, for
the binary logistic regression models, Bayesian random effects logistic regression models’ results
would be compared with the results of the classic logistic regression models with both the
Frequentist and Bayesian inference techniques.
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The logistic regression models were estimated to predict the probability of a specific crash type
relative to the whole crash data. Suppose that the rear-end crashes has the outcomes y=1 or y=0
with respective probability 𝑝 and 1 − 𝑝. The random effects logistic regression can be setup as
follows:

𝑦 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑝)
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝑝) = log �

𝑝
� = 𝛽0 + 𝑿𝜷 + 𝑢𝑗 (𝑖)
1−𝑝

(6.1)
(6.2)

where 𝛽0 is the intercept, 𝑿 is the vector of the explanatory variables, 𝜷 is the vector of

coefficients for the explanatory variables. 𝑢𝑗 is random effects variable defined in the model,

which represents the segment specific random effects in this study. The segment random effects
would account for the unobserved heterogeneity (e.g. geometric factors such as median width

and curvature which are identical at the homogeneous segments). The random effects are set to
follow a normal distribution 𝑢𝑗 ~𝑁 (0, 𝜏), 𝑗 = 1,2, 3 … 120, 𝑤here 𝜏 is the precision parameter
and it was specified a gamma prior as 𝜏~ Gamma (0.001, 0.001). For the explanatory variables,
non-informative priors were set to follow normal distribution (Normal (0, 0.001)).

Full Bayesian inference was employed in this study. For each model, three chains of 15,000
iterations were set up in WinBUGS, 5,000 iterations were used in the burn-in step. To prove the
superiority of the random effects logistic regression models and the importance of accounting for
segments’ heterogeneity, results of the models have been compared to the results from the classic
logistic regression with both the frequentist inference technique and the Bayesian inference
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approach. The overall classification rates and Brier Scores (BS) are utilized to assess the
discrimination ability. Brier Score averages the squared differences between pairs of prediction
probabilities and the subsequent binary observations, which was frequently used to compare
models (Wilks, 2011). The BS falls between 0 and 1; the smaller the score, the better the
predictive ability of the model.

Moreover, with the aim of analyzing the three crash types together, a hierarchical logistic
regression approach has been proposed to establish two conditional logistic regression models
simultaneously that sharing the common error term. Assume 𝜋1 , 𝜋2 , 𝜋3 are the probabilities of

rear-end, single, and sideswipe crashes, respectively. Therefore, the two conditional logistic
regression models are: (1) the probability 𝜋2 of single vehicle crashes, and (2) the conditional

probability 𝜋3 /(𝜋1 + 𝜋3 ) of a sideswipe crash, given the multi-vehicle crashes. The full model
was fitted as:

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜋

𝜋2

1 +𝜋3

𝜋

= 𝛼1 + 𝒙𝜷 + 𝜀𝑖 ,

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜋3 = 𝛼2 + 𝒙𝜷 + 𝜀𝑖 ,
1

(6.3)

(6.4)

where 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 are the intercepts, 𝑿 is the vector of the explanatory variables, 𝜷 is the vector of

coefficients for the explanatory variables, and 𝜀𝑖 is the common error for the two models. The
proposed model was run in the Bayesian framework with also three chains of 15,000 iterations
and 5,000 iterations used in the burn-in step.
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6.4 Modeling Results and Discussions
The total crash data were initially classified as single-vehicle crashes and multi-vehicle crashes.
Then the multi-vehicle crashes were further categorized into rear-end crashes and sideswipe
crashes. Separate binary logistic regression models were performed for each crash type and then
a hierarchical logistic regression model was applied to estimate the propensity of the three crash
types simultaneously.

6.4.1 Single-vehicle vs. Multi-vehicle Crash Model
Previous chapter (chapter 3) suggested comparing the single-vehicle with the multi-vehicle
crashes at the disaggregate level. Among the 670 total crashes, 66.27% are single-vehicle crashes
(444 single-vehicle crashes); which makes the studied freeway interesting as it differs from other
freeways where the multi-vehicle crashes are the majority. Table 6-2 shows the significant
explanatory variables in the single-vehicle crash model. The snow season index is significant
with a positive sign which indicates a positive association between the snow season index and
single-vehicle crash occurrence. Single-vehicle crashes are more likely to happen within the
snow seasons, during which road surface conditions are not safe due to the precipitations and low
temperatures; the probability of drivers losing control increases during the snow season.
Moreover, the real-time speed parameter has a positive sign which means segments with higher
operation speed are more probable to have single-vehicle crashes. This phenomenon can be
understood as single-vehicle crashes are likely to happen under free-flow conditions while the
multi-vehicle crashes typically occur during the congestion periods. Furthermore, single-vehicle
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crashes are more probable to happen at the three-lane segments since the three-lane segment
index has a positive sign.
Table 6-2: Parameters Estimates for Single-vehicle vs. Multi-vehicle crash Model
Variables
Intercept
Season[snow]
No_lanes[3
lanes]
Speed
Grade[Steep]

Frequentist
Estimate
(2.5%, 97.5%)
-1.386
(-2.347, -0.424)
1.224
(0.773, 1.674)
0.427
(0.071, 0.784)
0.027
-0.626

(0.012, 0.042)
(-1.094, -0.158)

Bayesian
Estimate (2.5%, 97.5%)
-1.474
(-2.51, -0.421)
1.249
(0.786, 1.737)
0.432
(0.075, 0.792)
0.028
-0.629

(0.012, 0.044)
(-1.11, -0.185)

Bayesian(random effects)
Estimate (2.5%, 97.5%)
-1.279
(-2.392, -0.284)
1.368
(0.878, 1.855)
0.488
(0.005, 0.994)
0.024
-0.779

(0.009, 0.042)
(-1.455, -0.146)

For the longitudinal grades, compared to the moderate grades, the steep grade index is significant
with a negative sign. This demonstrates that flat grade segments are the most hazardous
segments for the single-vehicle crashes. Similar study (Christoforou et al., 2011) also concluded
that “the single-vehicle crashes seem to be more probable (compared to all other crash types) on
straight and flat road segments”, which is consistent with the result of our model. Nevertheless,
grade directions (up or down) seem to have no sufficient influence on the single-vehicle crash
occurrence.

Evaluation and comparison of the models’ fit have been provided in Table 6-3. Considering the
classification rates, frequentist and Bayesian logistic regression models have similar results while
the Bayesian random effects logistic regression model is superior to them (61.94% compared to
69.40%). Furthermore, for the Brier scores, with the added segment random effects, the BS can
be reduced by 10.3%.
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Table 6-3: Classification Results and Model Fits for the Single-vehicle Crash Model

Obser
ve
0

0

Frequentist
Predict
1

128

98

226

128

98

226

155

71

226

1

159

285

444

157

287

444

134

310

444

Total

287

383

670

285

385

670

289

381

670

Brier
Score
DIC

Total

0

Bayesian
Predict
1

Total

Bayesian (random effects)
Predict
0
1
Total

0.20472

0.20472

0.18365

N/A

813.305

803.752

6.4.2 Sideswipe vs. Rear-end Crash Model
There are a total of 226 multi-vehicle crashes documented during the study period; 45.58% of
multi-vehicle crashes are sideswipe crashes while the other 54.42% are rear-end crashes. In this
model, the crash propensity between sideswipe and rear-end crashes is investigated. Sideswipe
crashes were labeled as 1 and rear-end crashes were marked as 0 in the logistic regression
models. Table 6-4 provides both the point estimates and credible intervals for the significant
explanatory variables in the sideswipe crash model. For the real-time weather information,
visibility turned out to be significant with a negative sign, which indicates that sideswipe crashes
are more probable to happen with bad visibility conditions. It is possible that under bad visibility
conditions, lane changing maneuvers are much more difficult as compared to good visibility
situations; which would lead to sideswipe crashes. The binary index of snow season is not
significant in this model, which indicates that multi-vehicle crashes share the same seasonal
effect: multi-vehicle crashes are more likely to happen during dry seasons.
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Table 6-4: Parameters Estimates for Sideswipe vs. Rear-end Crash Model
Variables
Intercept
Visibility
No_lanes[3
lanes]
Grade_Dir [1]
Grade_Dir [2]

Frequentist
Estimate (2.5%, 97.5%)
-0.646 (-1.228, -1.065)
-0.222
(-0.40, -0.045)
1.286
(0.688, 1.884)
0.802*
0.565*

(-0.016, 1.62)
(-0.071, 1.202)

Estimate
-0.661
-0.232
1.326
0.828
0.574*

Bayesian
(2.5%, 97.5%)
(-1.271, -0.078)
(-0.423, -0.051)
(0.712, 1.947)
(0.01, 1.661)
(-0.069, 1.209)

Bayesian(random effects)
Estimate (2.5%, 97.5%)
-0.912 (-1.814, -0.128)
-0.236
(-0.45, -0.037)
1.66
(0.803, 2.654)
1.264
0.556*

(0.101, 2.574)
(-0.374, 1.491)

* Significant at 90 percentile.
For the roadway geometric characteristics, the number of lanes and the interaction variable of
grades and grade direction were found to be significant. The three-lane segment index has a
positive sign which demonstrates that lane changing maneuvers are more frequent at the threelane segments compared to the two-lane segments. Three-lane segments provide larger exposure
for sideswipe crashes and naturally the sideswipe crashes have relatively higher risk at these
locations. For the longitudinal grade, both the grade values and the directions of slopes have
sufficient effects on the sideswipe crash occurrence; which demonstrate that sideswipe crashes
are more likely to happen at the upgrade slope segments. Referring to the downgrade steep
slopes, upgrade segments with moderate grades are the most hazardous ones for sideswipe crash
occurrence, followed by the upgrade segments with steep grades. In other words, rear-end
crashes are most likely to happen at the downgrade, steep grades. Drivers who failed to stop the
vehicles promptly at downgrade steep grades would experience high probability of rear-end
crashes.

In order to evaluate the results provided by the three different models, classification rates and BS
have been included in Table 6-5. The random effects logistic regression model again
outperformed the other two models with the highest accuracy rate (73.89%) and the lowest BS
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value (0.17537). While for the classic logistic regression and Bayesian logistic regression models,
there are no sufficient differences regarding the classification rates and BS. One point worth
noting is that the Grade_Dir [1] variable is 95% significant in the Bayesian logistic regression
models while it is only 90% significant with the classic logistic regression approach. The
Bayesian inference approach provided more accurate coefficient estimations.
Table 6-5: Classification Results and Model Fits for the Sideswipe Crash Model

Obser
ve
0

0

Frequentist
Predict
1

78

45

123

78

45

123

91

32

123

1

34

69

103

35

68

103

27

76

103

Total

112

114

226

113

113

226

118

108

226

Brier
Score
DIC

Total

0

Bayesian
Predict
1

Total

Bayesian (random effects)
Predict
0
1
Total

0.21524

0.21524

0.17537

N/A

289.896

286.332

6.4.3 Hierarchical Logistic Regression Model
With the real-time data fed in, results from the abovementioned models could be used to
calculate the probabilities of having each type of crash. However, two binary models are not
succinct enough for the crash type determination, a full model which analyzes all the crash types
is needed. The response variable in the full model would be a nominal variable which has three
levels to represent different crash types. Intuitively, for the multinomial and conditional logit
models, the probability of having a specific type of crash needs to be independent of the presence
or characteristics of the other crash types. This is known as the Independence from Irrelevant
Alternatives (IIA) assumption or axiom (Fry and Harris, 1996, 2005). Since the three crash types
are not exactly independent from each other. For example, drivers who change lanes abruptly to
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avoid a rear-end crash can end up in a sideswipe crash or a run-off road single-vehicle crash. A
common error shared by different crash types needs to be considered in the full model. One way
to account for that is to assume crash-type error in the generalized logit link, leading to a
hierarchical logistic regression model. Moreover, the nested logit model is also considered and
estimated (the model results are not shown in the paper for brevity), but the inclusive value
parameter was not significant which indicates that the data do not support the nested structure.
With considering data features and the IIA issues, the hierarchical logistic regression model with
Bayesian inference technique has been developed.

The hierarchical logistic regression model compares the single-vehicle crashes with the multivehicle crashes, and sideswipe crashes with rear-end crashes simultaneously. Results of the
parameter estimations are shown in Table 6-6; the results are identical with the binary logistic
regression models. For the single-vehicle crash occurrence, average AVI speed, three-lane
segments, snow season, and steep grades are positively related; the visibility condition and grade
direction are not significant. For the sideswipe crashes, compared to the rear-end crashes, bad
visibility conditions, three-lane segments, and upgrade with both moderate and steep grades
would increase the probability of sideswipe crash occurrence; while speed and season are not
significantly associated with sideswipe crashes. Moreover, the hierarchical model correctly
classified 71.85% of single-vehicle crashes and 71.84% of sideswipe crashes. Overall Brier
Score for the hierarchical model is 0.1928 which is comparable to the results provided by the
binary models, but believed to be more efficient estimations.
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Table 6-6: Parameters Estimates for the Hierarchical Logistic Regression Model
Variables
Mean
Single Crashes
Intercept
-1.637
Visibility
-0.065
Speed
0.025
No_lanes[3 lanes]
0.477
Season[snow]
1.114
Grade_Dir[1]
0.55
Grade_Dir[2]
-0.253
Sideswipe Crashes
Intercept
-0.905
Visibility
-0.266
Speed
0.009
No_lanes[3 lanes]
1.325
Season[snow]
-0.159
Grade_Dir[1]
0.759*
Grade_Dir[2]
0.516*
* Significant at 90 percentile.
DIC: 2036.98.
Brier Score: 0.1928.

Std. Error

2.5%

97.5%

0.519
0.056
0.008
0.187
0.252
0.249
0.194

-2.603
-0.175
0.009
0.114
0.598
0.069
-0.629

-0.478
0.046
0.039
0.839
1.594
1.036
0.13

0.66
0.105
0.01
0.319
0.384
0.428
0.326

-2.207
-0.476
-0.01
0.706
-0.9
-0.074
-0.138

0.436
-0.065
0.03
1.95
0.6
1.607
1.167

6.5 Conclusions
Disaggregate crash propensity analysis is essential for a mountainous freeway with large amount
of single-vehicle crashes. Distinct crash occurrence mechanisms have been found from the
estimated models: (1) For the average speed, single-vehicle crashes are more likely to happen
with higher speeds while the multi-vehicle crashes would probably occur at congested segments;
(2) Single-vehicle crashes are more probable to happen during snow-seasons with slippery road
surface while the multi-vehicle crashes mostly occur during the dry seasons; (3) The visibility
conditions differentiate the rear-end crashes from the sideswipe crashes. Rear-end crash
occurrence is positively associated with visibility whereas sideswipe crashes have a negative
relationship with the visibility condition; (4) Rear-end crashes tend to occur at two-lane
segments whereas the three-lane segments are more likely to have single-vehicle and sideswipe
crashes; (5) Diverse results have been found for the influences of longitudinal grades on crash
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occurrence. For the rear-end crashes, downgrade segments with steep grades are the most
dangerous ones, while the sideswipe crashes are more likely to occur at upgrade flat slopes.
Nevertheless, for the single-vehicle crashes, flat grades segments are the most risky ones no
matter the slope direction.

For the methodological part, Bayesian random effects logistic regression models have been
proven to be superior to the classic logistic regression, no matter of the inference approach.
Extra randomly distributed segment effects, heterogeneity among the homogenous segments can
be accounted for in the models. Moreover, from the model goodness-of-fit perspective, with the
random effects added, accuracies of the models’ prediction increased significantly and Brier
scores reduced. Furthermore, with the Bayesian inference technique, the results from the
abovementioned models could be used as prior information to update the estimated models in
future research.

The hierarchical logistic regression model fits the data structure well; which provides an efficient
way to analyze the three crash types’ propensity. IIA requirement for the multinomial logit
model has been avoided. Results of the hierarchical model are identical with the binary logistic
regression models, which also indicate that modeling the two binary models simultaneously is an
appropriate approach to deal with such dataset.
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In addition to the models’ results and the methodological contributions, incorporating real-time
traffic variables have the benefit of explaining different characteristics of crash types.
Furthermore, the results can be helpful in designing active traffic management systems. Different
traffic management strategies should be in place during two distinctive seasons (Yu and AbdelAty, 2013) and the three-lane and two-lane sections of the freeway. For example, within the
snow season, the main purpose of the active traffic management system should be to decrease the
single-vehicle crash occurrence; speed limits should be lowered during adverse weather
conditions to prevent run-off road crashes and a weather warning system can be used to deliver
messages about the weather and road surface condition to the drivers. On the other side, during
dry seasons, a variable speed limits system can be introduced to smooth the flow during recurrent
congestion for the purpose of reducing multi-vehicle crashes; in addition, lane changing
maneuvers should be restricted under bad visibility situations to alleviate the sideswipe crash
occurrence probability.
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CHAPTER 7: ANALYZING CRASH INJURY SEVERITY FOR A
MOUNTAINOUS FREEWAY INCORPORATING REAL-TIME TRAFFIC
AND WEATHER DATA
7.1 Introduction
Traffic safety is a major concern in the transportation industry since crash occurrence causes
immense losses from the human, economic and social sides, especially the injury and fatal
crashes. Tremendous efforts have been dedicated by researchers and practitioners to improve
traffic safety. Among the various aspects of traffic safety studies, crash injury severity analysis is
a key part as it unveils the relationships between crash injury severity and various explanatory
variables (including driver behavior, environmental conditions, traffic flow, and geometry
characteristics and etc). This kind of study is vital since professionals in roadway design,
freeway management, public health, enforcement, emergency and trauma, policy, and education
and awareness could benefit from the results to reduce the occurrence of injury and fatality
crashes from different aspects. Savolainen et al. (2012) documented a review study of the
numerous methodological alternatives used in the highway crash injury severity studies. From
the review, it can be seen that both advanced parametric models (e.g. random parameter logit
model and markov switching multinomial logit model) and the emerging data mining techniques
(e.g. neural network models and support vector machine models) have been introduced to
address the crash injury severity issues.
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In this chapter, we focus on traffic crash injury severity analysis for a mountainous freeway
section on I-70 in Colorado. In addition to the traditional data obtained from crash reports and
geometric roadway characteristics inventory (RCI) databases, we also utilized variables from
real-time traffic and weather databases. These real-time data provide us the advantages to capture
critical microscopic contributing factors affect severe crash occurrence. Crashes were classified
as severe crashes (injury and fatality crashes) and non-severe (property damage only) crashes in
this study. Due to data limitations, we were not able to further classify the severe crashes by
different levels of severity. The contributions of this study are the unique database and the
applications of multiple promising analytical techniques to accurately and efficiently identify the
crucial variables affecting crash severity. We compared traditional crash injury analysis approach
(fixed parameter logit model) to the innovative support vector machine (SVM) model and
sophisticated random parameter logit model. A random forest model was firstly developed to
rank the decisive explanatory variables that affect crash injury severity. Then, three different
models were developed to analyze crash injury severity: (1) fixed parameter logit model; (2)
support vector machine model to account for possible non-linearity relationships; and (3) random
parameter logit model to account for individual heterogeneity. Model comparisons have been
made based on the areas under the ROC curves. Finally, according to the modeling results,
potential applications of the modeling results and limitations of this study have been discussed.

7.2 Data Preparation
Four datasets were used to form the database used in this study, (1) I-70 crash data provided by
Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), (based on the traffic data availability, crash
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data from Jul, 2007 to Jul, 2009 and Aug, 2010 to Apr, 2011 were used), (2) roadway geometric
characteristic data obtained from Roadway Characteristics Inventory (RCI), (3) real-time
weather data recorded by 6 weather stations along the roadway segment under study, and (4)
real-time traffic data detected by 20 Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) detectors located on
the east and west bounds of I-70.

For each specific crash, the corresponding weather and traffic data were identified and matched.
AVI system on I-70 provides average segment speed at 2-minute interval; in order to decrease
data noise, raw data were aggregated into 6-minute intervals. The mean, standard deviation and
coefficient of variation for the AVI speed during the 6-minute intervals were calculated at the
data aggregation step and used as explanatory variables in the crash injury severity analysis to
represent real-time traffic flow conditions prior to the crash occurrence. Moreover, in order to
avoid the errors of crash reporting time and consider future applications for traffic injury
prevention, speed variables (mean and standard deviation values) during 6-12 minute prior to the
documented crash time were defined as the crash traffic statuses. Crashes were assigned to the
AVI segments based on the mile marker (MM).

For the weather data, temperature, visibility, and precipitation information from six weather
stations were utilized. Crashes have been assigned to the nearest weather station according to the
mile markers. Weather conditions were archived continuously: once the weather conditions’
variations have reached pre-set thresholds, a new record would be documented. The weather data
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were matched with each crash based on the reported crash times, and the closest weather records
prior to the crash time have been extracted and used as the crash weather condition.

Finally, a total of 670 crashes were documented within the studied period. There were 2 fatal
crashes, 47 injury crashes and 621 property damage only (PDO) crashes. In this study, crashes
were classified as non-severe crashes (PDO crashes only) and severe crashes (injury and fatal
crashes).

7.3 Methodology
In this section, three major methodologies used in this study were described: (1) random forest
model, (2) support vector machine model, and (3) random parameter logit model. Random forest
model was used to rank the variable importance while the random parameter logit model and
support vector machine model were employed to analyze crash injury severity.

7.3.1 Random Forest
Random forest (RF) models have been frequently used to rank the variable importance in traffic
safety studies (Abdel-Aty and Haleem, 2011; Ahmed and Abdel-Aty, 2012a). Unlike the
classification and regression tree models, random forest models can provide unbiased error
estimates and does not require a cross-validation dataset (Breiman, 2000). During the tree
growing procedure, about one-third of the training data were left out from the training trees,
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which become the OOB (out-of-bag) data. The OOB data are utilized to achieve unbiased
estimate of variable importance as trees are added to the forest.

For each growing tree in the forest, the prediction error rates on the OOB data were recorded.
This procedure was done after permuting each predictor variable. The differences between the
two error rates would be averaged over all grown trees and then normalized by the standard
deviation of the differences. The averaged differences would be the raw importance score for the
variables. In this study, random forest model was developed to perform variable importance
ranking, which would allow us to use the most vital variables in the modeling procedures.

7.3.2 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine was originally designed based on statistical learning theory and the
structural risk minimization. The algorithm tries to find a separating hyperplane by minimizing
the distance of misclassified points to the decision boundary. For the binary classification
problem in this study (severe and non-severe crashes), given the training data
(𝒙1 , 𝑦1 ), … , (𝒙𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {−1, 1}

(7.1)

assuming that for the severe crashes 𝑦𝑖 = 1 and 𝑦𝑖 = −1for the non-severe crashes; 𝒙𝑖 represent
the matrix for explanatory variables.
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The SVM tries to find the function 𝑓(𝒙, 𝛼0 ) ∈ 𝑓(𝒙, 𝛼), which best approximates the unknown
function 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝒙). The hyperplanes could be writen as
𝑓(𝑥, 𝛼) = (𝜔𝛼 ∙ 𝒙) + 𝑏

(7.2)

Among these hyperplanes, there is one with the maximum margin; which is regarded as the
optimal separating hyperplane. This hyperplane is uniquely determined by the vectors on the
margin, the support vectors (Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1974). Sometimes the data is not linearly
separable, and then the SVM model becomes the following optimization problem (Cortes and
Vapnik, 1995):
minimize minimize (𝜔 ∙ 𝜔) + 𝐶 ∑𝑖 𝜀𝑖𝛿 , 𝛿 ≥ 0

under constraints 𝑦𝑖 [(𝜔 ∙ 𝒙𝑖 ) + 𝑏] ≥ 1 − 𝜀𝑖 , 𝜀𝑖 ≥ 0

(7.3)
(7.4)

where the 𝜀𝑖 allow for some error.

By introducing the Lagarange multiplier, this optimization problem has the form of
1

𝑁
𝑊(𝛼) = ∑𝑁
𝑖 𝛼𝑖 − 2 ∑𝑖,𝑗 𝛼𝑖 𝛼𝑗 𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑗 (ℎ(𝒙𝑖 ), ℎ�𝒙𝑗 �)

(7.5)

Subject to the constraints ∑𝑁
𝑖 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 = 0 and 0 ≤ 𝛼𝑖 ≤ 𝐶
And the separating hyperplane has the form

𝑓(𝑥) = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 (ℎ(𝒙𝑖 ), ℎ�𝒙𝑗 �) + 𝛽0
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(7.6)

Both of the two aforementioned equations only involve ℎ(𝒙) through inner products. Then
instead of the specific transformation ℎ(𝒙), only the knowledge of the kernel function
𝐾�𝒙𝑖 , 𝒙𝑗 � = (ℎ(𝒙𝑖 ), ℎ�𝒙𝑗 �)

(7.7)

that computes the inner products in the transformed space (Friedman et al., 2001). The Radialbasis function (RBF) kernel was used in this study:
𝐾�𝒙𝑖 , 𝒙𝑗 � = exp(−𝛾|𝒙𝑖 − 𝒙𝑗 |2 )

(7.8)

7.3.3 Random Parameter Logit Model
Suppose the crash injury severity has the outcomes y=1 (severe crashes) and y=0 (non-severe
crashes) with respective probability 𝑝 and1 − 𝑝. The random parameter logit model can be setup
as follows:

𝑦 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑝)
𝑝

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝑝) = log(1−𝑝) = 𝑿𝑩𝒋
𝑩𝑗 ~ 𝑁(𝑴𝐵 , 𝚺𝐵 )

𝚺𝐵 ~ 𝐼𝑛𝑣 − 𝑊𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑡𝐾+1 (𝑰)

(7.9)
(7.10)

(7.11)
(7.12)

where 𝑿 is the vector of explanatory variables and 𝑩𝒋 is the vector of random parameters. Instead
of assuming an independent distribution for each random parameter, the random parameter
vector 𝑩𝑗 follows a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 𝑴𝐵 and unrestricted

variance-covariance matrix 𝚺𝐵 . Moreover, the covariance matrix 𝚺𝐵 was set to follow inverse132

Wishart distribution, which has the computational convenience (Gelman and Hill, 2006). With 𝐾

random parameters in the model, 𝚺𝐵 is a 𝐾 × 𝐾 matrix with its off-diagonal-elements not
necessarily to be zero. In this study, the model structure is used to (1) capture unobserved

heterogeneity across individual crashes and (2) identify potential relationships across the
explanatory variables (if the off-diagonal-elements would be non-zero).

The fixed and random parameter logit models were estimated with the full Bayesian inference in
this study. Model structures were specified in the freeware WinBUGS: three chains of 15,000
iterations were set up with initial 5,000 iterations used for burn-in. Convergences of the models
have been checked by monitoring the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) trace plots for the
model parameters: if all values are within a zone and without strong periodicities and tendencies,
then the model would be concluded as converged.

7.4 Modeling Results and Discussions
7.4.1 Variable Importance
The importance of a variable was estimated through the random forest algorithm by monitoring
how much the prediction error increases, when OOB data for that variable are permuted while all
others were left unchanged (Liaw and Wiener, 2002). R package “randomForest” (Liaw and
Wiener, 2002) was employed to perform the variable importance ranking; using 𝑚 = 4 whereas

four variables were randomly sampled as candidates for each split and totally 100 trees were
constructed. Figure 7-1 shows the final results of variable importance rankings; the mean
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decrease accuracy was the selection criterion. It can be drawn from the figure that Steep grade
indicator (steep in the figure), Speed standard deviation (std), temperature (Biondini et al.) and
Snow season indicator (season) are the most important factors. Hence, the four variables were
selected as inputs in the modeling steps. Table 7-1 provides the summary descriptive statistics
for the final data utilized in the models. Additionally, a correlation matrix of the variables
entered in the final models has been checked to avoid multicollinearity problems.

Figure 7-1: Variable importance provided by random forest
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Table 7-1: Summary of variables descriptive statistics for I-70 data
Variables
Dependent Variables
Severity
Independent Variables
Snow season indicator
Steep grade indicator
Speed Std
Temperature

Description

Mean

Std dev.

Min

Max

1 if severe crashes; 0 if non- 0.073
severe crashes

0.26

0

1

1 if crash occurred during snow
season; 0 if dry season
1 if longitudinal grades ≥ 4%; 0
if longitudinal grades < 4%
Standard deviation of speed
Temperature (℉)

0.81

0.39

0

1

0.52

0.49

0

1

1.34
25.34

1.92
14.96

0
-19

13.2
69

7.4.2 Fixed Parameter Logit Model
In this study, outcomes of the crash injury severity are discrete binary variable (severe and nonsevere). Therefore, it is intuitive to utilize binary logit model (fixed parameter) to analyze it. The
fixed parameter logit model was estimated with Bayesian inference in WinBUGS and Table 7-2
shows the modeling results: (1) Speed std variable is significant with a positive sign which
indicates big variations of traffic speed would increase the probability of having severe crashes;
(2) Snow season indicator is significant with a negative coefficient that demonstrates severe
crashes are less likely to happen within snow seasons. During snow seasons, the studied
mountainous freeway suffered adverse weather conditions with low visibilities and high
precipitations. Bad driving environmental may result in lower speed and more cautious driving
behavior through the freeway section; (3) Steep grade indicator was proved to be positively
associated with severe crash occurrence, which means the presence of steep grades would
increase the likelihood of having severe crashes; (4) It is surprising to find that temperature is not
significant (95% credible interval cross zero) in the fixed parameter logit model, although it was
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ranked as the third important variable by the random forest model. For the model goodness-of-fit,
the fixed parameter logit model has the ROC value of 0.691.
Table 7-2: Modeling results for the binary logit model
Parameter
Speed std
Snow season indicator
Steep grade indicator
Temperature

Estimate
0.16
-1.29
0.62
-0.012

ROC

Std. Error
0.06
0.45
0.31
0.013

2.5%
0.04
-2.18
0.003
-0.037

97.5%
0.27
-0.38
1.24
0.014

0.691

7.4.3 Support Vector Machine Model
Fixed parameter logit model assumed a linear relationship between the dependent and
independent variables; in order to investigate the potential non-linearity between crash injury
severity and the chosen explanatory variables, support vector machine (SVM), a newly
introduced pattern classifier based on statistical learning theory was used. In this study, SVM
model with RBF kernel function was formalized in SAS Enterprise Miner and effects of the
explanatory variables on crash severity have been investigated through the sensitivity analyses.
(Fish and Blodgett, 2003) suggested using sensitivity analysis to explore the effects of
explanatory variables; and it has been adopted in most previous SVM studies (Li et al., 2008; Li
et al., 2011). Two-stage sensitivity analysis was employed in this study: first, sensitivity analyses
were conducted by changing each explanatory variable with a user-defined amount while the
other variables remain as original values. SVM models were then re-calculated with the new
datasets and comparisons have been made for the mean predicted probabilities of severe crash
occurrence. These analyses can be used to detect relationships between the explanatory variables
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and crash injury severity. Results of the sensitivity analyses and model fit are depicted in Table
7-3.
Table 7-3: Sensitivity analysis results and model fit for support vector machine model
Parameter
Speed std
Snow season indicator
Steep grade indicator
Temperature

General Effects
Large variation of speed have higher probably of having severe crashes
Snow seasons are less likely to have severe crashes
Steep slopes would increase the probability of severe crashes
Higher temperature would decrease severity level

ROC

0.734

Overall effects of the four explanatory variables are consistent with the fixed parameter logit
model. Moreover, thorough investigations into the functional relationships between the
explanatory variables and severe crash occurrence probabilities have been conducted by
performing a series of sensitivity analyses (for example, for the speed std variable, changing
units have been applied to it from 0.5 mph to 5.5 mph with interval of 0.5; keeping other
variables at the original values). Figure 7-3 shows the results of sensitivity analyses for the Speed
std and temperature variables. It can be seen from the figure that relationships between severe
crash occurrence probability (Mean Prob) and the explanatory variables are non-linear. For
example, the temperature variable, its relationship with severe crash occurrence probabilities has
a quadratic functional form; the increase of temperature would not always lead to a decrease in
the severe crash occurrence probability. Furthermore, model fit of the SVM model has been
improved to the ROC value of 0.734 while considering the non-linearity between the explanatory
variables and crash severity outcomes.
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7.4.4 Random Parameter Logit Model
Crash occurrence is a complex event, which is affected by geometric characteristics, driver
behavior, and environmental factors. In the fixed parameter logit model, estimated coefficients
represent the averaged effects without considering crash individual’s diversity. In order to
account for the unobserved heterogeneity, random parameter logit model has been utilized to
analyze crash injury severity. Previous studies (Gkritza and Mannering, 2008; Anastasopoulos
and Mannering, 2011) have demonstrated that random parameter models provided superior
model fit compared to the fixed parameter models. However, most previous studies considered
the distributions of random parameters to be independent from each other, which is a restricted
approach of developing random parameter models. In this study, rather than assuming the offdiagonal-elements all to be zero (distributions to be independent), a more general variancecovariance matrix was assigned to estimate the random parameter logit model. With this model
structure, effects of each explanatory variable on the other explanatory variables can be
monitored. Table 7-4 provides the model estimations for the random parameter logit model.
Table 7-4: Modeling results for the random parameter logit model
Parameter
Speed std
(Std dev. of parameter distribution)
Snow season indicator
Steep grade indicator
Temperature

Estimate
17.14
(12.08)
-8.08
(6.86)
7.86E-5
(7.49E-5)
-30.25
(5.19)

ROC

Std. Error
12.41
(8.82)
5.46
(5.35)
9.38E-5
(9.52E-5)
18.36
(3.63)

2.5%
0.012
(1.69E-4)
-21.75
(0.78)
1.41E-6
(1.56E-6)
-65.48
(0.24)

97.5%
42.59
(30.01)
-1.84
(19.73)
3.39E-6
(3.33E-4)
-1.42
(13.5)

0.82

Results of the random parameter logit model are consistent with the fixed parameter logit and
SVM models. In addition to the aforementioned significant variables, temperature variable
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became significant with a negative sign. Previous studies with crash count data have concluded
that less safe statuses are positively correlated with extreme temperatures (low during winters
and high during summers). The negative coefficient for the temperature variable can be
interpreted as severe crashes are less likely to happen during warm weathers; driving maneuvers
would become more difficult under low temperatures (especially for the freezing temperatures),
which increased the probability of severe crash occurrence. The significance of temperature
variable in the random parameter model indicated that their effects vary across observations. By
considering the individual heterogeneity, random parameter logit model provided the best model
fit with an ROC value of 0.82. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient matrix is shown in Table
7-5. In this study, only the correlations between Speed standard deviation and Snow season
indicator were found to be significant; which demonstrated that large variations of speed during
snow seasons would increase the probability of severe crashes. The other five correlation
coefficients were not significant in the model, which indicated that the correlation effects
between those variables could be ignored.
Table 7-5: Correlation coefficient matrix for the random parameters
Speed std
1

Speed std
Snow season indicator
Steep grade indicator
Temperature
*Significant at 95 percentile

Snow season indicator
0.27*
1

Steep grade indicator
-0.14
0.27
1

Temperature
0.06
-0.23
-0.22
1

7.5 Conclusions
This study investigated crash injury severity on a mountainous freeway; crashes were classified
as severe (injury and fatal) and non-severe (property damage only) crashes. In addition to the
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explanatory variables typically used in the crash injury severity studies (such as data from crash
reports, and geometric characteristic variables), this study also employed real-time traffic and
weather data to capture microscopic factors that contribute to injury crash occurrence. Real-time
traffic data were obtained from the Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) system which
archived space mean speed based on AVI segments. Moreover, real-time weather data were
recorded by 6 weather stations along the studied freeway section which provided information
about temperature, visibility and precipitation.

Random forest model was initially developed to select influential explanatory variables
associated with severe crashes. Random forest model offers unbiased error estimates and
variable importance; a smaller set of explanatory variables would facilitate the modeling
procedures. Steep grade indicator, Speed standard deviation, temperature, and Snow season
indicator are the four variables highlighted as the most important factors. With the results from
the random forest model, a series of models have been estimated to analyze crash injury severity:
(1) fixed parameter logit model; (2) support vector machine model to detect the possible nonlinearity relationships between crash injury severity and explanatory variables; (3) random
parameter logit model accounting for the individual heterogeneity. The three models were
compared by the ROC values, which were extensively employed to evaluate goodness-of-fit for
the SVM (Chen et al., 2009) and logit models (Ahmed et al., 2012a).

From the modeling results, it can be concluded that: (1) large speed variations would increase the
likelihood of severe crashes; (2) severe crashes are less likely to happen during snow seasons; (3)
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presence of steep grades could lead to more severe crashes; and (4) low temperature would
increase the probability of having severe crashes. Sensitivity analyses’ results for the SVM
model demonstrated that non-linearity relationships do exist between crash injury severity and
selected explanatory variables. Moreover, random parameter logit model indicated that it is
critical to account for individual heterogeneity in the crash injury severity analyses; the results
are in consistent with previous studies (Anastasopoulos and Mannering, 2009, 2011). As for the
model comparisons, both SVM model and random parameter logit model outperformed the fixed
parameter logit model with substantially higher ROC values. Furthermore, random parameter
logit model provided the best model fit which demonstrated that considering individual
heterogeneity would be the first priority when analyzing crash injury severity.

In addition, previous studies utilized restricted random parameter logit model with assigning
random parameter distributions to be independent from each other. This study takes a step
forward to estimate the random parameter logit model with an unrestricted variance-covariance
matrix, which is capable to capture correlations between the explanatory variables. Correlations
between Speed standard deviation and Snow season indicator were found to be significant;
which demonstrated that large variations of speed during snow seasons would further increase
the probability of severe crashes. These findings have potential applications in traffic
management strategies: during snow seasons, traffic management systems should emphasize
reducing speed variations; control strategies like variable speed limits can be introduced to
increase speed homogeneity. As the presence of steep slopes would increase the likelihood of
severe crashes, lower speed limits should be adopted for the steep slope segments. Furthermore,
with the merits of including real-time traffic and weather data in this study, severe crash
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occurrence probabilities can be monitored in real-time with the developed sophisticated models.
Once the probability of having a severe crash reaches a certain threshold, intervenes like warning
messages through dynamic message signs could benefit the traffic injury preventions.

Although this study provides thorough investigations of crash injury severity for a mountainous
freeway with both the data (microscopic traffic and weather data) and methodology (unrestricted
random parameter logit model) contributions, there are several limitations that exist in this study:
(1) due to data limitations, crash injury severity was categorized into two levels. With more data
available in the future, crashes would be classified into traditional three levels (PDO, injury and
fatal crashes) or even more detailed five levels; (2) the results presented in this paper were
concluded based on a specific mountainous freeway, future studies with different data sources
and infrastructure types are needed to confirm the results concluded in this study; (3) nonlinearity relationship and individual heterogeneity were accounted for with distinct two models
in this study, future studies may focus on identifying an efficient approach to simultaneously
considering the non-linearity and heterogeneity.
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CHAPTER 8: UTILIZING SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE IN REALTIME CRASH RISK EVALUATION
8.1 Introduction
Recently Active Traffic Management (ATM) has been emerging in the US and Europe, its key
control strategies such as Variable Speed Limits (VSL) was recognized to have the benefits of
improving traffic safety (Mirshahi et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2011). These
implemented systems were mostly designed to reduce speed variations to reduce the crash risk.
Moreover, more advanced proactive crash prediction models have showed promising effects on
reducing crash occurrence along with the VSL system (Abdel-Aty et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006b;
Lee and Abdel-Aty, 2008). Within these studies, sophisticated real-time crash risk evaluation
models were estimated to emulate the crash occurrence probabilities with the real-time traffic
data. Crash risks would be evaluated with real-time traffic data and once a certain threshold of
crash risk has been reached, the VSL control system would be triggered to smoothen the traffic
flow and improve traffic safety. The real-time crash risk evaluation models try to identify the
“crash precursor conditions” by comparing the crash occurrence traffic statuses and randomly
selected non-crash cases. In the previous studies, both the traditional statistical models and
artificial intelligence models have been utilized. Matched case-control logistic regression was
one of the widely employed traditional statistical models (Abdel-Aty et al., 2004; Lee et al.,
2006a; Abdel-Aty et al., 2007) while the artificial neural network models (Pande and Abdel-Aty,
2006b; Pande et al., 2011) was another popular modeling technique that has been adopted in
previous studies. More recently, as the Bayesian inference technique became popular, Bayesian
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logistic regression models have been used in real-time crash risk evaluation studies (Ahmed et
al., 2012a; Ahmed et al., 2012b).

Although previous real-time crash risk evaluation models have been proven to be capable of
differentiating between crash and non-crash cases, these models have some limitations. Logistic
regression models assumed a linear relationship between the dependent and independent
variables while neural network models work as a black-box and may have over-fitting issues.
Support vector machine (SVM), a newly introduced pattern classifier based on statistical
learning theory (Vladimir and Vapnik, 1995) was introduced in this study to formulize the realtime crash risk evaluation model. Data from a 15-mile mountainous freeway (I-70) in Colorado
was used in this study. With the merit of the Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS) radars
implemented along the freeway, real-time traffic data (speed, occupancy, and volume) was
captured and matched with the historical crash data.

The data has been split into training and scoring datasets. The training dataset was utilized to
estimate the models and the scoring dataset was meant to test the prediction powers of different
models. Due to SVM models lack of the capability of selecting significant variables and the use
of all the variables as input would make the model cumbersome, a classification and regression
tree (CART) was first estimated to select the most significant contributing variables. Then based
on the chosen explanatory variables, three candidates Bayesian logistic regression models have
been estimated with accounting for different levels unobserved heterogeneity. Then SVM model
with Radial basis kernel function and linear kernel function have been estimated and compared
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to Bayesian logistic regression model. Comparisons have been made based on the areas under
the ROC curves. Moreover, SVM models without the variable selection procedure have also
been estimated and investigated. Furthermore, the scoring datasets were divided into different
sample sizes to test the sample size issue on these models prediction abilities. Finally, sensitivity
analyses have been conducted to reveal the effects of the explanatory variables. Figure 8-1
presents the flowchart of the main modeling procedures for this study.
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Scoring data 1
(30% of the whole dataset)
Scoring data 2
(20% of the whole dataset)
Scoring data 3
(10% of the whole dataset)

Figure 8-1: Modeling procedure in this study
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8.2 Data Preparation
The 15-mile mountainous freeway is located on I-70 in Colorado and the studied segment starts
from the Mile Marker (MM) 205 and ends at MM 220. There were two datasets utilized in this
study, (1) crash data from Oct 2010 to Oct 2011 provided by Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) and (2) real-time traffic data detected by 30 RTMS radars. There were
265 crashes documented and matched with the traffic data and 1017 non-crash cases that were
matched with the crash cases. The RTMS radars archived speed, volume and occupancy
information at 30-second intervals. The real-time traffic data that corresponds to each crash was
prepared by first aggregating the raw data into 5-minute intervals and then each crash was
assigned to the nearest downstream radar detector, the traffic data 5-10 minute prior to the crash
time was selected to represent the traffic condition. The 5-10 minute traffic variables prior to the
reported crash time were extracted in order to avoid confusing pre and post crash conditions. For
example, if a crash happened at 15:25, at the Mile Marker 211.3. The corresponding traffic status
for this crash is the traffic condition of time interval 15:15 and 15:20 recorded by RTMS radar at
Mile Marker 211.8. Similarly, upstream and downstream traffic statuses were also extracted for
each crash case. For each observation, average and standard deviation values of the speed,
occupancy and volume have been calculated for the three detectors. So there are 18 (3 traffic
flow parameters × 2 measures × 3 detectors) explanatory variables for each observation. Figure
8-2 shows how the upstream, downstream and crash location RTMS detectors were assigned.
Moreover, these traffic variables are named in a specific way also shown in Figure 8-2. For
example, DAO stands for the average occupancy captured by radar located at downstream of the
crash location. The matched case-control design was adopted in this study, it was frequently
utilized in the disaggregate crash occurrence studies since the confounding factors can be
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controlled for by matching (Breslow and Day, 1980). For each specific crash case, four noncrash cases were identified and matched. The non-crash cases were selected based on the
following procedure: for example, a crash happened on Tuesday (May 24, 2011) then the four
non-crash cases will be selected for the exact same time two weeks before and two weeks after
the crash time (May 10, May 17, May 31, and Jun 7) at the exact location of crash occurrence.

This matched case-control structure would eliminate the geometric characteristics’ influences on
crash risk evaluation. Moreover, seasonal random parameter and segment level random effects
have been introduced to the Bayesian logistic regression model to capture the possible
unobserved heterogeneity.

Upstream RTMS Detector

Downstream RTMS Detector

RTMS Spacing ≈1.19m

Crash location RTMS Detector

XXX
Detector locations (C for crash locations,
U for upstream and D for downstream)
Variable types (A for average and
S for Standard deviation)

Different variables (S for
speed, V for volume and O
for occupancy

Figure 8-2: Arrangements of RTMS Detectors and Nomenclature method for traffic variables
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8.3 Methodology
8.3.1 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine was originally designed based on statistical learning theory and the
structural risk minimization. The algorithm tries to find a separating hyperplane by minimizing
the distance of misclassified points to the decision boundary. For the binary classification
problem in this study (crash and non-crash), given the training data
(𝒙1 , 𝑦1 ), … , (𝒙𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {−1, 1}

(8.1)

assuming that for the crash cases 𝑦𝑖 = 1 and 𝑦𝑖 = −1for the non-crash cases; 𝒙𝑖 represent the
matrix for explanatory variables selected by the CART model.

The SVM tries to find the function 𝑓(𝒙, 𝛼0 ) ∈ 𝑓(𝒙, 𝛼), which best approximates the unknown
function 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝒙). The hyperplanes could be writen as

𝑓(𝑥, 𝛼) = (𝜔𝛼 ∙ 𝒙) + 𝑏

(8.2)

Among these hyperplanes there is one with the maximum margin, which is regarded as the
optimal separating hyperplane. This hyperplane is uniquely determined by the vectors on the
margin, the support vectors (Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1974). Sometimes the data is not
linearly separable, and then the SVM model becomes the following optimization problem
(Cortes and Vapnik, 1995):
minimize (𝜔 ∙ 𝜔) + 𝐶 ∑𝑖 𝜀𝑖𝛿 , 𝛿 ≥ 0

(8.3)

under constraints 𝑦𝑖 [(𝜔 ∙ 𝒙𝑖 ) + 𝑏] ≥ 1 − 𝜀𝑖 , 𝜀𝑖 ≥ 0
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(8.4)

where the 𝜀𝑖 allow for some error.

By introducing the Lagarange multiplier, this optimization problem has the form of
1

𝑁
𝑊(𝛼) = ∑𝑁
𝑖 𝛼𝑖 − 2 ∑𝑖,𝑗 𝛼𝑖 𝛼𝑗 𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑗 (ℎ(𝒙𝑖 ), ℎ�𝒙𝑗 �)

(8.5)

Subject to the constraints ∑𝑁
𝑖 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 = 0 and 0 ≤ 𝛼𝑖 ≤ 𝐶

And the separating hyperplane has the form
𝑓(𝑥) = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 (ℎ(𝒙𝑖 ), ℎ�𝒙𝑗 �) + 𝛽0

(8.6)

Both the two aforementioned equations only involve ℎ(𝒙)through inner products. Then instead
of the specific transformation ℎ(𝒙), only the knowledge of the kernel function
𝐾�𝒙𝑖 , 𝒙𝑗 � = (ℎ(𝒙𝑖 ), ℎ�𝒙𝑗 �)

(8.7)

that computes the inner products in the transformed space (Friedman et al., 2001).

In this study, the Radial-basis function (RBF) kernel and linear kernel were considered:
Linear kernel: 𝐾�𝒙𝑖 , 𝒙𝑗 � = 𝒙𝑇𝑖 𝒙𝑗

(8.8)

Radial-basis function kernel: 𝐾�𝒙𝑖 , 𝒙𝑗 � = exp(−𝛾|𝒙𝑖 − 𝒙𝑗 |2 )
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(8.9)

8.3.2 Bayesian Logistic Regression
Bayesian inference technique was utilized to estimate the probability of crash occurrence.
Suppose the crash occurrence has the outcomes y=1 or y=0 with respective probability 𝑝 and
1 − 𝑝. The Bayesian logistic regression can be setup as follows:
𝑦 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑝)
𝑝

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝑝) = log(1−𝑝) = 𝛽0 + 𝑿𝜷𝒕 + 𝛼𝑗[𝑖]

(8.10)
(8.11)

where 𝛽0 is the intercept, 𝑿 is the vector of the explanatory variables, for t=1,2, 𝜷𝒕 is the vector

of coefficients for the explanatory variables for snow season (t=2) and dry season (t=1); 𝑗[𝑖]
indexes the segment where observation i occurs and 𝛼𝑗[𝑖] is the random effects variable defined

in the model, which represents the segment specific random effects in this study (the freeway
section has been split into 120 homogenous segments according to the geometric characteristics):
𝛼𝑗 ~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝛼2 ), for 𝑗 = 1, … , 120,

(8.12)

where 𝜎𝛼 is the standard deviation of the unexplained segment-level errors.

Full Bayesian inference was employed in this study. For each model, three chains of 15,000
iterations were set up in WinBUGS, 5,000 iterations were used in the burn-in step. Convergences
of the models have been checked by monitoring the MCMC trace plots for the model parameters:
if all values are within a zone without strong periodicities and tendencies, then the model would
be concluded as convergence.
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8.4 Modeling Results and Discussions
8.4.1 Variable Selection
Due to the SVM models lack of capability of selecting significant variables from the 18
explanatory variables, a classification and regression tree (CART) has been estimated to do the
variable selection work. CART models have frequently used in traffic safety studies for their
classification capability: For example, Chang and Wang (2006) utilized a CART model to
analyze crash injury severity and Chang and Chen (2005) employed a CART model to predict
crash frequency. Moreover, Kuhnert et al. (2000) used logistic regression, CART and
multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) to conduct motor-vehicle injury analysis and
the authors suggested that CART can be used as precursor to a more detailed logistic regression
model. Variable selection through decision trees is kind of target dependent method and the
variable importance is calculated based on the number of times a variable appeared and its
relative position in the tree. This procedure was conducted in SAS Enterprise Miner with the
following settings in the program: Splitting Criterion: Gini; Maximum Depth: 10; Leaf Size: 10;
Split Size: 20; and Number of Surrogate: 3. The final variable selection results are presented in
Table 8-1. Moreover, before estimating any models using the selected variables, multicollinearity
test has been carried using the PROC CORR procedure in SAS and the results can be found in
Table 8-2. The results suggest that all the four explanatory variables are not highly correlated and
they can be used in the following logistic regression and SVM models.
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Table 8-1: Variable selection results by classification and regression tree
Variable
DAS
CAS
CSO
CSV

Description
Downstream average speed
Crash location average
speed
Crash location standard
deviation of occupancy
Crash location standard
deviation of volume

# of Splitting rules
5
7

# of Surrogate rules
10
9

Importance
1
0.992

3

13

0.949

2

11

0.849

Table 8-2: Correlation matrix for the selected explanatory variables
CAS
DAS
CSO
CSV

CAS
1.00
0.35
-0.22
0.03

DAS
0.35
1.00
-0.21
0.13

CSO
-0.22
-0.21
1.00
0.11

CSV
0.03
0.13
0.11
1.00

8.4.2 Modeling Results
Based on the results of variable selection, firstly three candidate Bayesian logistic regression
models have been estimated: (1) Bayesian fixed parameter logistic regression, (2) Bayesian
random parameter logistic regression considering the seasonal variations, and (3) Bayesian
random effects logistic regression accounting for the unobserved segment level heterogeneity.
The purpose of developing multi-level logistic regression models is to investigate the necessity
of accounting for the observed heterogeneity and their effects on parameter estimations and
model fit. Therefore the best logistic regression model will be compared to SVM model with
linear kernel function and SVM with Radial-basis kernel function. The whole dataset was split
into training and scoring datasets. For the training dataset, 70% of the original dataset was used
at the models’ training session which contains 179 crash cases and 691 non-crash cases. The
descriptive statistics of variables can be found in Table 8-3.
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Table 8-3: Summary of variables descriptive statistics for the training dataset
Variables
Crash
CAS
DAS
CSO
CSV

Description
Binary index for crash occurrence (1 for crash
and 0 for non-crash cases)
Crash locations average speed
Downstream average speed
Crash locations standard deviation of occupancy
Crash locations standard deviation of volume

Mean
0.206

Std. Dev
0.405

Min
0

Max
1

54.36
55.61
1.84
7.33

13.08
13.42
1.42
4.72

7.00
3.32
0
0

77.32
77.86
22.23
25.78

The two SVM models were formulized in the SAS Enterprise Miner while the Bayesian logistic
regression models have been calculated with the freeware WinBUGS. Analyses results for the
three Bayesian logistic regression models are presented in Table 8-4. In addition, the MLE
logistic regression model has been estimated and it turned out that it has comparable results with
the fixed parameter Bayesian logistic regression model regarding the coefficient estimations.

Table 8-4: Estimations for the explanatory variables in the Bayesian logistic regression models
Bayesian fixed parameter
95% Credible Interval
Variables Mean
Intercept
1.72
(0.86 , 2.59)
CAS

-0.026

(-0.04 , -0.009)

DAS

-0.043

(-0.058 , -0.029)

CSO

0.11

(0.036 , 0.19)

CSV

0.045

(0.0076 , 0.082)

Random error
DIC
774.629
Number of observations:

Bayesian random parameter
95% Credible Interval
Mean
2.57[1]*
(0.80 , 4.48)
1.42[2]
(0.39 , 2.43)
-0.025[1]
(-0.057 , 0.007)
-0.024[2]
(-0.042 , -0.006)
-0.058[1]
(-0.092 , -0.027)
-0.039[2]
(-0.056 , -0.023)
0.067[1]
(-0.14 , 0.24)
0.13[2]
(0.04 , 0.23)
0.039[1]
(-0.034 , 0.11)
0.047[2]
(0.002 , 0.092)

Bayesian random effects
95% Credible Interval
Mean
1.88
(0.99 , 2.79)
-0.027

(-0.043 , -0.011)

-0.046

(-0.062 , -0.031)

0.12

(0.038 , 0.19)

0.054

(0.014 , 0.093)

0.47
783.953

(0.33 , 0.65)
786.786

870

* [1] stands for dry seasons; [2] stands for snow seasons.

Results from the logistic regression models can be interpreted as: crashes are likely to happen
during congestion periods (especially when the queuing area has propagated from downstream
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areas); high variations of occupancy and/or volume would increase the probability of crash
occurrence. Moreover, the random parameter model was estimated to capture the seasonal
variation effects: the most substantial difference lies at the CSO variable which is significant for
snow seasons but not significantly during dry seasons. Furthermore, segment level random
effects were introduced to account for unobserved heterogeneity caused by the various geometric
characteristics. DIC was selected as the model comparison evaluation criterion for the Bayesian
three logistic regression models: The DIC, recognized as Bayesian generalization of AIC
(Akaike information criterion), is a combination of the measure of model fitting and the effective
number of parameters. The smaller DIC indicate a better model fitting and differences of more
than 10 might definitely rule out the model with higher DIC. Comparisons of DIC values
demonstrate that Bayesian fixed parameter model is superior to the other complex models and it
was selected to represent the ordinal approach for the real-time crash risk evaluation and
compare to the SVM models.

After the training sessions for the four models, scoring datasets with variety of sample sizes have
been employed to test the prediction power of the proposed models. Areas under the ROC curve
was chosen to evaluate and compare these models, the larger ROC values indicate a better
goodness-of-fit and classification power. Table 8-5 lists the ROCs of the three models for the
training and scoring datasets. One point that needs to be mentioned is that for the scoring
datasets, to overcome the small datasets evaluation drawback, a cross-validation technique has
been adopted here (Kohavi, 1995).
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From the models’ goodness-of-fit results for the training and scoring datasets, it can be seen that
SVM with RBF kernel models outperformed the traditional models while the linear SVM models
have identical results with the two logistic regression models. These phenomena demonstrated
the existence of some non-linear relationships between the dependent variables and explanatory
variables in the real-time crash risk evaluation models which haven’t been captured by the linear
formulation models.

Table 8-5: ROC values of the SVM and logistic regression models

Training data
(70% of the whole dataset)
Scoring data 1
(30% of the whole dataset)
Scoring data 2
(20% of the whole dataset)
Scoring data 3
(10% of the whole dataset)

SVM with RBF

Linear SVM

0.81

0.78

Bayesian logistic
regression
0.78

0.74

0.73

0.73

0.75

0.74

0.74

0.77

0.73

0.73

8.4.3 SVM Predictive Performance on Small Sample Data
As crash occurrence is a small probability event, traffic safety researchers have to deal frequently
with small samples. For example, to analyze traffic safety for a highway with newly installed
ITS system, crash and real-time traffic sample size would be very restricted. In order to analyze
the crash occurrence mechanism efficiently, a small sample may be used to develop safety
performance functions and real-time crash risk evaluation models. However, a small sample may
cause many issues about the model fit and coefficient estimation; e.g. Lord and Mannering (2010)
concluded that low sample-mean and small sample size could cause errors in parameter estimates
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in developing safety performance functions. In this section, the predictive performance on small
sample datasets of the SVM models and ordinal logistic regression models were compared by
goodness-of-fit three different scoring datasets for the models (Table 8-5). It can be concluded
that scoring datasets generally have lower ROC values than the training datasets; while the RBF
SVM models performed better as the data size become smaller and the other models showed
stable performance on different sample size datasets. For the purpose of confirming that smaller
a dataset would achieve better performance with the RBF SVM models, those scoring datasets in
Table 8-5 were split into datasets according to the crash types (multi-vehicle crashes and singlevehicle crashes). As stated by Pande and Abdel-Aty (2006a) it is important to analyze crashes by
type, particularly when it comes to real-time crash risk assessment. ROC values have been
calculated by applying the RBF SVM models to the different datasets separately. Table 8-6
compares the predictive ability of the SVM models and the results affirmed that RBF SVM
models have better predictive power for the smaller datasets.
Table 8-6: ROC values for the RBF SVM models with datasets by crash type
All crashes

Multi-vehicle crashes

Single-vehicle crashes

Scoring data 1

0.74

0.80

0.75

Scoring data 2

0.75

0.77

0.75

Scoring data 3

0.77

0.79

0.77

8.4.4 The Importance of Variable Selection
The aforementioned analysis results was achieved by the SVM models with the four chosen
explanatory variables, in order to evaluate the SVM models, comparisons have been made
between the RBF SVM models with and without variable selection. Same model configurations
will be held and the only difference between the models is that one SVM model with only the
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four selected explanatory variables and the other SVM model has the whole 18 explanatory
variables as input. Table 8-7 provides the ROC values for the two models with both the training
and scoring datasets. From the results it can be concluded that for the model without variable
selection, the SVM models for the training dataset have the over-fitting problem while for the
scoring datasets it performed even worse than the traditional logistic regression models. So it is
highly recommended that before formalizing SVM models, variable selection methodology
would be implemented.
Table 8-7: ROC values for the SVM models with and without variable selection
SVM RBF model with variable selection
Training data

0.81

Scoring data 1

0.74

Scoring data 2

0.75

Scoring data 3

0.77

SVM RBF model without variable selection
0.98
0.73
0.66
0.69

8.4.5 Sensitivity Analysis for Variable Effects
As an emerging machine learning method, SVM was blamed for being a black-box technique
whereas the effects of explanatory variables on the dependent variable could not be seen.
However, with the benefits of sensitivity analysis, the relationships between crash occurrence
and the chosen four explanatory variables could be analyzed. Fish and Blodgett (2003) suggested
using sensitivity analysis to explore the effects of explanatory variables; this approach has been
adopted in Li et al. (2008) and Li et al.’s (2012) SVM studies to evaluate the effects of
explanatory variables. Two-stage sensitivity analysis was employed in this study: First,
sensitivity analysis was conducted by changing each explanatory variable by a user-defined
amount while the other variables remain at the original values. SVM models were re-calculated
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with the new datasets and comparisons have been made for the mean predicted probabilities for
crash occurrence. This analysis can be used to detect the positive and negative relationships
between the explanatory variables and crash occurrence probabilities. Results of the sensitivity
analysis are depicted in Table 8-8.

Table 8-8: Sensitivity analysis of the explanatory variables in the SVM models
Variable
CAS
DAS
CAO
CAV

Changing unit
-5 mph for crash cases;
+5 mph for non-crash cases
-5 mph for crash cases;
+5 mph for non-crash cases
+0.3 % for crash cases;
-0.3 % for non-crash cases
+0.3 vph for crash cases;
-0.3 vph for non-crash cases

Original mean probability
0.295232

New mean probability
0.316409

0.295232

0.317412

0.295232

0.300565

0.295232

0.299218

Effects of the four explanatory variables can be unveiled from the changes of mean predicting
probabilities for crash occurrence. It can be concluded that lower values of CAS and DAS are
probable to increase the crash hazardousness and higher values of CAO and CAV would likely
result in a higher probabilities of crash occurrence. In addition, it seems that crash occurrence is
more associated with the downstream congestion conditions. These conclusions are identical to
the logistic regression models’ result. Moreover, more thorough investigation into the functional
relationship between the explanatory variables and crash occurrence probabilities has been
conducted by assigning a set of the changing units (for example, for the CAS variable, changing
units have been applied to it from 1 mph to 10 mph instead of 5 mph in Table 8-8; while keeping
other variables at the original values). Figures 8-2 and 8-3 show the results of the sensitivity
analysis for the CAS and DAS variables separately, the changing unit varies from 1mph to
10mph. It can be seen that as the CAS values for the crash cases decrease, the mean crash
occurrence probability increased; and the relationships between crash occurrence probabilities
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and CAS changing unit has a quadratic functional form. Furthermore, from Figure 12 it can be
discovered that as the DAS values of crash cases decrease, the mean crash occurrence probability
increased; and a cubic relationship was found between the crash occurrence probability and DAS
changing units.

Vairable CAS Sensitivity Analysis
0.36
0.355
Polynomial fit (0.3163
+0.006812x -0.0003403x²)
95% CI

Mean Prob

0.35
0.345

95% Prediction interval

0.34

𝑅2 = 0.9999

0.335
0.33
0.325
0.32
0

2

4
6
8
CAS chaning unit

10

Figure 8-3: Sensitivity analysis for the variable CAS
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Vairable DAS Sensitivity Analysis
0.36
0.355
Polynomial fit (0.3117
+0.01311x -0.001776x²
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Figure 8-4: Sensitivity analysis for the variable DAS

8.5 Conclusions
Active Traffic Management (ATM) concepts are gaining momentum around the world.
Improving traffic safety is expected to be a major component of ATM. Thus efficient and
accurate real-time crash prediction models are required. Previous studies that have focused on
this topic adopted both the traditional statistical (logistic regression model) and the artificial
neural network techniques. Due to limitations of these models (linear function forms and overfitting problems), SVM models have been proposed here to evaluate the crash risk at the
disaggregate level. Previous studies that applied SVM models in the transportation area have
proved that SVM models provide superior or at least comparable results as the neural network
models (Yuan and Cheu, 2003; Li et al., 2008). This study compared SVM models to the
Bayesian logistic regression models.
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CART model was employed to select critical variables which contribute to crash occurrence.
With the variable selection results, three Bayesian logistic regression models have been
estimated: (1) Bayesian fixed parameter logistic regression model, (2) Bayesian random
parameter logistic regression model meant for capturing the seasonal variation effects and (3)
Bayesian random effects logistic regression which is capable of accounting unobserved segment
level heterogeneity. However, comparisons of the goodness-of-fit and parameter estimations
suggested that the three models are very comparable and the Bayesian fixed parameter logistic
regression model has the lowest DIC. Then the Bayesian logistic regression models have been
compared to the SVM models with both linear and RBF kernels.
Model comparisons’ results showed that the SVM model with RBF kernel provided the best
goodness-of-fit. While the SVM models with linear kernel have similar results as the logistic
regression models. The findings of including the RBF kernel would enhance the model
classification capability indicated that there are some non-linear relationships that exist between
the dependent variable and explanatory variables which could not be captured by the logistic
regression models.

Moreover, by applying different small sample sizes to test the predictive capability of the SVM
and ordinary logistic regression models, it has been revealed that the RBF SVM models’
performance improved as the sample size decreased while the logistic regression models hold a
stable goodness-of-fit. This conclusion has been further confirmed by applying the SVM models
to different datasets by crash types (scoring datasets were split by crash types). With this merit,
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SVM models would have promising applications in traffic safety studies for newly built
roadways or freeways with newly implemented ITS systems.

Two-stage sensitivity analyses have been conducted to unveil the effects of the chosen
explanatory variables on crash occurrence; by changing one explanatory variable with a predefined value and keeping the other variables with the original values, the effects of each
explanatory variable can be revealed by comparing the mean crash occurrence probabilities.
Similar results with the logistic regression models have been achieved: crashes are more likely to
happen within the congested area, especially for the queuing area that propagates from
downstream; large variation of occupancy and volume indicates turbulent and stop-and-go traffic
scenarios also have relatively high risk of crash occurrence. In addition, thorough investigation
has been done by varying a specific variable with different units while keeping the other
variables at the same value. Results indicated that linear functions cannot fully describe the
relationship between the mean crash occurrence probabilities and the explanatory variables.

Moreover, in order to decide whether the variable selection procedure is needed for developing
the SVM models, SVM models with the same configurations have been developed with all the
explanatory variables and then only the selected four explanatory variables. Results
demonstrated that SVM models would have an over-fitting issue for the training dataset and
perform poor on the scoring datasets if all variables are used (no selection procedure). Thus it is
highly recommended that variable selection procedures precede SVM modeling.
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CHAPTER 9: MULTI-LEVEL BAYESIAN ANALYSIS FOR SINGLE- AND
MULTI-VEHICLE FREEWAY CRASHES
9.1 Introduction
Analyzing crash occurrence mechanisms and revealing potential countermeasures have been
extensively researched to develop aggregate safety performance functions (SPFs) with extensive
methodologies (Lord and Mannering, 2010). Additionally, in order to indentify crash prone
traffic statuses, disaggregate real-time crash risk evaluation models have been estimated.
Aggregate analyses mainly focus on discovering the hazardous factors that are related to the
frequency of total crashes, specific crash types or crash injury severity levels. Disaggregate
studies benefit from reliable surveillance systems which provide detailed traffic and weather data
for crashes. This information could help in capturing the micro–level influences of the hazardous
factors which might lead to crash occurrence. Moreover, different data resources have been
utilized in traffic safety studies, including traffic flow information (speed, volume, and lane
occupancy), roadway geometric characteristics, weather factors (visibility, precipitation), etc.

This study present both aggregate and disaggregate analyses for single-vehicle (SV) and multivehicle (MV) crashes on a mountainous freeway. Data from a 15-mile mountainous freeway
section on I-70 in Colorado was utilized. The studied freeway section features mountainous
geometry characteristics (steep slopes up to 7%) and adverse weather conditions. The objectives
of this study are: (1) unveiling different crash occurrence contributing factors for SV and MV
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crashes with aggregate SPFs; (2) identifying the preferred modeling technique by comparing
Bayesian hierarchical Poisson model with correlated random effects to Bayesian bivariate
Poisson-lognormal model; (3) developing real-time crash risk evaluation models for SV and MV
crashes while accounting for the seasonal variations, crash unit level and segment level
unobserved heterogeneity.

For the aggregate analyses, as stated by Geedipally and Lord (2010) that SV and MV crashes
should be analyzed separately. A previous study (Yu et al., 2013) focused on the same freeway
section concluded that Bayesian hierarchical Poisson model with correlated random effects is
appropriate for analyzing the SV and MV crashes simultaneously. In this study, besides the
hierarchical Poisson model with correlated random effects, Bayesian bivariate Poissonlognormal model has been introduced to model the SV and MV crashes. The difference between
these two models’ structure lies at the random errors for the MV and SV crash frequencies: for
the hierarchical Poisson model, each segment shares the same random error; for the bivariate
Poisson-lognormal model, two joint distributed random errors have been assigned to each
segment. The two models were compared regarding the model fits and parameter estimations.

Moreover, disaggregate real-time crash risk evaluation models are estimated for the SV and MV
crashes separately. Pande and Abdel-Aty (2006a) stated that it is important to analyze the crash
by types, particularly when it comes to real-time risk assessment. In this study, real-time crash
risk evaluation models will be estimated with multi-level Bayesian logistic regression models
incorporating the real-time traffic data, weather information and geometric characteristics. In
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addition to the basic logistic regression models, random parameters have been introduced to
account for the distinct seasonal effects. Furthermore, segment level random effects were also
employed to account for the unobserved heterogeneity caused by various geometric
characteristics. Moreover, crash unit level random parameter models have been estimated to
present the varying effects of different crash observations and their matched non-crash cases.

This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section provides a brief description of the
data preparation procedures, which is followed by the description of methodologies used in this
study. The third section presents the results of the models and discussion about the estimated
parameters and model goodness-of-fit. Finally, a summary of the work in this study are discussed.

9.2 Data Preparation
The chosen freeway section starts from Mile Marker (MM) 205 and ends at MM 220, which
contains a 1.69 miles long Eisenhower Memorial Tunnel (MM 213.18 - MM 214.87). In addition
to several sharp horizontal curves, the roadway section features of longitudinal grades vary from
1.3% to 7% (absolute values). The elevations in the studied area vary from 8700 ft to more than
14,000 ft with the highest peaks above the tunnel. Affected by the high altitudes, climate
(visibility, temperature and precipitation) varies within the short distance and time. All these
characteristics make the freeway section to be a challenging but interesting location for this
traffic safety study.
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9.2.1 Aggregate Analysis
Five years crash data (from 2006 to 2010) on I-70 in Colorado was used along with roadway
geometric characteristic information to prepare the aggregate analyses dataset. A total of 1171
crashes were documented within the studied period, among which 487 are multi-vehicle crashes
and the other 684 are single-vehicle crashes. The 15-mile freeway section has been split into 120
homogenous segments (60 in each direction): with the major segmentation criterion of roadway
alignment homogeneity and according to the Roadway Characteristics Inventory (RCI) data, both
horizontal and vertical alignments were scrutinized; a minimum-length of 0.1 mile was used to
avoid the low exposure problem and the large statistical uncertainty of the crash rate per short
segment. Table 9-1 provides descriptive statistics of the significant variables that are included in
the final models. In the previous studies, daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) was calculated by
multiplying the segment lengths with the corresponding average annual daily traffic (AADT) to
represent the segments’ exposure. Since many previous studies concluded that single-vehicle
crashes are not related to high volumes, AADT and segment length were used separately to
reflect different exposures measures for crash occurrence.
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Table 9-1: Summary of variables’ descriptive statistics for the aggregate analysis models
Variables
Dependent Variables
Multi-vehicle
Crash Frequency
Single-vehicle
Crash Frequency
Independent Variables
Degree of curvature
Curve length ratio
Median Width
Speed Limit
Three lane
Grade

Exposure Variables
LogAADT
LogLength

Description

Mean

Std dev.

Min

Max

Crash Frequency counts for the
multi-vehicle crashes
Crash Frequency counts for the
single-vehicle crashes

3.87

4.67

0

21

5.49

6.66

0

38

Degree of the curve per segment
Percentage of curve length to total
segment length

1.44
0.52

1.53
0.46

0
0

4.25
1.0

25.23
59.3
0.58

15.26
4.89
0.49

2
50
0

50
65
1.0

4.45

2.40

1

8

10.26

0.06

10.14

10.28

-1.59

0.54

-2.38

-0.08

1 if three-lane segment;
0 if two-lane segment
Longitudinal grade, eight categories:
Upgrade: 0-2%=1, 2-4%=2, 4-6%=3,
6-8%=4;
Downgrade: 0-(-2)%=5, (-2)-(4)%=6, (-4)-(-6)%=7, (-6)-(-8)%=8
Logarithmic transformation of
segment AADT
Logarithmic transformation of
segment length

9.2.2 Disaggregate Analysis
Four datasets were included in this section, (1) crash data from Oct, 2010 to Oct, 2011 provided
by Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), (2) roadway geometric characteristic data
captured from the RCI, (3) real-time weather data recorded by 6 weather stations along the study
roadway segment, and (4) real-time traffic data detected by 30 RTMS radars. Totally 259 crashes
were documented and matched with real-time traffic and weather data, within which 109 are
multi-vehicle crashes and 150 are single-vehicle crashes.
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Information about temperature, visibility and precipitation were recorded by the weather stations.
The weather data is not recorded continuously, once the weather condition changes reached a
preset threshold, a new record will be added to the archived data. Crashes have been assigned to
the nearest weather station according to the Mile Markers. For each specific crash, based on the
reported crash time, the closest weather record prior to the crash time has been extracted and
used as the crash time weather condition.

RTMS radars archived speed, volume and occupancy information at 30-second intervals. The
real-time traffic data that corresponds to each crash was prepared by first aggregating the raw
data into 5-minute intervals (the 30-second raw data have random noise and is difficult to work
with in a modeling framework); traffic data 5-10 minute prior to the crash times were selected to
represent the traffic conditions. Previous study (Ahmed and Abdel-Aty, 2012a) investigated the
optimal traffic data aggregation level issue; 1-min speed data were aggregated to different levels
(2, 3, 5, and 10 min) and it was concluded that 5-min interval provide the best accuracy in the
models. Besides, the 5-10 minute traffic variables prior to the reported crash time were extracted
in order to avoid confusing pre- and post-crash conditions which were also used in many
previous studies (Oh et al., 2001;Yu and Abdel-Aty, 2013). For each specific crash, two
upstream and two downstream RTMS detectors’ information were collected. For example, if a
crash happened at 15:25, at the Mile Marker 211.3. The corresponding traffic status within the
time interval 15:15 and 15:20 recorded by upstream RTMS radars at MM211.8 (U1), MM210.8
(U2) and downstream radars at MM213.3 (D1) and MM216.7 (D2) would be collected and
matched to the crash. Figure 9-1 shows how the RTMS detectors are named and their
relationship with crash locations. For each observation, average, standard deviation and
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coefficients of variance values of the speed, occupancy and volume have been calculated for the
four detectors. So there are 36 (3 traffic flow parameters × 3 measures × 4 detectors)

explanatory variables for each observation. Moreover, the matched case-control design was

adopted in this study to create non-crash dataset. The matched case-control design was
frequently utilized in disaggregate crash occurrence studies since the confounding factors can be
controlled for by matching. For each specific crash case, four non-crash cases were identified
and matched. The non-crash cases were selected based on the following procedure: for example,
a crash happened on Tuesday (May 24, 2011) then the four non-crash cases will be selected for
the exact same time two weeks before and two weeks after the crash time (May 10, May 17, May
31, and Jun 7) given that a crash did not occur.

U2

D1

U1

D2

RTMS Spacing ≈1.19m
Crash Location

Figure 9-1: Arrangements of RTMS Detectors

Finally, in the multi-vehicle crash dataset, there are 109 crash cases with matched 429 non-crash
cases; while for the single-vehicle crash dataset, 150 crash cases with 562 non-crash cases have
been archived (due to malfunctions of the detectors, not exactly four non-crash cases have been
obtained for all the crash cases). Tables 9-2 and 9-3 present the descriptive statistics for the
significant variables included in the multi-vehicle and single-vehicle real-time crash risk
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evaluation models, respectively. Possible multicollinearity problems have been checked in the
preliminary analysis which is not shown in the paper.
Table 9-2: Summary of variables descriptive statistics for the multi-vehicle crash model
Variables
Crash
D1 Av. Spd.
D2 Std. Occ.
Visibility

Description
Binary index for crash occurrence (1 for crash
and 0 for non-crash cases)
D1 detector average speed (mph)
D2 detector standard deviation of occupancy (%)
Visibility (miles)

Mean
0.20

Std. Dev
0.40

Min
0

Max
1

54.59
1.93
2.97

13.94
1.62
2.54

7
0
0

76.6
21.17
7.1

Table 9-3: Summary of variables’ descriptive statistics for the single-vehicle crash model
Variables
Crash
D2 Av. Spd.
D2 Log Vol.
D1 Std. Occ.

Description
Binary index for crash occurrence (1 for crash
and 0 for non-crash cases)
D2 detector average speed (mph)
D2 detector logarithmic transformation of
volume (volume per 5 min)
D1 detector standard deviation of occupancy (%)

Mean
0.21

Std. Dev
0.41

Min
0

Max
1

55.64
1.93

11.63
1.62

5.77
0

77.45
21.17

1.81

1.59

0

22.23

9.3 Methodology
To perform the multi-level crash types’ analyses, first SPFs were estimated with the Bayesian
bivariate Poisson-lognormal formulation and the Bayesian hierarchical Poisson model with
correlated random effects. Then real-time crash risk evaluation models for multi-vehicle and
single-vehicle crashes were estimated with the multilevel Bayesian logistic regression models,
within which random parameters were utilized to capture the seasonal effects and the segment
level random effects were employed to account for unobserved heterogeneity caused by
geometric characteristics.
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9.3.1 Bivariate Poisson-lognormal Model
As concluded by the previous studies utilizing multivariate Poisson-lognormal (MVPLN) models
(Park and Lord, 2007; El-Basyouny and Sayed, 2009) that MVPLN models are able to handle the
over-dispersion issue and also provide more general correlation structure. The bivariate Poissonlognormal (BPLN) model is a simplified MVPLN model; in the BPLN model the crash
frequency 𝑌𝑖𝑡 have Poisson distribution conditional on the 𝜎 -field generated by the random
variables of unobserved heterogeneity 𝜀1 , 𝜀2 and the set of independent explanatory variables 𝑿𝒊𝒕

(Munkin and Trivedi, 2002).The model can be set up as follows:

𝑌𝑖𝑡 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑖𝑡 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1,2

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜆𝑖𝑡 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝑿𝒊𝒕 𝜷 + 𝜀𝑡

(9.1)
(9.2)

The random errors 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 are assumed jointly normally distributed

(𝜀1 , 𝜀2 )~ 𝑁{(0,0), (𝜎12 , 𝜌𝜎1 𝜎2 , 𝜎22 )}

(9.3)

where 𝜌 is the correlation coefficient. Furthermore, the Bayesian hierarchical Poisson model
with correlated random effects can be set up as:

𝑌𝑖𝑡 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑖𝑡 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1,2

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜆𝑖𝑡 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝑿𝒊𝒕 𝜷 + 𝑏𝑖
𝑏𝑡 ~ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎𝑏2 )
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(9.4)
(9.5)
(9.6)

1

where the correlated random effects are set to follow normal distribution 𝑏𝑖 ~𝑁 �0, 𝑎� , 𝑤here 𝑎
is the precision parameter and it was specified a gamma prior as 𝑎~ Gamma (0.001, 0.001).

9.3.2 Multilevel Logistic Regression Model
Suppose the crash occurrence has the outcomes y=1 or y=0 with respective probability 𝑝 and
1 − 𝑝. The multi-level logistic regression can be setup as follows:
𝑦 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑝)
𝑝

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝑝) = log(1−𝑝) = 𝑿𝑩𝒕[𝒊] + 𝛼𝑗[𝑖]

(9.7)
(9.8)

where 𝛽0 is the intercept, 𝑿 is the vector of the explanatory variables; for t=1,2, 𝑩𝒕[𝒊] is the
vector of random coefficients for the explanatory variables,

𝑩𝑡 ~ 𝑁(𝑴𝐵 , 𝚺𝐵 ), for t=1, … , T,

(9.9)

where 𝑴𝐵 represent the mean of the distribution of the coefficients and 𝚺𝐵 is the covariance

matrix representing the variation of the coefficients. 𝑡 represents the two seasons (t=1 for dry
season and t=2 for snow season) or 𝑡 stands for the crash unit (crash observation and their
matched non-crash cases) index.

𝑗[𝑖] indexes the segment where observation i occurs and 𝛼𝑗[𝑖] is the random effects variable
defined in the model, which represents the segment specific random effects in this study:
𝛼𝑗 ~ 𝑁�𝑼𝒋 𝜸, 𝜎𝛼2 �, for 𝑗 = 1, … , 120,
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(9.10)

where U is the matrix of segment-level predictors, 𝜸 is the vector of coefficients for the segment-

level regression, and 𝜎𝛼 is the standard deviation of the unexplained segment-level errors.

9.4 Modeling Results and Discussions
This section discussed the modeling results of the safety performance functions for SV and MV
crashes; followed by real-time crash risk evaluation models for the MV and SV crashes
sequentially.
9.4.1 Aggregate Analysis
In the aggregate analyses, crash frequency per segment for MV and SV crashes were analyzed
simultaneously with considering their correlation effects. Two approaches were considered:
Bayesian bivariate Poisson-lognormal model and Bayesian hierarchical Poisson model with
correlated random effects. Table 9-4 provides the parameter estimations, 95% credible intervals
and models goodness-of-fit for both candidate models.
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Table 9-4: Parameter estimations and model goodness-of-fit for aggregate analysis
Variable
Multivehicle
Intercept
Degree of curvature
Curve length ratio
Three lane
LogLength
LogAADT
Median Width
𝜎11
Single
Intercept
Lane
Median Width
Speed limit
Loglength
Grade [1]
Grade [2]
Grade [3]
Grade [4]
Grade [5]
Grade [6]
Grade [7]
𝜎22
𝜎12
Correlation
Dispersion parameter

DIC

Mean

Bivariate Poisson-lognormal
Std
2.5%
97.5%

4.15
-0.21
0.67
-0.64
1.25
1.01
-0.016
0.22

2.53
0.09
0.27
0.2
0.15
0.24
0.006
0.11

1.69
-0.48
-0.016
0.04
0.96
-1.77
-0.52
-0.56
-0.17
-1.58
-0.36
-0.4
0.48
0.22

0.75
0.2
0.006
0.012
0.14
0.34
0.23
0.16
0.23
0.31
0.28
0.25
0.12
0.12

Mean

Hierarchical Poisson
Std
2.5%
97.5%

-0.46
-0.4
0.14
-1.05
0.96
0.65
-0.029
0.06

8.6
-0.02
1.21
-0.25
1.57
1.44
-0.004
0.48

-23.4
-0.03
0.17
-0.85
1.09
2.67
-0.012

3.26
0.07
0.19
0.19
0.13
0.32
0.005

0.32
-0.86
-0.028
0.014
0.68
-2.43
-0.98
-0.89
-0.63
-2.2
-0.92
-0.9
0.28
0.12
0.68
N/A
1183.77

3.23
-0.08
-0.004
0.06
1.23
-1.13
-0.08
-0.24
0.29
-1.0
0.18
0.10
0.74
0.46

2.4
-0.38
-0.012
0.025
0.91
-1.49
-0.38
-0.51
-0.18
-1.37
-0.51
-0.28

0.73
0.17
0.005
0.011
0.12
0.31
0.25
0.19
0.24
0.28
0.29
0.24

0.28

-28.3
-0.17
-0.22
-1.23
0.84
1.99
-0.024
N/A

0.98
-0.72
-0.023
0.002
0.68
-2.14
-0.88
-0.94
-0.66
-1.92
-1.04
-0.76
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.06
0.17
1195.41

-16.4
0.11
0.55
-0.46
1.35
3.15
-0.0001

3.84
-0.024
-0.001
0.046
1.14
-0.88
0.08
-0.13
0.29
-0.83
0.06
0.22

0.42

For the multi-vehicle crashes, Degree of curvature is significant with a negative sign which
indicates that segments with sharp curve are less likely to have crashes relatively to the flat
curves. Similar results have also been concluded in the previous studies (Shankar et al.,
1995;Anastasopoulos et al., 2008), which may be understood as drivers are driving more
cautious during sharp curves. Curve length ratio variable represents the percentages of curve
length to total segment length which has a positive sign; this demonstrates that segments with
longer curves are more likely to have crashes. The three lane indicator is proved to be negatively
associated with high crash frequency which indicates that fewer crashes occurred at three lane
segments. The median width variable is also significant with a negative sign which demonstrates
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that larger median could probably reduce crash occurrence. Moreover, the two exposure
variables are both significant with positive signs which can be understood as: longer segments
are likely to have more crashes while larger AADT increase the crash occurrence likelihood.

For the single-vehicle crashes, the three lane indicator is again significant with a negative sign
which concludes that two-lane segments are likely to have higher crash frequency for both SV
and MV crashes. Median width variable is negatively relative to the single-vehicle crashes which
indicate that small median width segments would increase the likelihood of single-vehicle
crashes. The speed limit variable was found to be significant with a positive sign which can be
understood as: with higher speed limits, drivers are traveling at higher speeds which increase the
likelihood of single-vehicle crash occurrence. In addition, the longitudinal grade variables are
significant (reference to the Grade[8], downgrade slopes range from 6% to 8%): generally the
steeper the slope, the higher the crash risk; and segments with downgrade slopes are relatively
more hazardous than the corresponding upgrades with same slope ranges. Furthermore, the
segment length is the only significant exposure parameter which demonstrates that single-vehicle
crash occurrence are not related to high AADTs; this result is consistent with a previous study
which concluded that single-vehicle crashes are more likely to happen at small volume- capacity
ratios (Ivan et al., 2000).

For the model comparisons, DIC was chosen as the evaluation criterion to compare the two
models. The bivariate Poisson-lognormal model has a substantial smaller DIC value than the
hierarchical Poisson model (more than 10), which concludes that the bivariate Poisson-lognormal
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model is superior to the hierarchical Poisson model. In addition to the goodness-of-fit, from the
parameter estimation side, Degree of curvature and Curve length ratio variables are not
significant at 95% level in the hierarchical Poisson as their credible intervals cross zero while
both of them are significant in the bivariate Poisson-lognormal model. Furthermore, although the
correlated random effects in the hierarchical Poisson model are able to capture the shared
unobserved heterogeneity, the correlation coefficient of the two count variables cannot be
obtained. However, in the bivariate Poisson-lognormal model, it can be seen that the correlation
coefficient is 0.68 for the SV and MV crashes which demonstrate that these two crash frequency
variables are highly correlated and researchers should consider the correlation effects when
analyzing these two crash conditions.

9.4.2 Multi-vehicle crash risk evaluation models
Three models have been estimated to assess the real-time crash risks: (1) Bayesian fixed
parameter logistic regression model; (2) Bayesian random parameter logistic regression model
accounting for the seasonal variations; and (3) Bayesian multi-level logistic regression model
accounting for both the seasonal variations and unobserved segment level heterogeneity; and (4)
Bayesian random parameter logistic regression account for crash level unobserved heterogeneity.
Tables 9-5 and 9-6 show the parameter estimations and model fit for the four developed models.
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Table 9-5: Fixed parameter and seasonal random parameter models’ results
Fixed parameter model
Std.
2.5%
97.5%
0.004
-0.039 -0.025

Variables
D1 Av. Spd.

Mean
-0.032

Visibility

-0.159

0.049

-0.26

-0.064

0.33

0.067

0.21

0.47

D2 Std. Occ.

ROC
Number of observations

0.75
538

Seasonal random parameter model
Mean
Std.
2.5%
97.5%
-0.034[Dry]
0.0066
-0.048
-0.022
-0.032[Snow] 0.0046
-0.041
-0.023
-0.03[Dry]
0.077
-0.18
0.12
-0.26[Snow]
0.072
-0.41
-0.12
0.22[Dry]
0.11
0.02
0.45
0.40[Snow]
0.08
0.23
0.57
0.76
538

Table 9-6: Multi-level model and crash-level random parameter model
Crash unit level random parameter model

Variables
D1 Av. Spd.
Visibility
D2 Std. Occ.

Mean
-0.032
(0.007)*
-0.168
(0.062)
0.343
(0.132)

Median width
Three lane
Segment-level error
ROC
Number of observations

Std.
0.004
(0.004)
0.054
(0.042)
0.083
(0.105)

2.5%
-0.04
(0.002)
-0.276
(0.013)
0.195
(0.022)

97.5%
-0.02
(0.018)
-0.065
(0.168)
0.519
(0.414)

0.77
538

Multi-level model
Mean
Std.
2.5%
-0.044[Dry]
0.008
-0.06
-0.043[Snow] 0.006
-0.06
-0.067[Dry]
0.08
-0.23
-0.36[Snow]
0.08
-0.54
0.25[Dry]
0.12
0.03
0.41[Snow]
0.09
0.24
0.02
0.009
0.002
0.54
0.28
-0.02
0.48
0.08
0.34
0.78
538

97.5%
-0.03
-0.03
0.09
-0.2
0.48
0.59
0.04
1.09
0.68

*standard errors of the variance of the coefficients in parentheses
Three variables were found to be significant in the multi-vehicle crash risk evaluation models:
average speed of D1 detector is significant at 95% level with a negative sign which indicates that
congested conditions at downstream detectors would contribute to an increase in the likelihood
of having multi-vehicle crashes. The visibility variable is significant and proved to be negatively
related to multi-vehicle crash occurrence, which can be understood as multi-vehicle crashes are
more probable to happen during bad visibility conditions. With bad visibility conditions, car
following and lane changing maneuvers are much more difficult as compared to good visibility
situations which would lead to sideswipe or rear-end crashes; standard deviation of occupancy of
D2 detector is found to be significant with a positive sign which demonstrates that a turbulent
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area existing at the far downstream, forcing the approaching vehicles to slow down. Drivers
whom are unable to reduce their speeds efficiently would result in rear-end crashes.

As stated and proved in the previous work (Ahmed et al., 2011), significant seasonal effects exist
on the chosen freeway segment: snow seasons range from October to April and dry seasons start
from May and end in September. Thus we hypothesized that variables’ estimations might vary
across the two seasons; then the Bayesian random parameter logistic regression model would be
appropriate to estimate. As seen from the results that average speed of D1 detector has almost
identical estimations for the two seasons. The Visibility variable has distinct effects for crash
occurrence in the two seasons: during the dry season, visibility is not significant while during the
snow seasons it is significant with a negative sign. Moreover, standard deviation of occupancy of
D2 detector is significant at both two seasons; standard deviation of occupancy of D2 detector
has more effects on increasing the snow season’s crash occurrence likelihood with the odds ratio
of 1.49 compared to the dry season with odds ratio of 1.25. The abovementioned findings
indicate that employing the random parameters have the benefits of capturing the seasonal
variation effects.

Although seasonal random parameter model is able to capture the distinct seasonal effects of the
explanatory variables, crashes’ cause-effects in each season have been averaged. With the
matched case-control design, each crash observation has been matched with four non-crash cases.
These five observations would be considered as a crash unit and based on the crash unit level,
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random parameters have been employed in the Bayesian logistic regression to account for the
unobserved heterogeneity.

Furthermore, in addition to the seasonal variations, one more important aspect that needs to be
considered is the segment variations. In spite of the matched case-control design controls for the
effects of geometric characteristics on crash occurrence, geometry features might have effects on
the selected traffic and weather variables. For example, roadway capacities would vary with the
geometric features. In order to account for the unobserved segment level heterogeneity, the
Bayesian multi-level logistic regression model has been estimated. Median width and the three
lane indicator were found to be significantly contributing to the segment variation effects.

For the model comparisons, ROC reflects the models’ abilities to correctly classify the crash and
non-crash cases which was chosen to be the evaluation criterion. The basic Bayesian fixed
parameter logistic regression model provides the worst goodness-of-fit with the ROC 0.75; as the
model accounts for more unobserved heterogeneity the better model fit has been achieved, the
Bayesian multi-level logistic regression model has the best ROC of 0.78. However, the four
models’ ROC values are very comparable; the purpose of introducing seasonal random
parameters, crash unit level random parameters and segment-level random effects to the basic
Bayesian logistic regression model are not to improve the goodness-of-fit; we want to investigate
the seasonal effects on the selected parameters, variations of different crash unit and also unveil
the segment level variations’ contributing factors.
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9.4.3 Multi-vehicle crash risk evaluation models
Similar to the multi-vehicle crash risk evaluation models, the same four models have been
developed for the single-vehicle crashes. Table 9-7 and 9-8 present the results of parameter
estimations and models’ fit. Three variables were found to be significantly associated with the
single-vehicle crash occurrence. For the D2 detector, average speed and logarithmic
transformation of the 5-minute volume are significant, which reflect slow moving platoons at far
downstream detector of the crash occurrence locations. Drivers travelling at high speeds from
upstream approaching the slow moving platoon have to reduce their speed in advance to avoid
rear-end crashes; while quick braking behaviors are very hazardous especially considering the
steep slopes and drivers may lose control of their vehicles which result in single-vehicle crashes.
Standard deviation of occupancy of D1 detector is significant with a positive sign which
indicates large variations of occupancy downstream would increase the probability of singlevehicle crash occurrence. A Bayesian random parameter model has also been estimated. It can be
seen from the estimation results that all the variables are significant for both snow and dry
seasons; the only differences detected are that the variables’ impact effects on crash occurrence
vary across the seasons.
Table 9-7: Fixed parameter and seasonal random parameter models’ results
Variables
D2 Av. Spd.

Fixed parameter model
Mean
Std.
2.5%
97.5%
-0.066 0.0073 -0.081 -0.052

D1 Std. Occ.

0.21

0.065

0.089

0.34

D2 Log Vol.

0.37

0.081

0.21

0.53

ROC
Number of observations

0.755
712
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Seasonal random parameter model
Mean
Std.
2.5%
97.5%
-0.094[Dry]
0.019
-0.14
-0.059
-0.06[Snow]
0.008
-0.076
-0.045
0.29[Dry]
0.18
-0.047
0.64
0.20[Snow]
0.07
0.072
0.35
0.62[Dry]
0.21
0.23
1.06
0.32[Snow]
0.088
0.15
0.49
0.76
712

Furthermore, considering the segment level unobserved heterogeneity, Bayesian multilevel
logistic regression model has been developed. Median width is the only significant variable that
was found contributing to the segment variations. Moreover, the crash-level random parameter
Bayesian logistic regression model has also been estimated to represent the varying effects of
different crash units.
Table 9-8: Multi-level model and crash-level random parameter model
Crash unit level random parameter model

Variables
D2 Av. Spd.
D1 Std. Occ.
D2 Log Vol.

Mean
-0.062
(0.006)*
0.202
(0.095)
0.328
(0.062)

Median width
Segment-level error
ROC
Number of observations

Std.
0.008
(0.003)
0.075
(0.064)
0.096
(0.034)

2.5%
-0.078
(0.003)
0.059
(0.023)
0.137
(0.018)

97.5%
-0.045
(0.013)
0.355
(0.272)
0.517
(0.152)

Mean
-0.11[Dry]
-0.07[Snow]
0.33[Dry]
0.18[Snow]
0.68[Dry]
0.41[Snow]
0.015
0.45

0.77
712

Multi-level model
Std.
2.5%
0.02
-0.15
0.009
-0.09
0.18
-0.03
0.07
0.048
0.21
0.29
0.09
0.22
0.007
0.006
0.08
0.32
0.77
712

97.5%
-0.07
-0.06
0.69
0.32
1.14
0.61
0.03
0.63

*standard errors of the variance of the coefficients in parentheses
For the model comparisons, identical results were concluded as from the MV models: fixed
parameter model has the lowest ROC value of 0.755 while the multi-level model is the best with
the ROC of 0.77. Again, the ROCs are very comparable for the four developed models.

9.5 Conclusions
This paper presents a systematic multi-level analysis for single-vehicle and multi-vehicle crashes
on a mountainous freeway. In order to provide a systematic approach of analyzing freeway crash
data, this study utilized data from a 15-mile mountainous freeway section on I-70 in Colorado.
Five years crash data were analyzed in the aggregate studies while due to data availability
limitation the disaggregate models were estimated based on one year crash data along with real182

time traffic and weather data. As concluded by previous studies that SV and MV crashes should
be modeled separately both at the aggregate (Geedipally and Lord, 2010) and disaggregate
(Pande and Abdel-Aty, 2006a) levels. In this study, the MV and SV crashes data have been
analyzed separately for the safety performance functions and the real-time crash risk assessment
models.

For the aggregate analyses, safety performance functions have been estimated for the two crash
types separately with considering their correlation effects. Two models have been developed: (1)
Bayesian bivariate Poisson-lognormal, a simplified MVPLN model which was frequently
adopted to analyze crash frequency for different crash injury severities; (2) Bayesian hierarchical
Poisson model with correlated random effects accounting for the over-dispersion and correlation
issues. As for the MV crashes, their occurrence were found related to the degrees of curvature,
curve length ratios, lane numbers and median widths; the two exposure parameter (AADT and
segment length) were both significant which demonstrate that higher AADT would increase the
probability of MV crash occurrence. While for the SV crashes, they are more associated with the
median widths, speed limits, lane numbers and longitudinal grades; only one exposure parameter
(segment length) is significant as the SV crashes seem to be not related to high AADTs which is
consistent with previous studies. In addition, the Bayesian bivariate Poisson-lognormal model
outperformed the Bayesian hierarchical Poisson model with a substantial lower DIC value and
two more significant variables. Moreover, the correlation coefficient for SV and MV crash
counts is 0.68 which again indicate that these two crashes should be analyzed separately but
considering the correlation effects.
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In the disaggregate analyses, traditional matched case-control design approach was employed to
control for the geometric characteristics’ impacts on crash occurrence. Bayesian logistic
regression models have been developed to capture the crash prone traffic statuses. For the MV
crashes, average speed at D1 detector and standard deviation of occupancy at D2 detector are
significant along with the visibility conditions; as to the SV crashes, average speed and sum
volume at D2 detector and standard deviation of occupancy at D1 detector are significant.

As for the modeling approaches, Bayesian random parameter models are capable to account for
the seasonal variation effects and crash unit level varying effects. Furthermore, Bayesian multilevel models have captured the unobserved heterogeneity caused by the geometric characteristics:
median widths and number of lanes contribute to the segment level variations in the MV crash
model; for the SV crashes, median width is the only parameter found significantly impacting the
segment variations. However, it is not acceptable to estimate a model with both crash unit level
random parameters and segment level variations since the segment variations caused by
geometric characteristics have already been accounted for by the crash unit level random
parameters. Regarding the goodness-of-fits for the four presented models, results are similar and
comparable: the more complex model the better the model fit. Moreover, the purpose of
introducing the seasonal random parameters, crash unit level random parameters and segment
level random effects to the basic Bayesian logistic regression model are not simply to improve
the goodness-of-fit; we want to investigate the seasonal effects on the selected parameters,
variations of different crash unit and also unveil the segment level variations’ contributing
factors.
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In addition to the abovementioned conclusions and methodology contributions of this study, the
modeling results of this study have substantial application potential. For the aggregate analysis
results, since different crash occurrence contributing factors have been identified for the MV and
SV crashes, distinct sets of crash modification factors (CMF) can be estimated for the two crash
types. For example, improving the curvature design would have a positive effect in decreasing
MV crashes while lowering the speed limits could alleviate SV crash occurrence frequency.
Furthermore, the sophisticated real-time crash risk evaluation models have promising usages in
Active Traffic Management (ATM) systems. Crash occurrence probabilities can be calculated in
real-time with the on-line field data, and traffic management strategies such as Variable Speed
Limit (VSL) can be triggered when the risk reaches certain thresholds. In addition, since the SV
and MV crashes have distinct crash hazardous factors, freeway managers could take different
control strategies to reduce SV or MV crash risks; or to balance the two crash risks and utilize
the optimal control strategies. However, all these possible applications of the models’ results
need further investigation which could be addressed in future studies.
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CHAPTER 10: INVESTIGATING THE DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS
OF WEEKDAY AND WEEKEND CRASHES
10.1 Introduction
Motor-vehicle crashes have drawn great attentions from both the public and research sides in
recent decades. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), in
2010, 32,885 people were killed in traffic crashes in the United States (NHTSA, 2012). Research
studies have been conducted to reveal the hazardous factors related to crash occurrence.
Conclusions from these studies can be utilized in geometry design and traffic management fields
to develop countermeasures to improve traffic safety. With the merits of advanced traffic
surveillance systems and weather reporting systems, researchers are able to identify contributing
factors to crash occurrence at the microscopic level. Moreover, due to the lack of specific driver
behavior data, surrogate measures were used to identify influences of driver behavior features on
traffic safety.

This study focuses on a mountainous freeway (I-70) in Colorado. The freeway serves commuters
during weekdays, and mostly connects the ski resorts and Denver on weekends. Considering
diverse driving behaviors of weekday and weekend drivers, different levels of traffic safety
analysis models were established. Previous studies (Yu et al., 2013) employed hierarchical
Bayesian models to analyze crash frequency, by crash types and seasons. It was concluded that
the correlated random effects Poisson model provides a better model fit. In this study, in addition
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to the Poisson model with correlated random effects, a multivariate Poisson model was utilized
to develop the safety performance function. Moreover, other than the aggregate safety
performance function models, this study also focused on disaggregate traffic safety analyses.
Distinct crash occurrence mechanisms for the weekday and weekend crashes can be unveiled
with the benefits of real-time traffic data. Comparisons between the weekday and weekend
crashes were analyzed through a crash time propensity model, which followed by two real-time
crash prediction models for weekday and weekend crashes separately. Finally, results of these
analyses would shed lights on future traffic management strategies and geometric design
improvements to reduce crash occurrence.

10.2 Data Preparation
A 15-mile mountainous freeway on I-70 in Colorado was chosen as the study area. This freeway
section starts from the Mile Marker (MM) 205 and ends at MM 220. Different datasets have
been organized and prepared for the aggregate and disaggregate analyses.

10.2.1 Aggregate Analysis
For the crash frequency models, two data sets were utilized in this study, (1) crash data (from Jan
2006 to Apr 2011) provided by the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and (2)
roadway geometric characteristics data obtained from the Roadway Characteristics Inventory
(RCI). The 15-mile segment has been split into 120 homogenous segments (60 in each direction);
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detailed homogenous segmentation method can be found in a previous study (Ahmed et al.,
2011a).

A total of 1239 crashes were documented within the studied period; these crashes have been
assigned to each homogenous segment according to the MM. Crashes happened between Friday
9:00 pm and Sunday 9:00 pm were labeled as weekend crashes while the other crashes were
defined as weekday crashes. For the geometric characteristics, longitudinal grades have been
grouped into four categories (0-2%, 2%-4%, 4%-6%, and 6%-8%). Table 10-1 provides
descriptive statistics of variables included in the aggregate models.
Table 10-1: Summary of variables descriptive statistics for crash frequency models
Variables
Crash Freq (Weekday)
Crash Freq (Weekend)
Slope2
Slope3
Slope4
LogVMT
Three Lane
Median Width
Degree of curvature
Curve Length ratio
SP50

Description
Weekdays’ Crash Frequency per segment
Weekends’ Crash Frequency per segment
Binary index for grades between 2%-4%
Binary index for grades between 4%-6%
Binary index for grades between 6%-8%
Log transformation of Daily vehicle miles
traveled
1 if three-lane segments;
0 if two-lane segments

Mean
6.76
3.57
0.22
0.28
0.31
8.66

Std Dev,
7.7
4.54
0.41
0.45
0.46
0.54

Min
0
0
0
0
0
7.85

Max
42
25
1
1
1
10.06

0.58

0.49

0

1

15.26
1.53
0.46

2
0
0

50
4.25
1

0.38

0

1

25.23
Degree of the curve per segment
1.44
Percentage of curve length to total segment 0.52
length
1 if speed limits are 50;
0.18
0 if speed limits are 60 or 65.

10.2.2 Disaggregate Analysis
For the disaggregate models, three data sets were utilized, (1) crash data from Oct 2010 to Oct
2011 provided by CDOT, (2) roadway geometric characteristics data, and (3) real-time traffic
data detected by 30 Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS) radars. 310 crashes (157 crashes
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for weekdays and 153 crashes for weekends) were documented and matched with traffic data
captured by RTMS radars. The RTMS radars archived speed, volume and occupancy information
for 30-second interval; raw data were aggregated into 5-minute intervals. Each crash was
assigned to the nearest downstream radar detector. Traffic data 5-10 minutes prior to the crash
time were selected to represent the crash occurrence traffic status. The 5-10 minute traffic data
prior to the reported crash time were extracted in order to avoid confusing pre and post crash
conditions. For example, if a crash happened at 15:25, at Mile Marker 211.3. Therefore, the
corresponding traffic status for this crash is the traffic condition of time interval 15:15 and 15:20,
recorded by RTMS radar at Mile Marker 211.8. Similarly, upstream and downstream traffic
statuses were also extracted.

Moreover, for the real-time crash prediction models, a matched case-control design was adopted.
Case-control structure was frequently utilized in the disaggregate crash occurrence studies; the
confounding factors can be controlled through matching process. For each specific crash case,
four non-crash cases were extracted and matched. The non-crash cases were selected based on
the following procedures: for example, if a crash happens on Tuesday (May 24, 2011), then the
four non-crash cases will be selected for the exact same time two weeks before and two weeks
after the crash time (May 10, May 17, May 31, and Jun 7). With this design structure and data
availability, the 157 weekday crashes were matched with 595 non-crash weekday cases while the
153 weekend crashes were matched with 582 weekend non-crash cases.
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10.3 Methodology
Crash occurrence is a stochastic event which has been assumed to follow a Poisson process. In
this study, the correlated random effects Poisson model and multivariate Poisson (MVP) model
were estimated to reveal the crash occurrence contributing factors for weekday and weekend
crashes. Multivariate Poisson models are frequently adopted in traffic safety analyses to jointly
analyze crash frequencies by types, or different severity levels. In this study, crash counts per
homogenous segment for the weekdays and weekends were modeled jointly. The Poisson
regression model with multivariate normal heterogeneity can be set up as:
𝑌𝑖𝑡 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑖𝑡 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1,2

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜆𝑖1 = 𝑿𝒊𝟏 𝜷 + 𝜀𝑖 = 𝑿𝒊𝟏 𝜷 + 𝛿1 𝑢1𝑖

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜆𝑖2 = 𝑿𝒊𝟐 𝜷 + 𝜀𝑖 = 𝑿𝒊𝟐 𝜷 + 𝛿2 𝑢1𝑖 + 𝛿3 𝑢2𝑖

(10.1)
(10.2)
(10.3)

where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is the crash count at segment i (i=1, . . . , 120 (60 segments in each direction)) for
weekdays and weekends ( t=1 for weekdays, 2 for weekends). 𝑢1𝑖 and 𝑢2𝑖 are independent

random variables, which are standard normally distributed. 𝑿𝒊𝒕 is a vector of explanatory
variables and 𝜷 and 𝛿𝑖 are coefficients that to be estimated. Besides, the correlation coefficient of

𝜀1 and 𝜀2 can be calculated as:

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝜀1 , 𝜀2 ) =

𝛿1 𝛿2

�(𝛿22 +𝛿32 )𝛿12

Furthermore, the correlated random effects Poisson model can be setup as follows:
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(10.4)

𝑌𝑖𝑡 ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑖𝑡 ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1,2

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜆𝑖𝑡 = 𝑿𝒊𝒕 𝜷 + 𝑏𝑖

(10.5)
(10.6)
1

where the correlated random effects are set to follow normal distribution 𝑏𝑖 ~𝑁 �0, 𝑎� , 𝑤here 𝑎
is the precision parameter and it was specified a gamma prior as 𝑎~ Gamma (0.001, 0.001).

Other than the crash frequency models, random effects logistic regression models have been
estimated to identify the different occurrence mechanisms for weekday and weekend crashes.
Suppose the weekday and weekend crashes have the outcomes y=1 and y=0 with respective
probability 𝑝 and 1 − 𝑝. The random effects logistic regression can be setup as follows:
𝑦 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑝)
𝑝

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝑝) = log(1−𝑝) = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝑢𝑗 (𝑖)

(10.7)
(10.8)

where 𝑿 is the vector of the explanatory variables, 𝜷 is the vector of coefficients for the

explanatory variables. 𝑢𝑗 is the random effects variable defined in the model, which represents

the segment specific or grade group specific random effects in this study. The random effects
would account for the unobserved geometric factors (especially for the grades). Random effects
are set to follow a normal distribution 𝑢𝑗 ~𝑁 (0, 𝜏), 𝑤here 𝜏 is the precision parameter and it was
specified a gamma prior as 𝜏~ Gamma (0.001, 0.001). For the explanatory variables, non-

informative priors were set to follow normal distribution (Normal (0, 0.001)). In the crash time
propensity model, the random effects were formulated based on segments (120 segments); while
in the real-time crash prediction models, the random effects were defined as longitudinal grade
group based (4 grade groups).
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Full Bayesian inference was employed in this study. For each model, three chains of 15,000
iterations were set up in WinBUGS, 5,000 iterations were used in the burn-in step. For the
developed Bayesian models in this study, DIC was selected as the evaluation measure among the
models. The DIC, recognized as Bayesian generalization of AIC (Akaike information criterion),
is a combination of model fit measurement and the effective number of parameters; the smaller
DIC indicates a better model fit. Differences of more than 10 might definitely rule out the model
with higher DIC. Differences between 5 and 10 are considered substantial.

10.4 Modeling Results and Discussions
10.4.1 Crash Frequency Models
During the studied period, there were 811 weekday crashes and 428 weekend crashes which
indicated weekends suffered a higher crash rate. The multivariate Poisson model and correlated
random effects Poisson model were employed to jointly analyze weekday and weekend crash
frequencies. Results for the parameter estimations and model fits were shown in Table 10-2. It
can be detected that both weekend and weekday crashes share similar contributing factors:
LogVMT, Three Lane, Median Width, and longitudinal grades indicators. LogVMT is
significant with a positive sign, which can be explained as the likelihood of having a crash
increases as the exposure increases. Three Lane has a negative coefficient which demonstrates
that more crashes happened within the two-lane segments. Moreover, larger median widths
would have the benefits of less crash occurrence. Furthermore, for the longitudinal grades,
segments with grades 0-2% were set as the base level; comparisons between these coefficients
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demonstrated that impacts on crash occurrence probability increase as the grades increase. The
steeper grades, the higher crash likelihood the segment has.

Besides the common contributing factors, weekday crashes have more significant hazardous
factors. Degree of curvature is significant with a negative sign, which indicates that segments
with sharp curves are less likely to have crashes relative to flat curves. It is not surprising that
larger degrees of curvatures were concluded as associated with lower crash likelihood (Shankar
et al., 1995; Anastasopoulos et al., 2008). Drivers seem to drive more cautiously on sharp curves.
Curve length ratio variable represents the percentages of curve length of total segment length.
The positive sign demonstrates that segments with longer curves are prone to have more crashes.
In addition, the SP50 variable is significant with a negative sign, which means segments with
higher speed limits (60 and 65 mph) experienced more crash occurrence. Higher speed limits
increase the speed variations between lanes and within the segments, which increase the crash
likelihood.
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Table 10-2: Parameters estimates and model fittings for the crash frequency models
Multivariate Poisson Model
Variables
Mean
Std
2.5%
97.5%
Weekday Crash
Intercept
-7.65
1.12
-10.18
-5.67
Degree of
-0.14
0.065
-0.27
-0.009
curvature
Curve Length
0.55
0.19
0.17
0.94
ratio
Three Lane
-0.55
0.18
-0.89
-0.21
LogVMT
0.98
0.12
0.77
1.25
Median Width
-0.009*
0.005
-0.02
0.001
SP50
-0.30*
0.18
-0.66
0.05
Slope2
1.18
0.25
0.73
1.72
Slope3
1.21
0.26
0.67
1.70
Slope4
1.71
0.27
1.19
2.24
0.51
0.06
0.38
0.65
𝛿1
Weekend Crash
Intercept
-9.02
1.18
-11.27
-6.66
Three Lane
-0.63
0.19
-1.03
-0.25
Median Width
-0.014
0.006
-0.027 -0.002
LogVMT
1.12
0.13
0.87
1.37
Slope2
0.91
0.26
0.42
1.46
Slope3
0.94
0.28
0.38
1.47
Slope4
1.07
0.30
0.48
1.67
0.48
0.09
0.31
0.66
𝛿2
0.002
0.23
-0.39
0.40
𝛿3
Random effects’ variance
Number of observations
240
DIC
999.501

Correlated random effects Poisson Model
Mean
Std
2.5%
97.5%
-7.14
-0.15

0.94
0.06

-9.12
-0.27

-5.48
-0.03

0.57

0.18

0.22

0.92

-0.55
0.94
-0.009*
-0.28*
1.15
1.17
1.66
-

0.17
0.10
0.005
0.16
0.22
0.23
0.25
-

-0.88
0.76
-0.019
-0.60
0.72
0.69
1.17
-

-0.21
1.15
0
0.05
1.62
1.59
2.14
-

-8.56
-0.61
-0.015
1.093
0.82
0.88
0.98
0.25

0.98
0.18
0.006
0.11
0.25
0.26
0.28
0.06

-10.62
-0.97
-0.026
0.90
0.38
0.30
0.39
0.16

-6.89
-0.25
-0.003
1.31
1.39
1.34
1.54
0.37

240
1018.740

*Significant at 90%
The multivariate Poisson model and the correlated random effects Poisson model are compared
based on DIC values. The multivariate Poisson model has the DIC of 999.501, which is
substantially lower than the correlated random effects Poisson model (DIC of 1018.740). This
indicates that multivariate Poisson model is more suitable and superior for joint analysis of
weekday and weekend crash frequencies. Additionally, the correlation coefficient between the
weekday and weekend crashes was calculated as 0.99; which demonstrated that segments with
more weekday crashes are likely to have more weekend crashes.
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10.4.2 Crash Time Propensity Model
Abovementioned crash frequency models identified different sets of crash occurrence
contributing factors for weekday and weekend crashes. However, results from the aggregate
models could not differentiate the crash occurrence mechanisms; detailed disaggregate analyses
are needed. With the benefits of RTMS radars, real-time traffic data prior to the crash occurrence
were able to be captured for each crash. Crash time propensity model was therefore developed,
and the summary statistics for the final selected variables can be seen in Table 10-3. As for the
selected variables, in order to avoid any multicollinearity problem, scatter plot matrix and
variance inflation factors (VIF) were calculated to check the correlation effects between
variables. No significant correlation effects between the selected variables were identified.
Table 10-3: Summary of variables descriptive statistics for crash time propensity models
Variables
Weekend Crash
Dn Std. Vol
Dn Volstd.
Up Avg Vol
Std. Speed

Description
Binary index for weekend crash: if 1 then
weekend crashes and if 0 then weekday crashes
Standard Deviation of volume at downstream
detector (average volume)
Std. volumes between lanes at the downstream
detector
Average volumes of upstream detector
Std. of speeds between lanes for the crash
occurrence location

Mean
0.514

Std Dev, Min
0.5
0

Max
1

7.78

4.58

0

27.84

24.64

20.15

0

117.4

4
0

730
20.42

248.42 167.66
5.51
4.06

In order to unveil the different occurrence scenarios of weekday and weekend crashes, logistic
regression models have been developed. Only traffic related parameters were included in the
models. In order to account for the cross-section unobserved heterogeneity (geometric
characteristics, driver behaviors, and environmental influence), random effects logistic
regression model in the Bayesian framework was utilized. Bayesian logistic regression model
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and the random effects Bayesian logistic regression model were estimated and compared. Results
of the coefficient estimations and model fits can be found in Table 10-4.
Table 10-4: Parameters estimates and model fittings for the crash time propensity models
Models
Variables
D_SV
D_volstd
U_AV
Speed_std
random effects
DIC

Bayesian logistic regression
Mean
Std. Dev
2.5%
97.5%
-0.082
0.038
-0.159
-0.008
0.03
0.009
0.012
0.050
0.0035
0.001
0.0014
0.0056
-0.148
0.038
-0.226
-0.076
N/A
684.54

Random effects Bayesian logistic regression
Mean
Std. Dev
2.5%
97.5%
-0.105
0.045
-0.195
-0.0175
0.038
0.011
0.016
0.06
0.003
0.001
9.1E-4
0.006
-0.2
0.048
-0.3
-0.11
1.97
0.48
1.03
2.91
302.87

Four traffic related parameters were found to be significant in the final models. D_SV variable
stands for the variation of downstream volume for the 5-min interval while the D_volstd variable
represents downstream volume variations between lanes; the U_AV variable is the average
volume captured by the upstream detector; and Speed_std variable indicates the variations of
speed between lanes for the crash locations.

Results of the models can be interpreted as weekend crashes are more likely to happen under the
following scenarios: downstream volume is steady for the 5-min time interval but high variations
exist for volume across lanes; Speed_std variable with a negative sign indicates smooth traffic
conditions between lanes for the crash occurrence locations; and high upstream volume also
indicates free-flow traffic upstream. All these traffic conditions together demonstrated that
weekend crashes are mostly occurring under smooth traffic-flow.
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While for the weekday crashes, it seems that they are more associated with congested areas:
downstream is congested for all the lanes (high variations of volume and low difference between
lanes), large variation of speed between lanes exists for the crash occurrence locations and the
queue propagates to the upstream which ends up with a low average volume upstream.

As for the model fit, the random effects Bayesian logistic regression model provides a
substantially lower DIC compared to the Bayesian logistic regression model. This demonstrates
that unobserved heterogeneity (e.g. geometric characteristics) across the segments also have a
significant influence on the crash time propensity.

10.4.3 Real-time Crash Prediction Models
The crash time propensity model shows that weekday crashes occur under distinct traffic
conditions compared to weekend crashes. Nevertheless, to fully understand the crash occurrence
mechanisms, real-time crash prediction models are developed. Matched case-control design was
selected in this study to control for the geometric characteristics’ impacts on crash occurrence;
only traffic related variables were included in the final models. Model comparisons for crash
time propensity models indicated that random effects Bayesian logistic regression model is
superior to the Bayesian logistic regression. In the real-time crash prediction models, random
effects Bayesian logistic regression models were estimated with random effects at the
longitudinal grades groups’ level. Although matched case-control design could eliminate the
geometric variables by controlling for the locations, vehicle performances (acceleration and
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deceleration) could vary between flat and steep slopes. Thus, random effects were formulated at
the grade group level to account for the unobserved heterogeneity.

Table 10-5 lists the significant variables included in the weekday crash prediction model. High
occupancy and low speed of downstream traffic flow would increase the crash likelihood, which
demonstrates that congestions at the downstream are related to weekday crash occurrence. Lower
average speed and higher variations of occupancy for the crash occurrence locations are also
significantly related to weekday crash occurrence. Moreover, high volumes from upstream were
found. These results concurrently can be concluded as: weekday crash is more likely to happen
during a downstream congested traffic condition with a high volume input from upstream.
Table 10-5: Parameters estimates and model fittings for the weekday crash prediction model
Variable
Avg Speed
Dn Avg Occ
Dn Avg Speed
Std Occ
Log Up Vol
random effects
DIC

Description
Average Speed for the crash locations
Downstream average occupancy
Downstream average speed
Standard Dev. of occupancy for the
crash locations
Log transformation of upstream
volume
671.26

Mean
-0.032
0.20
-0.032
0.17

Std. Dev
0.008
0.057
0.008
0.06

2.5%
-0.049
0.092
-0.048
0.054

97.5%
-0.016
0.32
-0.015
0.29

0.18

0.087

0.014

0.35

1.767
ROC

0.34

1.10
0.764

2.43

While for the weekend crashes, Table 10-6 provides the parameter estimations and model fits.
Four traffic related parameters were incorporated in the model: Dif Occ variable has a positive
sign which indicates occupancy varies between lanes for the crash occurrence locations while the
speed are stable across the lanes (Dif Speed is negative associated with weekend crash
occurrence); High variations of downstream occupancy and low average speeds for the inner
lanes of downstream demonstrate that turbulence happen at the downstream inner lanes. Vehicles
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at the crash occurrence locations are likely to change lanes to avoid the turbulent, which end up
with a high crash occurrence probability.
Table 10-6: Parameters estimates and model fittings for the weekend crash prediction model
Variable
Dif Occ
Dif Speed
Std. Dn Occ
Dn Inner Avg.
Speed
random effects
DIC

Description
Differences of occupancy between
lanes for the crash locations
Differences of speed between lanes
for the crash locations
Variations of downstream occupancy
Average speed for the downstream
inner lanes
671.26

Mean
0.22

Std. Dev
0.04

2.5%
0.14

97.5%
0.31

-0.074

0.018

-0.11

-0.04

0.10
-0.025

0.05
0.003

0
-0.03

0.2
-0.019

2.49
ROC

0.49

1.53
0.751

3.44

10.5 Conclusions
Several previous studies concerning the crash injury severity have concluded that crashes during
weekends tended to be more severe (Quddus et al., 2009; Christoforou et al., 2010). However,
there are relatively few studies focusing on revealing the distinctive features of weekday and
weekend crashes. This study fills the gap to present a systematic analysis for weekday and
weekend crashes on a mountainous freeway. Firstly, crash frequency models for the weekday
and weekend crashes were developed considering the correlations between dependent variables.
Then, with the merit of real-time traffic data, a disaggregate crash time propensity model was
estimated to unveil the distinct crash occurrence mechanisms for weekday and weekend crashes.
Additionally, real-time crash prediction models were introduced to affirm the conclusions from
the crash time propensity models.
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Two safety performance functions were estimated to analyze crash frequencies of weekday and
weekend crashes simultaneously. Multivariate Poisson model was compared to the correlated
random effects Poisson model. It was concluded that the multivariate Poisson model is superior
with a substantially lower DIC value. For the identified crash occurrence contributing factors,
LogVMT, Three Lane, Median width, and longitudinal grade indicators were found as sharing
factors for the weekend and weekday crashes. Moreover, additional hazardous factors like the
degree of curvature, SP50 and curve length ratio were concluded to be significantly related to
weekday crashes.

Disaggregate crash time propensity analysis was conducted with the purpose of revealing
different crash occurrence mechanisms for the weekday and weekend crashes. Real-time traffic
data captured by RTMS radars were used. The model demonstrated that crashes occurred under
distinct scenarios: weekday crashes are more likely to happen at congested areas while the
weekend crashes mostly occur under free-flow conditions. Furthermore, other than the included
traffic parameters, random effects at the homogenous segment level were introduced to account
for unobserved heterogeneity (e.g. geometric characteristics, driver behavior, and etc). Through
introducing the random effects, DIC has a significant decrease which indicates a better model fit.

Furthermore, in order to confirm the conclusions drawn from the crash time propensity models,
real-time crash prediction models were developed. Random effects logistic regression model was
selected to account for the variety of traffic flow features caused by longitudinal grades. Four
non-crash cases were matched to each specific crash case with the matched case-control design.
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Results from the models can be interpreted as, (1) weekday crashes are most likely to happen
with a congested area downstream and the queue propagated to upstream, high variations of
occupancy and high volume input result in crash occurrence; (2) weekend crashes occur under
free-flow conditions with turbulence occur at the downstream inner lanes. Vehicles trying to
avoid the turbulent lanes perform lane-change maneuvers, which end up with a crash occurrence.
Conclusions from the real-time crash prediction models are consistent with the results achieved
by the crash time propensity model.

In addition, conclusions from this study also shed light on the geometric improvements and
traffic management strategies for the mountainous freeway. Based on the results of aggregate
analyses, crash hot spots can be identified and a set of crash modification factors (CMF) could be
calculated to improve the geometric design. For example, improving the curvature design would
have a positive effect in decreasing weekday crashes while increase the lane number and median
width could alleviate both weekday and weekend crash occurrence. Furthermore, traffic safety
based control strategies need to be customized for the weekdays and weekends. For the
weekdays, the purpose of traffic management should focus on solving queuing issues, e.g. if the
mainline is congested, in order to decrease the upstream input volume, Dynamic Message Signs
(DMS) could be set up to warn drivers of congestion (queue warning system); some on-ramps
can be shut down to prevent vehicles to get in the queues. Moreover, the emerging variable speed
limits system has the benefit of harmonizing traffic by reducing the total number of lane changes
and by reducing speed variability (Waller et al., 2009); an investigation of the VSL effects on a
German freeway section has concluded that traffic flow was found to be harmonized across all
lanes (Boice et al., 2006). Therefore, variable speed limits can be introduced during weekends to
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harmonize the volumes between lanes to reduce lane-changing maneuvers and improve traffic
safety.
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CHAPTER 11: AN OPTIMAL AND PROACTIVE VARIABLE SPEED
LIMITS CONTROL SYSTEM TO REDUCE CRASH RISK ON
FREEWAYS
11.1 Introduction
Active Traffic Management (ATM) is a scheme for improving traffic flow and reducing
congestion on freeways. ATM makes use of automatic systems and human interventions to
manage traffic flow and ensure the safety of roadway users. This approach seeks to solve the
congestion problems through lane management strategies for freeway corridors. Besides, ATM
also is a tool that can maximize safety and throughput and may be used as an interim strategy to
maximize the efficiency of corridors that may ultimately receive major capital investment.

Among the ATM control strategies, Variable Speed Limits (VSL) is a strategy employed in
Europe and the U.S. to improve traffic flow. VSL systems adopt signs posted on the gantries
over the freeways to constantly regulate freeway speeds based on real-time traffic flow
information (e.g. speed, lane occupancy, and volume). Speed limits can be reduced when
freeway conditions are unsuitable for high speed operation, such as adverse weather conditions.
Besides, speed limits can also be lowered when there is an incident or congestion on specific
segments in order to reduce the chances of secondary accidents and facilitate a smoother flow of
traffic.
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In this study, first an extended macroscopic traffic flow model METANET (Messner and
Papageorgiou, 1990) has been introduced to incorporate VSL control measures. In order to
quantify traffic safety hazardousness, a real-time crash risk evaluation model has been estimated
to evaluate the freeway safety. With the purpose of minimizing total crash risks, the optimal VSL
control strategies were calculated through adopting an optimization approach. Moreover,
constraints were set up to limit the increase of average travel time and differences between
posted speed limits temporarily and spatially.

The feasibility of the proposed VSL system to improve traffic safety has been investigated for a
mountainous freeway bottleneck area. The chosen mountainous freeway segment features steep
slopes and adverse weather conditions with frequent crash occurrence. The proposed VSL
control strategy was tested in the microscopic traffic simulation software VISSIM (PTV, 2010)
to evaluate traffic safety benefits brought by VSL. Crash risks calculated at 5-min intervals and
5-min speed standard deviations were utilized as evaluation measures for traffic safety.
Moreover, for the purpose of investigating sensitivity of VSL safety impacts to the levels of
driver compliance, three levels of driver compliance have been tested and compared. Issues
regarding future implementation of the VSL system and related research topics have also been
discussed.

11.2 Micro-simulation Model in VISSIM
For the purpose of evaluating effects of the Variable Speed Limits (VSL) system, microscopic
simulation software VISSIM, was selected to evaluate the designed traffic management
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strategies. Traffic simulation models have become more and more important and useful in
Intelligent Transportation System related studies. Researchers and traffic engineers benefit from
the low cost and zero hazardous evaluation tools for ITS systems like Active Traffic
Management systems during the planning procedure. In order to properly represent the studied
freeway section (geometric characteristics, traffic flow, and speed distribution), network coding,
calibration, and validation work for the simulation network have been done sequentially.
Chronologically, the major steps involved include:
1) Background Building
2) Network Coding (links, connectors, and detectors)
3) Network Calibration and Validation

11.2.1 Background Building
In order to accurately establish the freeway section in VISSIM, background images with a large
scale for the studied roadway section are required. A scale of 1:5000 was selected to view the
freeway section in ArcMap (ESRI, 2006). Pictures with portions of the freeway section have
been captured and saved for future network building procedure. As showed in Figure 11-1,
screenshot of a part of the studied roadway section was captured from ArcMap. With a
sufficiently large scale, detailed geometric characteristics (number of lanes, shapes of curvatures,
and ramps features) can conveniently be detected from these screenshots. Moreover, for the
easiness of locating in-field ITS devices (locations for the RTMS detectors and speed limit signs),
locations of the milepost (red dots in Figure 11-1), RTMS detectors (green dots), and potential
VSL signs (triangles) were also pre-mapped in the ArcMap system; locations of these equipment
were also captured and saved by the freeway screenshots. A total of 25 roadway segment
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screenshot images were extracted and archived for the 15-mile freeway section (from MM 205 to
MM 220). Therefore, the 25 segment images were further combined into four files for the
purpose of being loaded as background images into VISSIM; image combining work was done
in Adobe Photoshop (Photoshop, 2000). After merging, four background images were carefully
placed and appropriately scaled in the microscopic simulation software. Figure 11-2 shows the
final freeway section’s background images that have been loaded in VISSIM.

Figure 11-1: Roadway segment sample image captured from ArcMap
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Figure 11-2: Background images in VISSIM

11.2.2 Network Coding
Roadway networks in VISSIM consist of links and connectors. Links were used to represent
single or multiple lane roadway segments, which have a specified direction of traffic flow.
Connectors were used to connect two consecutive links; vehicles cannot continue in the
simulation network if one link was placed on top of another link without a connector. For each
link, several properties must be specified: (1) number of lanes for the segment; (2) behavior type
(option three, freeway was selected in this study); (3) lane width; and (4) gradient information.
Moreover, by activating the “Generate opposite direction” option, VISSIM would automatically
generate another link for the opposite flow direction with similar configuration. However, due to
the large variation of geometric characteristics of the studied freeway section, this function was
not used. The East and West bounds of the freeway section were coded separately. Curvatures of
the freeway were coded through adjusting the shapes of links and connectors to follow the
roadway shapes in the background maps. Finally, the 15-mile freeway section has been carefully
coded in VISSIM with 76 links and 73 connectors. Figure 11-3 displays a coded freeway
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segment with the background map, for better visibility links were represented as blue lines while
the connectors were red lines. The coded freeway could accurately represent geometric
characteristics of the studied freeway segment.

Figure 11-3: Coded freeway section with background image

In addition to the coded freeway section with geometric characteristics as the actual network,
data collection points were added to the simulation network. Data collection points were installed
at the exact locations of in-field RTMS radars, for the purpose of capturing simulated traffic flow
parameters and further compared with in-field data. Traffic volume and speed information from
the simulation models can be archived with the coded data collection points. However, one data
collection point can only catch information for one single lane, multiple data collection points
were placed at different lanes of the two-lane and three-lane roadway segments. Figure 11-4
shows an example of the coded data collection points. After matching all the data collection
points with respect to the RTMS radar detectors’ locations, the simulated network would contain
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the same geometry, traffic control operation, and configurations of ITS facilities as those in the
actual field.

Figure 11-4: Data Collection Points defined in VISSIM

11.2.3 Network Calibration and Validation
After coding the studied freeway network in VISSIM, calibration and validation work are needed
to reflect the in-field traffic characteristics in the simulation network. The simulation model of I70 was calibrated for traffic volume at 5-min intervals and validated utilizing speed values in this
study. The calibration and validation efforts require comparing the simulated traffic data with the
observed in-field traffic data. Since traffic variables (e.g. traffic volume) vary from day to day,
average values of traffic variables over a month were used in this study. The simulation model
was calibrated and validated to re-construct the in-field traffic characteristic for morning peak
hours (9 to 11 AM) of weekdays in August, 2011. The calibration and validation process used in
this study is shown in Figure 11-5.
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Figure 11-5: Flow chart of calibration and validation procedure
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11.2.4 Preparation of Calibration Data
In order to calibrate the simulation network, in addition to the network geometric characteristic
data which have already been coded in VISSIM, the following data are still needed:
1) Hourly volume data: average hourly volumes of weekdays (August, 2011) have been
obtained from 26 radar detectors (13 radars per direction). Hourly volumes for the
freeway mainline, on-ramps, and off-ramps were used to formulate the OriginDestination (O-D) flow matrix (morning peak hours from 9 to 11 AM were chosen as the
study time period).
2) 5-minute volume data: the RTMS data provide traffic counts at the 30-second interval,
which were extracted from the database for the time period from Aug 1, 2011 to Aug 31,
2011. These 30-second raw data were further aggregated to the 5-minute interval and
prepared for the network calibration procedure.
3) Vehicle composition data: to reflect the vehicle mix by type, truck percentages in the
traffic flow were obtained from Roadway Characteristic Inventory (RCI).
4) Speed distribution data: speed values detected by RTMS radars were utilized to formulate
the cumulative speed distribution.

11.2.5 Network Calibration
The VISSIM simulation model of I-70 was calibrated for volume and validated with speed
values. An origin-destination (O-D) flow matrix (containing mainline volume, on-ramp entrance
flows, and off-ramp exit flows) has been obtained through the RTMS data. One thing noteworthy
is that, RTMS radars only provide flow information for mainline segments, no ramp volumes
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were available. Nevertheless, as a restricted entrance freeway, ramp volumes have been acquired
through comparing volume values from detectors located in upstream and downstream areas of
ramps.

After obtaining the O-D flow matrix, vehicle composition information was defined in VISSIM.
According to the Roadway Characteristic Inventory (RCI), mean truck percentage for the
freeway section is 10.17%. Two types of vehicles (Car and HGV (truck)) were inputted into the
simulation network; the relative flows were set to 0.89 and 0.11, respectively. Figure 11-6 shows
the VISSIM settings for the vehicle composition.

Figure 11-6: Vehicle composition for the freeway section
Besides the O-D matrix and vehicle composition information, desired speed distribution data are
required to be acquired from in-field speed data. Cumulative speed distributions were formulated
with the RTMS speed data; Figure 11-7 displays the speed distribution yield from in-field data.
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Through matching the intermediate points’ values, as showed in Figure 11-8, a desired speed
distribution for the vehicle inputs in VISSIM has been established. For each speed limit, a
corresponding desired speed distribution has been set up.
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Figure 11-7: Cumulative speed distribution for real-field data

Figure 11-8: Desired Speed Distribution used in VISSIM
After setting up the required elements which represent real-field traffic composition, speed
distribution, and traffic volumes, network calibration have been conducted based on 5-minute
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traffic volumes. In the previous simulation studies, network calibration and validation have been
claimed as the most important and tedious procedure while conducting micro-simulation based
transportation studies. (Yadlapati and Park, 2003) worked with un-calibrated network; other well
calibrated studies (Chu et al., 2003; DHINDSA, 2005; Nezamuddin et al., 2011) utilized
volumes at 5-minute interval and Geoffrey E. Heavers (GEH) statistic to compare the observed
loop detector volumes with those captured in the simulation network. The GEH statistic, utilized
by British engineers (UK Agency, 1996) can be calculated as follows:
(𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑠 (𝑛) − 𝑀𝑠𝑖𝑚 (𝑛))2
𝐺𝐸𝐻 = �
(𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑠 (𝑛) + 𝑀𝑠𝑖𝑚 (𝑛))/2

where 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑠 (𝑛) is the observed volume of in-field detectors and 𝑀𝑠𝑖𝑚 (𝑛) is the simulated

volumes obtained from the simulation network. According to the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), if more than 85% of the measurement locations’ GEH values are less
than 5, then the simulated flow would accurately reflect the real-field traffic flow (FHWA, 2004).
Through tuning driver behavior parameters (vehicle following parameters and lane change
parameters) in VISSIM, the microscopic simulation model was adjusted to replicate the real-field
traffic conditions. Table 11-1 shows an example of GEH values of four detectors located in
eastbound of the freeway section. From the table, it can be seen that during the three hours
simulation period, more than 95% of the GEH values are less than 5. Results of the table indicate
that the simulation model was satisfactorily calibrated for volumes. Moreover, multiple
simulation runs (10 runs with distinct random seed) have been conducted to further confirm the
calibration results.
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Table 11-1: Sample Profile of GEH values for Calibration
5-min. Time Interval

GEH

GEH

GEH

GEH

(MM 205.7)

(MM 208)

(MM 209.79)

(MM 210.8)

1

0.289446

0.851179

0.390816

0.073727

2

1.494092

0.435561

3.369065

0.993793

3

0.807075

0.210255

1.191404

0.145256

4

0.194923

0.060271

1.046885

2.575122

5

3.34772

0.397572

1.791197

1.336425

6

0.934001

2.122882

0.446961

2.391514

7

0.161787

1.208237

2.428094

1.436474

8

1.411905

1.566342

2.406715

1.360564

9

1.894135

0.801483

0.991493

1.231458

10

1.212323

1.711463

0.686911

0.431376

11

1.867717

1.180044

0.644062

0.268539

12

7.093041

6.592078

4.259106

6.253796

13

1.174817

0.398333

1.52253

1.665445

14

0.563639

0.269083

1.504795

0.637025

15

0.419262

1.722133

3.181299

2.382845

16

0.623052

1.13418

2.633488

0.504936

17

1.956872

0.009494

1.195541

1.801561

18

0.465769

0.498424

1.755725

0.389051

19

3.658419

0.648444

2.209592

0.505924

20

0.873258

0.034496

1.084979

0.115986

21

1.912428

0.840565

1.494093

0.386429

22

3.706261

2.891816

0.576861

0.099413

23

1.614976

0.28284

0.789087

1.524778

24

0.659244

0.048737

2.521379

0.4509

25

1.603719

0.599733

0.293467

1.168762

26

1.690863

0.292344

1.784431

0.42083

27

1.584236

0.654711

2.44313

0.427005

28

0.669534

1.065936

1.778714

0.987399

29

0.849396

1.403002

3.318776

1.505781

30

0.627517

1.059785

0.545709

2.355196

31

0.237598

0.133611

1.815236

0.086441

32

1.765785

1.714366

2.695229

1.867678
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5-min. Time Interval

GEH

GEH

GEH

GEH

(MM 205.7)

(MM 208)

(MM 209.79)

(MM 210.8)

33

2.800422

0.515276

2.050538

1.491913

34

0.466452

1.098246

0.974176

1.632277

35

2.135701

0.272835

2.336782

1.301225

36

0.373688

0.414151

0.46582

0.314462

11.2.6 Network Validation
As the results showed in the table, the simulation model has been satisfactorily calibrated for
volumes at 5-min interval. For the sake of validating the simulation network, average speeds
from the in-field detectors have been utilized. Mean, minimum, and maximum values of average
speed values at 5-min interval were calculated; simulation speeds data were extracted from the
VISSIM simulation outputs. Speed profiles (Figure 11-9 - Figure 11-12) were utilized to
compare the simulated speeds to the actual speeds (mean values, minimum, and maximum
bounds) from in-field detectors.
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Figure 11-9: Speed comparisons for MM 205.7
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Figure 11-10: Speed comparisons for MM 208
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Figure 11-11: Speed comparisons for MM 209.79
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Figure 11-12: Speed comparisons for MM 210.8
Furthermore, besides visible inspections of the simulation speeds and actual speeds, quantified
analyses have also been conducted. According to Nezamuddin et al. (2011), simulated speeds
should be within the errors of 5 mph compared to in-field speeds for 85% of the checkpoints.
Table 11-2 displays an example for errors of speeds at different locations between the simulation
and in-field data. Results showed in the table indicate that speed values were satisfactorily
validated, errors at different locations are within acceptable ranges.
Table 11-2: Speed errors for validation
5-min. Time Interval

Error

Error

Error

Error

(MM 205.7)

(MM 208)

(MM 209.79)

(MM 210.8)

1

-2.2887

-2.0352

2.680902

4.884292

2

-2.27542

0.495603

-7.87891

0.123938

3

-0.96586

-2.02231

1.608954

1.601047

4

-0.67426

2.833503

-2.63415

-4.08788

5

-3.76804

0.253934

2.48241

-0.14515

6

-3.14419

2.713851

-0.2288

0.180796

7

-2.40084

-1.55166

1.498725

2.895289

8

-3.13938

0.734162

-0.07552

-2.43125
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5-min. Time Interval

Error

Error

Error

Error

(MM 205.7)

(MM 208)

(MM 209.79)

(MM 210.8)

9

-0.31538

-3.00233

-4.92703

1.057215

10

-1.9562

-2.10153

-3.035

-1.26052

11

-3.04568

-1.34231

1.277334

-4.66184

12

-3.00096

2.122558

-1.42068

-2.1162

13

-2.97746

-1.0648

1.422235

-0.89684

14

2.417477

2.138843

0.149071

-2.28617

15

-1.62298

-0.52204

-1.29082

2.650658

16

-0.54567

2.079003

-0.16816

-1.85458

17

-0.6382

2.970638

0.348936

-4.04162

18

0.02887

3.702477

3.41358

-2.77299

19

-2.33742

1.744821

3.528594

1.751988

20

-1.36051

-0.12016

-0.76619

0.081624

21

-3.0306

1.440619

1.879428

2.156846

22

0.260538

-0.06003

0.543185

-2.69916

23

-1.49254

1.196861

0.119913

1.306229

24

-5.25136

-0.441

-4.08266

3.213682

25

-1.41108

3.11632

1.385814

-1.10314

26

-11.5004

-3.83799

0.834506

-3.56404

27

-1.34852

-14.1377

-6.35039

-0.61934

28

-0.47245

-2.2222

-1.87966

1.915438

29

-3.30168

-5.9119

-3.51907

-4.34502

30

-5.56391

-3.1666

-11.794

-5.26949

31

-0.98329

4.158727

3.958825

-0.08418

32

-3.90016

-4.08633

-1.58905

-3.86836

33

-0.7379

-7.36561

-4.88014

0.400232

34

0.673082

-4.22508

0.421267

1.048314

35

-0.94516

3.24247

-1.0115

-7.27671

36

-3.38537

1.113973

-4.25223

-0.30028
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11.3 VSL Control Algorithm
In this study, the best VSL control strategies are achieved by solving optimization problems of
minimizing crash risk for the control section. The VSL algorithm contains two major parts: (1)
an extension of METANET traffic flow model and (2) a real-time crash risk evaluation (CR)
model. This section discusses the METANET and CR models in detail; the final optimization
approach is also illustrated.
11.3.1 METANET Model and VSL
In the METANET model (Messmer and Papageorgiou, 1990), freeway sections are divided into
segments where each segment has uniform characteristics in geometry. A freeway section 𝑚 is
split into 𝑁𝑚 segments with length of 𝐿𝑚 and 𝜆𝑚 lanes. Traffic flow in each segment at time
instant 𝑡 = 𝑘𝑇 is depicted by the variables of traffic density 𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘) (veh/lane/mile), mean speed
𝑣𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘) (mph), and traffic volume 𝑞𝑚,𝑖 𝑘 (veh/h); where 𝑇 is the time step used for traffic flow

prediction (𝑇 = 5 min in this study). Traffic variables for each segment 𝑖 of freeway section 𝑚
are calculated through the following equations:

𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘) +

𝑇
(𝑘) − 𝑞𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘)�
�𝑞
𝐿𝑚 𝜆𝑚 𝑚,𝑖−1

𝑞𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘) = 𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘) ∙ 𝑣𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘) ∙ 𝜆𝑚
𝑣𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑣𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘) +
−

(11.1)
(11.2)

𝑇
𝑇
�𝑉 �𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘)� − 𝑣𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘)� +
𝑣 (𝑘) �𝑣𝑚,𝑖−1 (𝑘) − 𝑣𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘)�
𝜏
𝐿𝑚 𝑚,𝑖

𝜂𝑇 𝜌𝑚,𝑖+1 (𝑘) − 𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘)
𝜏𝐿𝑚
𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘) + 𝜅

(11.3)
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𝑎𝑚

1 𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘)
𝑉 �𝜌𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘)� = 𝑣𝑓,𝑚 ∙ exp �−
�
�
𝑎𝑚 𝜌𝑐𝑟,𝑚

�

(11.4)

where 𝑣𝑓,𝑚 represents the free-flow speed of link m, 𝜌𝑐𝑟,𝑚 denotes the critical density per lane of
section m, and 𝑎𝑚 , 𝜏, 𝜂, 𝜅 are constant parameters to be calculated.

As investigated by Carlson et al. (2010a) and used in Carlson et al. (2010b), a quantified model
was used to illustrate VSL-modified flow-occupancy diagram. The VSL rates 𝑏𝑚 (𝑘) stand for

the ratios of applied changeable speed limits and original constant speed limits. Influences of
VSL on the flow-density diagram can be quantified as:
′
𝑣𝑓,𝑚
= 𝑣𝑓,𝑚 ∗ 𝑏𝑚 (𝑘)

(11.5)

𝛼𝑚 ′ = 𝛼𝑚 ∗ [𝐸𝑚 − (𝐸𝑚 − 1) ∗ 𝑏𝑖 (𝑘)]

(11.7)

′
𝜌𝑐𝑟,𝑚
= 𝜌𝑐𝑟,𝑚 ∗ {1 + 𝐴𝑚 ∗ [1 − 𝑏𝑖 (𝑘)]}

(11.6)

where 𝑣𝑓,𝑚 , 𝜌𝑐𝑟,𝑚 , 𝛼𝑚 denote for the non-VSL values for the three parameters; 𝐴𝑚 , 𝐸𝑚 are

constant parameters that represent VSL impacts on the fundamental diagram and they are to be
estimated based on real data.

11.3.2 Crash Risk Evaluation Model
Traffic crashes are complex events which involve human and environmental hazardous factors,
roadway geometry characteristics, and traffic flow conditions. Since micro-simulation software
cannot reproduce crashes directly, a surrogate traffic safety measurement needs to be proposed to
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evaluate the safety improvements brought by VSL systems. Developing real-time crash risk
evaluation models is the frequently adopted approach to quantify the hazard of crash occurrence
in VSL simulation studies (Abdel-Aty et al., 2006a; Lee et al., 2006b). The CR model in this
study utilizes a logistic regression model to measure crash risk with historical crash data and
real-time traffic data matched to each crash case.

Suppose the crash occurrence has the outcomes y=1 or y=0 with respective probability 𝑝 and
1 − 𝑝. The logistic regression can be explained as follows:
𝑦 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑝)
𝑝

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝑝) = log(1−𝑝) = 𝛽0 + 𝑿𝜷

(11.8)
(11.9)

where 𝛽0 is the intercept, 𝑿 is the vector of the explanatory variables, 𝜷 is the vector of

coefficients for the explanatory variables. In this study, the three traffic flow parameters from the
METANET model (average speed, density, and traffic volume) were the candidate explanatory
variables in the CR model. Since traffic flow parameters of the 𝑘 + 1 time interval can be

achieved from the METANET model, crash risks for 𝑘 + 1 time interval can be calculated.

11.3.3 VSL Optimization
The objective of this study is to utilize VSL system to improve traffic safety. Suppose roadway
section 𝑚 is divided into 𝑁𝑚 links, therefore, the objective function for VSL optimization is set
up to minimize the total crash risk for section 𝑚 at time step 𝑘 + 1:
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𝑒 𝛽0 +𝑿(𝑘+1)𝜷

Minimize ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐶𝑅𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) = 1+𝑒 𝛽0+𝑿(𝑘+1)𝜷

(11.10)

where 𝑿(𝑘 + 1) is the vector of traffic flow parameters provided by the extended METANET

model. 𝑏𝑖 (𝑘) represent the optimal VSL rates that should be implemented for segment 𝑖 at time

step 𝑘, where 𝑏𝑖 (𝑘) ∈ [𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 1] as 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∈ (0,1) is the lowest admissible bound for the VSL rates;

𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.65 is used in this study to set the minimum speed limit at 40 mph (the 15 percentile
speed under fixed speed limit is 42 mph; which was rounded to 40 mph to set the minimum
speed limit).

Combing all the previously described equations, the optimization problem can be displayed as
𝑏𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑓[𝑏𝑖 (𝑘), 𝑢(𝑘)],

𝑏𝑖 (0) = 1

(11.11)

where 𝑏𝑖 is the VSL rate of segment 𝑖 in link 𝑚. 𝒖 is the traffic flow state vector which contains
inputs of the METANET model (speed, density, and volume information). From the equation it

can be seen that inputs of this model are traffic flow parameters and current VSL rates, and the
optimal VSL rates for next time step are the only outputs.

In addition, with the consideration of traffic operation and safety, constraints are set up for:
1) the increase of average travel time for the VSL control area compared to the non-VSL
control cases;
2) the maximum difference between two neighboring posted speed limits is 10 mph (spatial
constraint);
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3) the maximum difference between two consecutive VSL control time steps is 10 mph
(temporal constraint).

The average travel time increment control can be formulated as:
∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝐿𝑖
(𝑘+1)
𝑣𝑖

𝐿

𝑖
≤ (1 + 𝑡𝑚 ) ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑣 ′ (𝑘+1)
𝑖

(11.12)

where 𝑣𝑖 ′ (𝑘 + 1) is the predicted average speed under non-VSL control (𝑏𝑖 (𝑘) = 1); 𝑡𝑚 is the
average travel time increase rate which is 0.05 in this study. Additionally, temporal and spatial
constraints for the posted speed limit can be showed as:
|𝑏𝑖+1 (𝑘) − 𝑏𝑖 (𝑘)| ≤ 0.167 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 − 1 (60 ∗ 0.167 ≅ 10)
|𝑏𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) − 𝑏𝑖 (𝑘)| ≤ 0.167 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

(11.13)
(11.14)

11.4 VSL Micro-Simulation Study
11.4.1 VISSIM Model
Abovementioned VSL control algorithm is tested on a mountainous freeway section (eastbound
of I-70) which connects tourists’ skiing resorts and the city of Denver. The feasibility of utilizing
VSL system to proactively improve traffic safety for a bottleneck area on the eastbound of I-70
has been investigated. The studied area starts from Mile Marker (MM) 211.75 and ends at MM
214 where four VSL signs and six detectors are virtually implemented in VISSIM. VSL control
areas are defined as segments between two neighboring VSL signs with detectors implemented
in the middle of each segment.
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The freeway section changes from three lane sections to two lane sections where the merge
happens at MM 213.1. Figure 1 presents the locations of the VSL signs (triangles), detectors
(circles), and the merge point (square). Relative to the bottleneck location, four VSL signs are
named after VSL U3, VSL U2, VSL U1, and VSL D1 respectively; U and D represent the
upstream and downstream whereas the upstream and downstream are defined with respect to the
bottleneck area. The six detectors are called as detector U4, U3, U2, U1, D1 and D2 accordingly;
no on- and off-ramps exist for the studied area.

Detector D1

VSL U2

VSL U1

VSL U3
Detector U4

Detector U2

VSL D1
Detector D2
Detector U1

Detector U3
VSL Signs
Detectors

Figure 11-13: Locations of the VSL signs, detectors and merge point (1:15000)

11.4.2 Speed Distributions and Compliance Levels
‘Desired speed decision points’ are utilized to alter the speed limits in VISSIM; various speed
limits come into service by assigning different ‘desired speed distributions’. In order to test the
proposed VSL algorithm in VISSIM, speed distributions under various speed limits need to be
defined. The original speed limits for the studied freeway section are 60 mph and 50 mph; infield traffic data under these two speed limits are available. In order to identify the speed
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distributions under other speed limits, a heuristic approach to interpolate speed distributions
under the speed limits of 55 mph, 45 mph, and 40 mph is adopted. First, speed distributions
under the speed limits of 60 mph and 50 mph are obtained from the real-time traffic data
archived by the RTMS radars. Therefore, PROC SEVERITY procedure in SAS (SAS Institute,
2004) is employed to identify distributions of average speed: Normal, Gamma, Exponential,
Lognormal, and Weibull distribution are the candidate distributions. Maximum likelihood
method is used to estimate parameters of distributions in the procedure. The likelihood-based
statistics Akaike's information criterion (AIC) are supplied to indicate the fittings of the
estimated distributions and to identify the most appropriate distributions. The smaller the AIC
value is, the better the distribution fits the data. Table 11-3 displays the distribution fitting results
for the average speed under the speed limit of 60 mph.
Table 11-3: Speed distributions fitting results for the speed limit 60 mph
Distribution
Normal
Exponential
Gamma
Lognormal
Weibull

Converged
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

AIC
1544
2021
1582
1613
1529

Selected
No
No
No
No
Yes

Previous study (Hellinga and Mandelzys, 2011) employed normal distributions to represent the
speed distributions. However, results from Table 11-3 demonstrate that Weibull distribution best
fits the speed; normal distribution provides the second best fit. The best fitted Weibull
distribution is selected to represent speed distributions for the studied freeway section.
Parameters describing the Weibull distributions are also provided by SAS. By interpolating the
distribution parameters, speed distributions under the speed limits of 55 mph, 45 mph, and 40
mph are obtained. Table 11-4 provides the parameters of Weibull distributions under different
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speed limits and Figure 11-14 presents the probability density function (PDF) plots for the
different speed limits. It is worth noting that in Table 11-4 and Figure 11-14, speed distributions
of speed limit 60 and 50 are extracted from in-field data while distributions under other speed
limits are interpolated.
Table 11-4: Weibull distribution parameters for different speed limits
Distribution
Weibull
Weibull
Weibull
Weibull
Weibull

Speed Limit (mph)
60
55
50
45
40
1

1

1 𝜏

𝜃*
61.66
54.84
51.22
46.77
41.35

𝜏
6.21
6.3
6.59
6.6
6.8

*PDF for the Weibull distribution 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 𝜏(𝜃)𝜏 𝑒 −(𝜃)
0.06
0.05
0.04

Speed limit 60

0.03

Speed limit 50
Speed limit 55

0.02
0.01
0
10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62 66 70 74 78 82 86 90

Figure 11-14: PDF plots for different speed limits

The abovementioned results of interpolating speed distributions are achieved under the
assumption that drivers would keep the existing compliance level for variable speed limits.
However, as indicated by Hellinga and Mandelzys (2011), the traffic safety improvements
created by VSL are especially sensitive to the drivers’ compliance levels. By assuming that the
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speed distributions would remain the same type, three compliance levels are created by altering
parameters of the Weibull distributions, which are shown in Table 11-5. The proposed VSL
system would be tested under these three compliance levels. We should note that the speed
distributions described in Table 11-4 correspond to the high compliance level in Table 11-5.
Table 11-5: Expected mean free-flow speed (mph) of different speed limit compliance levels
Speed Limits
55
50
45
40

Compliance Level
Moderate
60
55
50
45

Low
66
61
55
50

High
55
49
45
39

11.4.3 METANET Model
Parameters in the METANET model are calibrated based on synthetic data captured by the
detectors in VISSIM. The link specified parameters are 𝑣𝑓,𝑚 = 65 𝑚𝑝ℎ, 𝜌𝑐𝑟,𝑚 = 26 veh/lane/
mile, 𝑎𝑚 = 1.41, 𝜏 = 0.015 ℎ𝑟, 𝜅 = 64 veh/lane/mile

and 𝜂 = 25 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒 2 /ℎ ;

detailed

procedures of calibrating METANET model can be found in Kotsialos et al. (2002). Moreover,
considering the VSL impacts on the fundamental impacts, the parameters 𝐴𝑚 and 𝐸𝑚 are also
calibrated with the simulation data under different speed limits and various compliance levels.

Finally, as displayed in Table 11-6, these two parameters are estimated based on the compliance
levels.
Table 11-6: VSL related parameters
Compliance Level
Low
Moderate
High

𝐴𝑚
0.72
0.71
0.65
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𝐸𝑚
1.73
1.69
1.85

11.4.4 Crash Risk Evaluation (CR) Model
There are two datasets utilized to calibrate the CR model: (1) crash data from Oct 2010 to Oct
2011 provided by the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and (2) real-time traffic
data detected by 30 RTMS radars. There are 265 crashes documented and matched with traffic
data during the studied period; 1017 non-crash cases are selected and matched to the crash cases.
The RTMS radars archived speed and volume information at 30-second intervals. Traffic status
corresponding to each crash is prepared by extracting traffic data 5-10 minute prior to the crash
occurrence time at the crash location. The 5-10 minute time period prior to the reported crash
time is utilized to avoid confusing pre and post crash conditions. For example, if a crash
happened at 15:25, at MM 211.3, the corresponding traffic status for this crash would be traffic
conditions of time interval 15:15 and 15:20 recorded by RTMS radar at MM 211.8. To
coordinate the CR model with the METANET traffic flow model, only the 5-minute average
speed, average density, and total volume are considered as candidate explanatory variables in the
CR model.

For each specific crash case, four non-crash cases are identified and matched. The non-crash
cases are selected based on the following procedures: for example, a crash happened on Tuesday
(May 24, 2011), then the four non-crash cases would be selected for the exact same time interval
two weeks before and two weeks after the crash time (May 10, May 17, May 31, and Jun 7) at
the exact location of crash occurrence. This data preparation approach utilized matched casecontrol design, which is frequently employed in the disaggregate crash occurrence studies;
confounding factors can be controlled through matching (Breslow and Day, 1980). This matched
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case-control structure would implicitly account for the influences of geometric characteristics,
peak hour effects, driver population, etc, on crash risk evaluation.

The CR model is estimated in SAS with the PROC LOGISTIC procedure. Table 11-7 shows
results of the logistic regression model. Among the three candidate explanatory variables, only
the average speed variable is found to be significant. The negative sign for average speed
indicates that crashes are more likely to occur within congested areas and periods. The result is
consistent with the CR models previously estimated for the same roadway section (Ahmed et al.,
2012a) and also expressways in other jurisdiction (Ahmed et al., 2012b). Moreover, ROC Index
(0.74) demonstrates that the estimated model could satisfactorily classify crash and non-crash
cases.
Table 11-7: Crash risk evaluation model
Parameter
Intercept
Average speed

Estimate
1.98
-0.067

Standard Error
0.31
0.006

AIC
ROC Index

Wald Chi-Square
39.5
116.2

P-value
<0.0001
<0.0001

1180.84
0.74

With the estimated CR model, the predicted crash risks for time period (𝑘 + 1) can be calculated
with the following equation:

exp(1.98−0.067∗𝑣

𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) = 1+exp(1.98−0.067∗𝑣𝑚,𝑖
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(𝑘+1))

𝑚,𝑖 (𝑘+1))

(11.15)

11.5 Simulation Results
The proposed VSL algorithm is implemented through the VISSIM component object model
(COM) interface with a module developed with C++ program. In order to establish a system that
has low sensitivity to prediction errors, the VSL rates 𝑏𝑚 (𝑘 + 1) are calculated at every 5-min

time step. Ten runs, each with a different random seed value, are conducted for each compliance
level scenario. Table 11-8 shows an example of final VSL control strategy with the high
compliance level and random seed of 77.
Table 11-8: Example of VSL control strategies (high compliance, random seed 77)

Time Interval (5-min)
1-17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29-36

VSL U3
60
50
45
45
55
60
60
60
50
45
55
60
60

VSL U2
60
60
45
45
55
60
60
60
50
45
50
60
60

VSL U1
60
60
45
45
55
60
60
60
50
45
45
55
60

VSL D1
60
60
55
55
50
60
60
60
50
50
50
60
60

Safety effects of the proposed VSL system are quantified as crash risk improvements and speed
homogeneity improvements. Figure 11-15 and 11-16 display the average crash risk
improvements (negative means traffic safety improved) and the speed homogeneity
improvements (negative means smaller speed standard deviations have been achieved) with three
compliance levels, accordingly.
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Crash risk differences

0.04
0.02
0
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
-0.02

Time Interval

-0.04
-0.06
-0.08
High Compliance

Moderate Compliance

Low Compliance

Speed standard deviation differnecs

Figure 11-15: Average crash risk improvements for three compliance levels
1
0.5
0
-0.5

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Time Interval

-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3
-3.5
High Compliance

Moderate Compliance

Low Compliance

Figure 11-16: Average speed standard deviation improvements for three compliance levels

Figure 11-15 shows the crash risk differences of the VSL cases compared to the non-VSL
control cases. Negative values of crash risk improvements indicate enhanced traffic safety with
VSL; while positive crash risk differences mean worse traffic safety situations. From Figure 1115 it can be seen that with high and moderate compliance levels, crash risks have been decreased
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for almost all the VSL implemented periods; while for the low compliance level, mixed crash
risk is achieved with the triggered VSL system (increase in particular during the time interval of
21-25). This phenomenon confirmed that effects of VSL on traffic safety vary across the
compliance levels (Hellinga and Mandelzys, 2011).

Furthermore, standard deviation of average speed is utilized as a measurement of homogeneity
(Nes et al., 2010), which is used as another evaluation measurement for traffic safety. Figure 1116 displays the differences of speed standard deviations between the non-VSL base case and
VSL control cases with various driver compliance levels. Negative values for speed standard
deviation differences indicate smoother and homogeneous traffic flow while positive dots
indicate turbulent traffic. Similar conclusions can be drawn by monitoring the speed
homogeneity: improved speed homogeneities have been achieved by implementing the VSL
system under the high and moderate driver compliance levels; if the majority of the drivers
ignore the lowered speed limits, speed homogeneity would deteriorate. It is worth mentioning
that speed harmonization is one of the main objectives of ATM.

However, as indicated by the existing speed patterns (speed distributions with speed limit 60
mph and 50 mph), drivers’ compliance mains a relatively high level for the existing speed limits.
Assuming the same compliance level would persist for VSL, significant traffic safety
improvements can be achieved by the proposed VSL control algorithm. Nevertheless, previous
figures showed only averaged crash risks and averaged speed standard deviations of the four
VSL segments, crash risk migration issue cannot be detected. In order to make sure that VSL
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would not lower the crash risk at one location while increasing it at others, crash risk and speed
standard deviation improvements with high compliance level of every detector are plotted in
Figures 11-17 and 11-18, respectively; which is the same method utilized in a previous study
(Abdel-Aty et al., 2006b). In this study, a total of six detectors are incorporated to fully
investigate the crash risk migration issue. From the figures, it can be observed that crash risk
migration issue has been effectively prevented. Additionally, the percentages of improved crash
risk, speed homogeneity, and travel time improvement relative to the non-VSL conditions for
each location are listed in Table 11-9. Values in the table further confirm that VSL control has no
negative effects on crash risk and speed homogeneity improvements for the entire freeway
section. In addition, except for the segment of U4, average travel times for the VSL control
section have been decreased.
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Figure 11-17: Crash risks’ improvements for different locations

Table 11-9: Percentages of crash risk and speed homogeneity improvements for each location
Detector Location

Crash risk improvement

Location U4
Location U3
Location U2
Location U1
Location D1
Location D2

0.19%
13.1%
7%
6.2%
11.8%
13.1%
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Speed homogeneity
improvement
2.9%
17.9%
11.4%
12.5%
11.4%
8.4%

Travel time
improvement
-3.6%
5.7%
2.3%
2.6%
4.7%
5.2%
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Figure 11-18: Speed standard deviations’ improvements for different locations
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11.6 Conclusions
This study proposes an innovative approach to identify an optimal VSL control strategy with the
purpose of pro-actively improving traffic safety on freeways. Previous studies aimed at
improving traffic safety with VSL systems (Abdel-Aty et al., 2006a; Lee et al., 2006b) identified
the best control strategies through an experimental design approach. By testing all possible
control scenarios, the best control strategies that can reduce crash risk were identified; which is
time consuming and the results are not transferrable. Other VSL studies (Hegyi et al., 2005;
Carlson et al., 2010a) intended to improve traffic flow (minimize total travel time) identified the
best control strategies by solving optimization problems. However, traffic safety was not
considered during the optimization procedures. This study bridges the gap by combining the
traffic flow model with a real-time crash risk evaluation model, where the VSL system is
introduced to minimize total crash risk along the studied roadway section.

The innovative VSL control algorithm contains two major parts: an extension of METANET
traffic flow model and a crash risk evaluation model. The METANET model is introduced to
analyze VSL effects on traffic flows while the crash risk evaluation model is developed to
quantify the traffic safety risk. Optimal control strategies are obtained from an optimization
framework: minimizing crash risks along the VSL control area. In addition, constraints of
average travel time increase are defined to ensure the reliability of travel time and insure
preventing unacceptable travel time increases.
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To test the proposed VSL control algorithm, a bottleneck area on eastbound I-70 is carefully
coded in the micro-simulation software VISSIM. Four VSL signs are implemented as three signs
upstream and one downstream of the bottleneck. Detectors are installed in the middle of two
neighboring VSL signs. Traffic flow scenarios during morning peak hours in August, 2011 (9-11
AM) are calibrated and validated with real field data. The optimal VSL control strategies are
implemented through COM in VISSIM. A total of three different driver compliance levels are
investigated; each compliance level is simulated with ten different random seed numbers. Results
of the VSL are quantified as average crash risk improvements and average speed homogeneity
improvements across the ten runs. From the simulation results, it can be concluded that VSL
would effectively improve traffic safety under high and moderate compliance levels; while with
low compliance level, the results are mixed. In addition, possible crash migration phenomena
have been fully investigated by plotting crash risks versus six detector locations; no crash risk
migration issue was detected.
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CHAPTER 12: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This dissertation incorporated the analyses of multi-level traffic safety data for a mountainous
freeway section. In addition to the traditional safety performance functions (aggregate analysis),
microscopic real-time crash risk evaluation models, crash injury severity analysis, and advanced
Variable Speed Limits system used to improve traffic safety have been investigated. Various data
sources (e.g. real-time traffic data, real-time weather data, and crash data) have been obtained,
processed and utilized in this study. For the methodology part, this dissertation mainly
investigated the utilization of hierarchical Bayesian models in the multi-level traffic safety
analyses. This chapter discusses the critical findings, conclusions, and recommendations of the
three major research aspects: (1) aggregate analyses, (2) disaggregate analyses, and (3) Variable
Speed Limits system.

12.1 Aggregate Analyses
Crash occurrence on mountainous freeway is highly influenced by the weather conditions. To
fully account for the weather influences on crash occurrence, real-time weather data were
introduced to the crash frequency models. These weather data provide real-time information
about the adverse weather conditions, which were demonstrated by the models of being highly
related to crash occurrence.
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In addition to the real-time weather data, real-time traffic variables prior to the crash time have
been included in the models. Unlike the fixed values of speed limits, incorporating real-time
traffic variables have the benefit of understanding different characteristics of crashes under
various scenarios. Furthermore, those significant variables are helpful in designing the active
traffic management systems.

Moreover, safety performance functions have also been developed separately for the single- and
multi-vehicle crashes while considering their correlation effects. As for the MV crashes, their
occurrence were found to be related to the degree of curvature, curve length ratio, lane number
and median width; the two exposure parameter (AADT and segment length) were both
significant which demonstrate that higher AADT would increase the probability of MV crash
occurrence. While for the SV crashes, they are more associated with the median width, speed
limit, lane numbers and longitudinal grade. Only one exposure parameter (segment length) is
significant as the SV crashes seem to be not related to AADT which is consistent with previous
studies.

Furthermore, crash frequencies of weekday and weekend crashes were analyzed simultaneously.
For the identified crash occurrence contributing factors, logVMT, three lane, median width, and
longitudinal grade indicators were found as sharing factors for the weekend and weekday crashes.
Moreover, additional hazardous factors like the degree of curvature, speed limit of 50 mphand
curve length ratio were concluded to be significantly related to weekday crashes.
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As for the methodologies, random effects models were proven to be superior to the fixed effect
models since they can handle the overdispersion problem of the crash data. Moreover, the
correlated random effects models provide better goodness-of-fit measures, and different sets of
parameters for distinct scenarios can help the researchers to understand more about the diverse
crash occurrence mechanisms.

As the correlated random effects model was proven to be suitable for analyzing the correlated
crash count data, it was further compared to the Multivariate Poisson and Multivariate Poissonlognormal (MVPLN) models. Results indicated that MVPLN model outperform the other models.
It is suggested to utilize the MVPLN modeling technique in future studies to investigate
correlated count data.

Another methodological contribution of this dissertation is the introduction of a variety of
methods to formulate prior distributions for the independent variables in traffic safety studies.
Informative priors are inherent and key part of the Bayesian inference theory. With the use of
informative priors, researchers can achieve better model fits and have more confident inference
results. More importantly, the informative prior can help to avoid implausible and inaccurate
conclusions by utilizing extra information beyond the data sample.

Four approaches of formulating informative priors showed strong evidence of their ability to
enhance model fits and inference accuracies for the specific data used in this study. From the
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application easiness perspective, the two-stage updating and MLE methods require extra
calculation and the two-stage updating even needs historical studies to provide informative priors.
In the meanwhile, the method of moments priors need only simple statistical analyses which are
likely to be conducted anyway during the preliminary analyses procedures. For the expert
experience priors, surveys from the experts with experience in the safety analysis field are
needed.

With the consideration of models’ performance results, it can be concluded that the two-stage
updating approach is the best way to develop informative priors. If past data or study results are
available, this method should be the first choice to develop the informative priors. Nevertheless,
if there are limited historical data and results, the method of moments approach can be used since
this method performed comparably to the MLE method and provided smaller credible intervals.
In addition, for new data with a small sample (usually faced in the CMF studies) the expert
experience method can be utilized, but with care. Moreover, it is worthwhile to note that these
conclusions were drawn based on the specific dataset used in this study; further investigation
with other datasets would be needed to confirm and generalize the results.

In addition to the informative priors for the independent variables, informative priors for the
inverse dispersion parameter in the Poisson-gamma model have also been examined in this study.
Investigation regarding different types of informative priors indicated that: (1) both types of
informative priors improved the model goodness-of-fit compared to the non-informative priors;
(2) informative priors for the inverse dispersion parameter resulted in larger credible intervals for
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the estimated coefficients; (3) informative priors for the independent variables were more
effective than the informative priors for the inverse dispersion parameter in improving the
goodness-of-fit and estimation accuracies; (4) overuse of the informative priors would limit the
flexibility of the model since combining usage of the two prior types did not further improve the
model.

12.2 Disaggregate Analyses
For the disaggregate analyses, a crash propensity analysis was first conducted to identify distinct
crash occurrence mechanisms for different crash types. From the estimated models, results were
concluded as: (1) For the average speed, single-vehicle crashes are more likely to happen with
higher speeds while the multi-vehicle crashes would probably occur at congested segments; (2)
single-vehicle crashes are more probable to happen during snow-seasons with slippery road
surface while the multi-vehicle crashes mostly occurr during the dry seasons; (3) the visibility
conditions differentiate the rear-end crashes from the sideswipe crashes. Rear-end crash
occurrence is positively associated with good visibility whereas sideswipe crashes have a
negative relationship with the visibility condition; (4) rear-end crashes tend to occur at two-lane
segments whereas the three-lane segments are more likely to have single-vehicle and sideswipe
crashes; (5) diverse results have been found for the influence of longitudinal grades on crash
occurrence. For the rear-end crashes, downgrade segments with steep grades are the most
dangerous ones, while the sideswipe crashes are more likely to occur at upgrade and flat slopes.
Nevertheless, for the single-vehicle crashes, flat grades (0-2% slopes) segments are the most
risky ones no matter the slope direction.
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In addition, real-time crash risk evaluation models were developed for total crashes. A CART
model was employed to select critical variables which contribute to crash occurrence. With the
variable selection results, three Bayesian logistic regression models have been estimated: (1)
Bayesian fixed parameter logistic regression model, (2) Bayesian random parameter logistic
regression model meant for capturing the seasonal variation effects, and (3) Bayesian random
effects logistic regression which is capable of accounting for unobserved segment level
heterogeneity. However, comparisons of the goodness-of-fit and parameter estimations
suggested that the three models are very comparable and the Bayesian fixed parameter logistic
regression model has the lowest DIC. Therefore, the Bayesian logistic regression models have
been compared to the SVM models with both linear and RBF kernels.

Model comparisons’ results showed that the SVM model with RBF kernel provided the best
goodness-of-fit. While the SVM models with linear kernel have similar results as the logistic
regression models. The findings of including the RBF kernel would enhance the model
classification capability indicating that there are some non-linear relationships that exist between
the dependent variable and explanatory variables which could not be captured by the logistic
regression models.

Moreover, as indicated before different crash types have disticnt crash occurrence mechanisms.
Real-time crash risk evaluation models were separately developed for the single- and multivehicle crashes (due to the sample size restriction, multi-vehicle crashes could be further split
into rear-end and sideswipe crashes). Frequently adopted case-control design was employed to
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here. Bayesian logistic regression models have been developed to capture the crash prone traffic
statuses. For the MV crashes, average speed at D1 (first downstream) detector and standard
deviation of occupancy at D2 (second downstream) detector are significant along with the
visibility conditions; as to the SV crashes, average speed and sum of volume at D2 detector and
standard deviation of occupancy at D1 detector are significant.

In addition, after developing the seasonal random parameter models for real-time crash risk
evaluation, a discrepancy result has been identified compared to the aggregate analysis results.
Average speed variable (CAS in Table 3-2) is significant for dry season and it is not significant
for the snow season. However, disaggregate analysis results indicate that downstream average
speeds are all significant for both seasons and for both single- and multi-vehicle crashes (Table
9-5 and Table 9-7). This discrepancy can be explained as disaggregate studies are more useful to
identify crash occurrence hazardous factors than aggregate studies; results of the aggregate
studies represent the averaged effects of those hazardous factors at segment level, which ignore
the heterogeneity among the crashes.

As for the modeling approaches, Bayesian random parameter models are capable of accounting
for the seasonal variation effects and crash unit level varying effects. Furthermore, Bayesian
multi-level models have captured the unobserved heterogeneity caused by the geometric
characteristics: median width and number of lanes contribute to the segment level variations in
the MV crash model; for the SV crashes, median width is the only parameter found significantly
impacting the segment variations. Regarding the goodness-of-fit for the four presented models,
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the more complex models (multi-level models) showed better fit. However, it is not acceptable to
estimate a model with both crash unit level random parameters and segment level random effects,
since the segment variations caused by geometric characteristics have already been accounted for
by the crash unit level random parameters. Moreover, the purpose of introducing the seasonal
random parameters, crash unit level random parameters, and segment level random effects to the
basic Bayesian logistic regression model are not simply to improve the goodness-of-fit; we want
to investigate the seasonal effects on the selected parameters, variations of different crash unit
and also unveil the segment level variations’ contributing factors.

12.3 Optimal and Proactive Variable Speed Limits System
This dissertation also proposes an innovative approach to identify the optimal VSL control
strategy to improve traffic safety on freeways. To test the proposed VSL control algorithm, a
bottleneck area on eastbound I-70 in Colorado was carefully coded in the micro-simulation
software VISSIM. Four VSL signs were implemented as three signs located at the upstream of
the bottleneck and one at the downstream. Detectors were also installed in the middle of each
control segment. Traffic flow scenarios during 9:00-12:00 in the morning were tested with the
optimal VSL control strategy coded through COM. After simulating the corridor with ten
different random seed numbers, results of the VSL were quantified as crash risk improvements
and speed homogeneity improvements. Assuming drivers keep the same compliance level (high
compliance level) with the existing speed limits for the VSL, it can be concluded that traffic
safety and speed homogeneity have simultaneously improved by implementing VSL. Moreover,
considering various compliance levels, VSL would effectively improve traffic safety under high
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and moderate compliance levels, while with low compliance level, VSL systems need to be
triggered with caution since the opposite results of worsening traffic safety might occur. The
possible crash migration phenomenon have been fully investigated by plotting crash risks vs.
locations (including extra upstream and downstream locations) and no crash risk migration issue
was detected.

Although results of the study demonstrated that the proposed VSL control algorithm could
effectively improve traffic safety, limitations do exist in this algorithm. In this study, candidate
explanatory variables used in the CR model are average speed, density, and volume as provided
by the METANET model. However, as a mountainous freeway, crash occurrence is also
substantially influenced by weather conditions (Ahmed et al., 2012a). Visibility and precipitation
conditions also play important roles in crash occurrence. Future implementation of the proposed
VSL system could consider including environment related variables into the CR model or a
simultaneous VSL strategy for adverse weather conditions.

Moreover, this study utilized one simple CR model to evaluate traffic safety. As stated in
previous studies (Pande and Abdel-Aty, 2006a; Yu et al., 2013), it is important to analyze the
crashes by type, particularly when it comes to real-time crash risk assessment. Multiple CR
models can be developed and incorporated, and the optimization problem would be extended to a
multi-objective system with balanced crash risk improvements for different crash types. In
addition, as concluded by Yu and Abdel-Aty (2013) that support vector machine technique
would perform better than the ordinal logistic regression models as crash risk evaluation measure
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technique. Instead of utilizing basic logistic regression models, more advanced CR models can
be employed in future studies.

The results presented in this dissertation are based on a particular mountainous freeway section,
which is somewhat unique. Further research with different data and infrastructure types are
needed to confirm the results concluded here and extend it to other freeways.
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